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GENERAL INFORMATION

The PROCEEDINGS of the Institute is published monthly and contains papers and discussions thereon
submitted for publication or for presentation before meetings of the Institute or its Sections.
Payment of the annual dues by a member entitles him to one copy of each number of the Pito-
CEEDINGB issued during the period of his membership.

Subscription rates to the PROCEEDINGS for the current year are received from non-members at the
rate of 31.00 per copy or $10.00 per year. To foreign countries the rates are $1.10 per copy
or $11.00 per year.

Back issues are available in unbound form for the years 1918, 1920, 1921, 1922, and 1926 at
$9.00 per volume (six issues) or $1.50 per single issue. Single copies for the year 1928 are available
at $1.00 per issue. For the years 1913, 1914, 1915, 1916, 1917, 1918, 1924, and1925 miscellaneous
copies (incomplete unbound volumes) can be purchased for $1.50 each; for 1927 at $1.00 each.
The Secretary of the Institute should be addressed for a list of these.

Discount of twenty-five per cent on all unbound volumes or copies is allowed to members of the Insti-
tute, libraries, booksellers, and subscription agencies.

Bound volumes are available as follows: for the years 1918, 1920, 1921, 1922, 1925, and 1926 to
members of the Institute, libraries, booksellers, and subscription agencies at $8.75 per volume
in blue buckram binding and $10.25 in morocco leather binding; to all others the prices are $11.00
and $12.50, respectively. For the year 1928 the bound volume prices are: to members of the
Institute, libraries, booksellers, and subscription agencies, $9.50 in blue buckram binding and
$11.00 in morocco leather binding; to all others, $12.00 and $13.50, respectively. Foreign postage
on all bound volumes is one dollar, and on single copies is ten cents.

Year Books for 1926, 1927, and 1928, containing general information, the Constitution and By -Laws,
catalog of membership eta., are priced at seventy-five cents per copy per year.

Contributors to the PROCEEDINGS are referred to the following page for suggestions as to approved
methods of preparing manuscripts for publication in the PROCEEDINGS.

Advertising rates for the PROCEEDINGS will be supplied by the Institute's Advertising Department,
Room 802, 33 West 39th Street, New York, N. Y.

Changes of address to affect a particular issue must be received at the Institute office not later than the
15th of the month preceding date of issue. That is, a change in mailing address to be effective
with the October issue of the PROCEEDINGS must be received by not later than September 15th.
Members of the Institute are requested to advise the Secretary of any change in their business
connection or title irrespective of change in their mailing address, for the purpose of keeping the
Year Book membership catalog up to date.

The right to reprint limited portions or abstracts of the papers, discussions, or editorial notes in the
PROCEEDINGS is granted on the express condition that specific reference shall be made to the
source of such material. Diagrams and photographs published in the PROCEEDINGS may not be
reproduced without making special arrangements with the Institute through the Secretary.

It is understood that the statements and opinions given in the PROCEEDINGS are views of the individual
members to whom they are credited, and are not binding on the membership of the Institute as
a whole.

All correspondence should be addressed to the Institute of Radio Engineers, 33 West 39th Street,
New York, N. Y., U. S. A.

Entered as second class matter at the Post Office at Menasha, Wisconsin.
Acceptance for mailing at special rate of postage provided for in the Act of February 28, 1925, embodied

in paragraph 4, Section 412, P. L. and R. Authorised October 26, 1927.

Published monthly by

THE INSTITUTE OF RADIO ENGINEERS, INC.
Publication office, 450-454 Ahnaip Street, Menasha, Wis.

BUSINESS, EDITORIAL, AND ADVERTISING OFFICES,

33 West 39th St., New York, N. Y.



SUGGESTIONS FOR CONTRIBUTORS TO THE
PROCEEDINGS

Preparation of Paper

Form-Manuscripts may be submitted by member and non-member contributors from any country.
To be acceptable manuscripts should be in final form for publication and accompanied by a
summary of from 100 to 300 words. Papers should be typed double space with consecutive
numbering of pages. Footnote references should be consecutively numbered and should ap-
pear at the foot of their respective pages. Each reference should contain author's name, title
of article, name of journal, volume, page, month, and year. Generally, the sequence of pres-
entation should be as follows: statement of problem; review of the subject in which the scope,
object, and conclusions of previous investigations in the same field are covered; main body
describing the apparatus, experiments, theoretical work, and results used in reaching the con-
clusions and their relation to present theory and practice; bibliography. The above pertains to
the usual type of paper. To whatever type a contribution may belong, a close conformity to

the spirit of these suggestions is recommended.

Illustrations-Use only jet black ink on white paper or tracing cloth. Cross-section paper used for
graphs should not have more than four lines per inch. If finer ruled paper is used, the major divi-
sion lines should be drawn in with black ink, omitting the finer divisions. In the latter case, only
blue -lined paper can be accepted. Photographs must be very distinct, and must be printed on
glossy white paper. Blueprinted illustrations of any kind cannot be used. All lettering should be

in. high for an 8 x 10 in. figure. Legends for figures -should be tabulated on a separate sheet,

not lettered on the illustrations.

Mathematics-Fractions should be indicated by a slanting line. Use standard symbols. Decimals
not preceded by whole numbers should be preceded by zero, as 0.016. Equations may be written
in ink with subscript numbers, radicals, etc., in the desired proportion.

Abbreviations-Write a.c. and d.c., (a -c sad d -c as adjectives), kc, Ad, FAL e.m.f., mh, ph, henries
abscissae, antennae. Refer to figures as Fig. 1, Figs. 3 and 4, and to equations as (5).
Number equations on the right in parentheses.

Summary-The summary should contain a statement of major conclusions reached, since summaries
in many cases constitute the only source of information used in compiling scientific reference
indexes. Abstracts printed in other journals, especially foreign, in most oases consist of summaries
from published papers. The summary should explain as adequately as possible the major con-
clusions to a non -specialist in the subject. The summary should contain from 100 to 300 words,

depending on the length of the paper.

Publication of Paper

Disposition-All manuscripts should be addressed to the Institute of Radio Engineers, 33 Weet 39th

Street, New York City. They will be examined by the Committee on Meetings and Papers and
by the Editor. Authors are advised as promptly as possible of the action taken, usually within

one month.

Proofs-Galley proof is sent to the author. Only necessary corrections in typography should be made.

No new material is to be added. Corrected proofs should be returned promptly to the Institute of
Radio Engineers, 33 West 39th Street, New York City.

Reprints-With the galley proof a reprint order form is sent to the author. Orders for reprints must
be forwarded promptly as type is not held after publication.
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GEORGE WASHINGTON PIERCE
President of the Institute, 1918 and 1919

George Washington Pierce was born in Webberville, Texas, January 11,
1872. He received the B.Sc. degree, University of Texas, 1893; M.A. degree,
1894; Harvard, 1898-1900, A.M. degree, 1899, Ph.D. degree, 1900; Leipzig,1900-01. Asst. professor of physics, 1907-17; professor, 1917-21; Rumford
professor, 1921 to date, Harvard University. Director of the Cruft High Tension
Electrical Laboratory, 1914 to date; chairman of the Division of PhysicalSciences, Harvard, 1927 to date. Fellow of the American Academy of Arts
and Sciences; member of the National Academy of Sciences, American Physical
Society, American Institute of Electrical Engineers, Deutsche Physikalische
Gesellschaft, American Acoustical Society, Inventors' Guild; Fellow and twicepresident of the Institute of Radio Engineers. Author of "The Principles of
Wireless Telegraphy," 1910; "Electric Oscillations and Electric Waves, 1920;and of papers on crystal rectifiers, sound, electrical resonance, electric waves,
transmission lines, theory of the antenna, piezo-electric crystal control of
frequency, and applications of magnetostriction to frequency control and to the
production and detection of sound. Inventor of devices for submarine signalling,
vacuum -tube detectors, frequency control apparatus, etc.



INSTITUTE NEWS AND RADIO NOTES

November Meeting of Board of Direction

The regular monthly meeting of the Board of Direction of the
Institute was held on November 7, 1929 in the offices of the Institute.

Those present were: W. G. Cady, acting chairman; Melville East -
ham, treasurer; John M.Clayton, secretary; Arthur Batcheller, R. A.
Heising, L. M. Hull, R. H. Manson, and R. H. Marriott.

The following were transferred or elected to the higher grades of
membership in the Institute:

Transferred to the Fellow grade: R. H. Langley, W. D. Terrell,
and Balth. van der Pol. Transferred to the Member grade: C. S.
Agate, G. L. Beers, H. A. Brown, I. S. Coggeshall, H. I. Danziger,
H. B. Deal, W. F. Diehl, Malcolm Ferris, H. C. Forbes, J. K. Hilliard,
A. V. Loughren, J. R. Nelson, E. B. Ferrell, and 0. W. Towner.
Elected to the Member grade: Arthur S. Fish, J. Plebanski, T. C.
Rives, and D. M. Sokolcow.

One hundred and thirteen Associate members and six Junior mem-
bers were elected.

K. W. Wagner, president of the Electrotechnical Association, with
headquarters at Berlin, invited the Institute to appoint a representa-
tive to the fiftieth anniversary celebration of the Association to be
held in Berlin in January, 1930. The Board accepted the invitation,
nominating Vice -President Alexander Meissner as the Institute's
representative.

Melville Eastham has been appointed a member of the Radio Broad-
casting Committee of the American Engineering Council.

A Request from the Committee on Admissions

The Institute of Radio Engineers has attained a high standing
among engineering societies through the quality of its publications and
the calibre of its membership. The Committee on Admissions is
charged with the important responsibility of maintaining proper
standards of membership. The Committee feels it to be important to
every member of the Institute that the standards of membership, set
by the Constitution, be maintained.

The Committee on Admissions occasionally experiences difficulty
in passing upon applications for the higher grades of membership

2095
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because of great reluctance on the part of many references to state
frankly. and fully their knowledge and opinions concerning the appli-
cant. There seems to be a disinclination to say anything about the
applicant unless he can be recommended highly. It is in such uncertain
cases that the Committee particularly needs the assistance of every
reference. The Committee cannot take the failure to return the
reference blank as non -indorsement since there are many cases where
such a course would do great injustice to the applicant. This condition
does not hold among our British members. A healthy critical attitude
prevails that has been of great help to the Committee. This desirable.
attitude is prevalent in England and has been instrumental in main-
taining the high standards of their engineering societies. The develop-
ment of such an attitude is absolutely necessary if the Institute
wishes to maintain or improve its standards of membership. The
Committee earnestly requests all references to be sure to reply and,
for the good of the Institute, to express themselves frankly and
honestly regardless of personal or business relations. All replies from
references are kept in the strictest confidence by the Committee.

January, 1930, New York Meeting

Since the normal date of the New York meeting in January next
falls on the first of the month, this meeting will be changed to Wed-
nesday, January 8th.

1930 Membership Dues

It is planned that bills for members' dues for 1930 will be in the
mails shortly before January 1st. Prompt payment of these bills will
insure the regular receipt of the PROCEEDINGS and other Institute
publications, and, due to the small office staff and limited bookkeeping
facilities, will be of great assistance to the Institute office.

Change in Business Title

Members are advised that any change in their business title from
that shown in the 1929 Year Book should be communicated to the
Secretary of the Institute immediately if he has not been advised
thereof previously. The catalog of membership in the 1930 Year Book
comprises the names and addresses of the paid membership as of
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December 31, 1929. Changes in mailing address, business address,
or business title will not appear in the 1930 book unless received at the
Institute office by December 31st. A form for notification of change
in address is published monthly in the advertising section of the
PROCEEDINGS. It will be found on page xxxv of this issue.

Radio Standardization

While the members of the Institute know that a considerable
amount of standardization work is in progress, they may not have a
very extensive knowledge of the important part the Institute is playing
in this field.

There are, in general, four major bodies keenly interested in stand-
ardization in the radio field. These are the American Standards As-

sociation, the Institute of Radio Engineers, the Radio Division of the
National Electrical Manufacturers' Association, and the Radio
Manufacturers' Association.

In 1918, five of the major engineering societies decided it would be
extremely desirable to have an organization whose chief dutiesit would
be to encourage and coordinate standardization in the engineering
field, to determine upon suitable methods of procedure which would
entail the minimum loss of time and effort commensurate with a high
standard of accuracy and suitability of the standards formulated, and
which would maintain sufficient supervision of the process of de-
veloping and promulgating standards to insure that those which
received its approval were truly representative of all those in the
industry having a vital interest in the subject. With these thoughts
in mind, the American Engineering Standards Committee was or-
ganized.

As time passed, other organizations became affiliated with the
A. E. S. C. and the scope of its activities naturally broadened until, in
1928, it was considered advisable to reorganize the committee along
much broader lines which would also allow for future expansion. In
this reorganization, the name was changed to the American Standards
Association.

At the present time the A. S. A. has forty-one member -bodies which

comprise technical societies, trade associations, and governmental
bodies, all of which are keenly interested in the problems confronting
a large number of industries.

The broad scope of the work may be readily demonstrated by

going through the list of projects for standardization under the A. S. A.
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procedure. These concern such items as Portland cement, tests for
the toughness of rock, safety codes for ladders and for window washing,
dimensional standards for screws and pipe threads, gears, refrigerators,
radio, power -line insulators, mercury -arc rectifiers, storage batteries,
street traffic signs, liquid soap, fire hose, bed sheeting, blankets, mine
timbering, wood poles, preferred numbers, and many others.

The A. S. A. radio standardization program is sponsored by the
Institute of Radio Engineers and the American Institute of Electrical
Engineers, jointly, through the Sectional Committee on Radio which
has for the scope of its work, "nomenclature, methods of testing and
of rating, specifications of apparatus and equipment, and dimensions
to secure interchangeability where this may be found desirable."

One of the most important duties of the A. S. A. is to scan carefully
the personnel of all its sectional committees to insure that there is a
suitable balance of power among the producers, distributors, con-
sumers, and general interests. In compliance with this requirement, it
will be found that practically every important organization in the
radio industry in this country is represented on the Sectional Com-
mittee on Radio.

In granting its approval of a standard, the A. S. A. does not concern
itself with the content and merits of the standarkl, but guarantees that
it is the consensus of opinion of all who are or should be vitally inter-
ested in the subject.

As a result of unavoidable conditions existing in the organization
in the past, the work of the Sectional Committee on Radio was con-
siderably hampered, and culminated in the acceptance by the A. S. A.
of but one "American Tentative Standard." This covers the "Specifi-
cations for Vacuum -Tube Bases" and has already been published in the
PROCEEDINGS. However, the Sectional Committee on Radio has re-
cently been completely reorganized, radically revising its plan of work,
and it is expected that the results of its operation during 1929 and 1930
will be materially greater.

In addition to its sponsorship of the Sectional Committee on Radio,
the Institute has its own Committee on Standardization which has
done effective work for a number of years. Its efforts to date have been
confined to matters of nomenclature, definitions,symbols, and methods
of rating and of testing equipment and apparatus. In this way, it has
expended its energies on such matters as are of greatest importance
to radio engineers.

In the manufacturing field, the Radio Division of the National
Electrical Manufacturers' Association and the Radio Manufacturers'
Association have each sponsored a program of standardization. They
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have made no attempt to formulate standards in that portion of the
field already covered by the Institute, but have taken these standards
bodily from the Institute's reports and given them their own approval
as well. These standards, therefore, have the united approval of the
Institute and the two major manufacturers' associations. It is antici-
pated that a goodly portion of these will be accepted by the Sectional
Committee on Radio during the ensuing year. They will then be pre-
sented to the A. S. A. for approval.

The programs of the N. E. M. A. and R. M. A. have been confined
to matters of concern in the manufacture of equipment, particularly
such items as are of importance as regards the size and fit of com-
ponent parts to secure interchangeability, markings for identification,
which include such things as color codes for wiring, and terminal
marking for polarity, and many matters of similar nature.

It will thus be seen that the field has been divided into two parts,
the Institute providing for the more fundamental engineering aspects
as regards nomenclature, methods of test, etc., and the manufacturers'
associations assuming the obligation of providing standards covering
interchangeability of parts and such matters of a more distinctly manu-
facturing nature.

Because of the nature of the products sold to the general public,
it is not customary for identifying labels to be appended to items com-
plying with formulated standards. Neither is there any coercive force
applied to compel compliance with these standards; general recognition
of their suitability and excellence is relied upon to encourage their
acceptance by the industry. This procedure has met with good success
and is but a continuation of the methods employed in generation of
the standards.

These standards have made it possible for the manufacturer and
those from whom he purchases materials and those to whom he, in
turn, sells, to speak the same language as regards nomenclature,
ratings, and methods of test. In this way more accurate computation
of costs, not only of component parts but of the finished receiver as
well, may be made.

By standardizing on the dimensions of component parts, the manu-
facturer is enabled to dispose of his stock to a large number of pur-
chasers who can all use the same item but who, under less favorable
conditions to the manufacturer, would demand their own particular
sizes, shapes, etc., thus increasing the manufacturing cost per unit.
It also allows the manufacture of materials and parts during the less
active portions of the year under conditions which will not make it
impossible to find a reasonable market for them when the busier
months arrive and time and materials are at a premium.
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The advantages and benefits to the industry from standardization
are manifold, and practically all result in a general saving to the ulti-
mate consumer in the cost and ease of servicing and maintaining his
receiving set and in lowered cost of construction, installation, and
maintenance of broadcast stations, which, in turn, make his receiver
so desirable. This lowered cost and improved service tend to encourage
those who have not already purchased receivers to do so, making a
larger total volume of business and a further reduction in the cost per
unit.

Standardization, therefore, helps not only the ultimate consumer
but also the manufacturer, distributor, and all others in the industry.
By its means, industries are encouraged to grow-and continue to
grow, and the savings made become available for new research and for
improvements in the methods and processes.

Meeting of the A. A. A. S. in December

Under the chairmanship of Professor J. C. Jensen of Nebraska
Wesleyan University a committee of Institute members has been ap-
pointed to arrange a program for Institute members at the meeting of
the American Association for the Advancement of Science which will
be held in Des Moines, Iowa, December 27 to 31, 1929. The com-
mittee membership follows: J. C. Jensen, chairman; S. T. Hutchinson,
Charles A. Culver, H. M. Carrouthers, and John H. Miller.

It is expected that several papers on radio subjects will be pre-
sented at the Institute meeting. Members desiring further information
should communicate either with the Institute office or Professor Jensen.

Institute Meetings

TOUR TO SECTIONS BY K. S. WEAVER

During the month of October, K. S. Weaver of the Westinghouse
Lamp Company of Bloomfield, N. J., visited five sections of the In-
stitute to deliver the paper, "Production Testing of Vacuum Tubes,"
by W. S. Jones and himself.

The meetings in each section were arranged as follows:
Chicago Section.-On October 18th, in the Electric Club, Chicago.

G. W. Wilcox presided. Seventy members of the section were present.
The paper was discussed by Messrs. Wilcox, Oxner, Miller Harper,
and others.

Cincinnati Section.-On October 17th in the engineering building,
University of Cincinnati. R. H. Langley, chairman of the section,
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presided. Seventy-four members and guests attended. Messrs. Kigour,
Felix, Israel, and others participated in the discussion of the paper.

Connecticut Valley Section.-On October 14th in the auditorium of
the Hartford Electric Light Company. Thirty-seven members were
present.

Detroit Section.-On October 16th in the conference room of the
Detroit News building. A. B. Buchanan, chairman of the section,
presided. Seventy-five members and guests were present. The paper
was largely discussed.

Toronto Section.-On October 15th in the Westinghouse Audi-
torium at Hamilton, Ontario. V. G. Smith, chairman of the section,

presided. One hundred and twenty-five members and guests were
present. The paper was discussed by Messrs. Patience, Mitchell,
Thompson, and others.

This paper, which will be published in a forthcoming issue of the
PROCEEDINGS, is summarized as follows:

"The factory testing of vacuum tubes is becoming more specialized
every year. In the early days of broadcasting a few tubes served many
purposes and actual performance in its relation to tube characteristics was
not as widely studied and understood as it is today.

"Increasing knowledge of the 'how' and `why' of tube and set operation
has led to the development of many more or less special tubes designed for
a specific function in the set. The increasing use of accurate set measuring
equipment has enabled designers to work out the optimum circuit arrange-
ments for the use of these specially designed tubes in the various stages.

"As a result of this growth of the industry the testing of vacuum tubes
has required more and more attention to set operation, a constant elabora-
tion of test methods and equipment being necessary in order to exercise the
necessary control over tube characteristics."

CHICAGO SECTION

The regular meeting of the Chicago section for the month of
November was held on the fourth in the Engineering Hall, Engineering
Building, Chicago. John H. Miller, chairman, Telegraph, Telephone
and Radio Section, Western Society of Engineers, and secretary of

the Chicago section, presided.
M. Merwin Eells, manager of communications of National Air

Transport, presented a paper, "Radiobeacon Systems for Aircraft."
The paper described in some detail the work of National Air Transport
with aural beacons.

Preceding the paper's presentation a reel of motion pictures
depicting the radiobeacon system and airplane radio systems described

in the paper was shown.
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This was a joint meeting with the Telephone, Telegraph and Radio
Section of the Western Society of Engineers. One hundred and fifty-
seven members and guests were present.

CLEVELAND SECTION

On November first the Cleveland section held a meeting in Case
School of Applied Science. Bruce W. David, chairman of the section,
presided.

Herbert A. Erf presented an illustrated talk on "Acoustics and
Radio Engineering." After givfng an historical setting to the study of
acoustics the speaker discussed such topics as interference, resonance,
echo, and reverberation. In the general discussion which followed Mr.
Erf's paper many interesting points were brought out in connection
with acoustical design of broadcast studios.

In the business meeting preceding the presentation of the paper the
following nominating committee was appointed to make nominations
for 1930 section officers: J. R. Martin, Ralph Farnham, and G. B.
Schneeberger.

LOS ANGELES SECTION

On October 21st a meeting of the Los Angeles section was held
at Fox Hills Studio, Beverly Hills. A dinner was served at the Cafe

lint! ttit c f
BirAity tr.g.1 e .

Fox Hills -  slit,
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DINNER OF LOS ANGELES SECTION AT FOR HILLS STUDIO, OCTOBER 21, 1929
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de Paris within the studio grounds. During the dinner hour, music
was furnished by a portable equipment. H. Keith Weeks, executive
manager of Fox Studios, introduced the speaker of the evening, K. E.
Morgan, who gave a very interesting talk on the subject, "Electrical
Engineering of Sound Picture Systems." Mr. Morgan is associated
with the Electrical Research Products Corporation.

The talk was illustrated by means of a complete portable movietone
projector showing a set of stereopticon slides and three especially pre-
pared reels of motion pictures with sound effects.

Following the talk those present visited one of the new sound
stages where the various equipment in the stage, control room, and
recording room was explained in detail and shown in operation.

Four hundred and eighty members and guests attended this meet-
ing. A photograph of the dinner gathering can be obtained from the
secretary of the section, W. W. Lindsay, at a nominal sum.

NEW ORLEANS SECTION

A meeting of the New Orleans section was held on October 10 at
Loyola University, New Orleans. J. N. Dutreil presided. Two motion
pictures, "Man-made Miracles" and "The Nation's Market Place,"
were shown. Following the meeting Inembers inspected the 5 -kw
broadcast station operated by the University.

NEW YORK MEETING

The regular monthly New York meeting was held on November 6
in the Engineering Societies Building, 33 West 39th Street. In the
absence of President Taylor, W. G. Cady presided.

The first of two papers presented was divided into two parts. The
first part was read by I. F. Byrnes, of General Electric Company,
Schenectady, and the second part by J. B. Coleman, Westinghouse
Electric and Manufacturing Company, Chicopee Falls. Messrs.
Coleman and Byrnes were the joint authors of the paper entitled
"Short -Wave Communication." The paper is summarized as follows:

"One of the major parts of the short-wave communication system is the
transmitter converting 60 -cycle power into a frequency in the order of
millions of cycles. Although the first communication work on short waves
was accomplished by the radiation of a few watts, reliable and rapid com-
munication requires power of the order of tens of kilowatts. The technique
in producing a transmitter of relatively large power to feed an antenna for
radiating short waves, has been found to be quite different from that re-
quired for previous design and test of radio transmitters. This paper
presents the results of intensive work of the last two years. It describes
some of the interesting problems which have had to be solved. Not least
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among these were methods of providing a satisfactory artificial load, the
determination of keying characteristics and the like. Illustrations showed
the concrete form of the equipment giving an interesting comparison be-
tween present communication equipment and its immediate predecessor,
the Alexanderson alternator."

The second paper, "Some Problems in Short -Wave Telephone
Transmission," by J. C. Schelleng of Bell Telephone Laboratories,
New York, was presented by Mr. Schelleng. This paper is sum-
marized as follows:

"Certain phases of short-wave telephony, primarily, though not en-
tirely, from the point of view of the transmitter are described. The field
strengths which the transmitting station must provide at the receiver are
considered. Typical data are given showing results obtained in transmission
from Deal, N. J., to England. This is followed by a discussion of require-
ments and limitations of the transmitting antenna. The gains which arrays
may reasonably be expected to provide are considered. The phenomenon of
non -synchronous fading at nearby points is examined as to its bearing on
the dimensions and performance of directive arrays. It is concluded that in
a broadside antenna a loss of about 1 db is entailed when the length of the
structure equals the minimum distance of random fading. Other directional
properties of the transmitting medium are also considered. Attention is
then directed to the transmitting equipment, particular attention being
given to the high power part of it. Requirements, rather than circuit de-
tails, are emphasized. These include stability of operation, flexibility and
freedom from amplitude distortion, and phase and frequency modulation.
The latter two types of distortion, while having much in common, arise in
different manners and have certain distinguishing characteristics. The re-
sults of tests in which some of these matters were considered quantitatively

' are given."

It is expected that both of these papers will appear in a forthcoming
issue of the PROCEEDINGS.

Four hundred and fifty-five members of the Institute attended the
meeting.

PHILADELPHIA SECTION

The Philadelphia section met on October 3 in the Franklin Insti-
tute, 15 S. 7th Street.

J. C. Van Horn, chairman of the section, presided. Elmer L. Brown,
of the Engineering and Test Laboratory, Radio -Victor Coporation
of America, presented a paper, "The Progress of Aircraft Radio." This
paper constituted a resume of aircraft radio engineering from the be-
ginning of the World War to the present date.

The rigid requirements for this type of apparatus, specific problems
encountered, special apparatus developed specifically for aircraft
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needs and the principles of popular types of altimeters and beacons
were discussed. The trend of future development was suggested.

Messrs. Kenrick, Snyder, and others participated in the discussion
which followed the presentation of the paper.

Sixty-four members of the section and guests attended the meeting.
On November 5th a meeting of the section was held in the Franklin

Institute, Philadelphia. J. C. Van Horn, chairman of the section,
presided.

Stuart Ballantine, of Boonton Research Corporation, presented a
paper on "Recent Developments in RFL Broadcast Receivers." This
paper was, in a sense, a continuation of one presented by the present
author at a meeting of the Philadelphia section on May 21, 1926,
entitled "Recent Developments in Radio Receivers." The present
paper included a historical review of RFL receiver developments from
1922 to 1927, particularly the development of monodic (one-way or
neutralized) radio -frequency amplifiers, single -tuning control, and
complete shielding. Methods of measuring the overall electrical per:
formance of a radio receiver as indicated by the sensitivity, fidelity,
and selectivity were described. Then followed a discussion by Mr.
Ballantine of more recent research projects of commercial interest
including the use of shielded tetrodes in r -f amplifiers, volume control,
detection by diode, grid and plate rectification at high signal levels,
the design procedure in such systems, preventing of detector over-
loading, linear detectors, distortion in detection due to high modula-
tion, systems for automatic volume control, and the use of a pentode in
the power output stage.

Two hundred and fifteen members attended the meeting.

PITTSBURGH SECTION

The Pittsburgh section met in the Chamber of Commerce Building,
Pittsburgh, on October 15th jointly with the Pittsburgh section of
the A. I. E. E. J. A. Cadwallader, chairman of the latter section, pre-
sided.

John B. Taylor, of the Research Laboratory, General Electric
Company, presented a lecture on "Making Sound Visible and Light
Audible."

Seven hundred members of the two sections were present.

SAN FRANCISCO SECTION

On October 23rd the San Francisco section met in the Engineers'
Club, 206 Sansome Street, San Francisco. Donald K. Lippincott,
chairman of the section, presided.
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Dr. Lester E. Reukema presented a lecture on "Radio Research
and Research Men in Europe," describing his recent visit to research
laboratories in England, France, Germany, Austria, Italy, Sicily,
North Africa, Switzerland, and Holland. He related an account of
various research problems under way in laboratories in these countries.

Fifty-one members attended the meeting.

SEATTLE SECTION

A meeting of the Seattle section was held on October 25th in
Philosophy Hall, University of Washington. Austin V. Eastman, chair-
man of the section, presided.

James Gordon Bennett, radio electrician, Airways Division, De-
partment of Commerce, presented a paper, "Airways Division Or-
ganization, Operation, and Service Rendered." The paper pointed
out that the Airways Division was organized in 1926 after some four-
teen years of consideration and investigation. It was established to aid
airplane navigation, as at that time there were no facilities for regula-
tion and information. Some of the duties of the airways division are
the testing and inspecting of the new ships, the testing and inspecting
of engines, the erection and maintenance of beacon lights and radio
stations to send out weather reports and other information of use to
airplane pilots.

Fifty-nine members of the section attended the meeting.

WASHINGTON SECTION

On October 10th in the Continental Hotel, North Capitol Street,
Washington, a meeting of the Washington section was held. Thomas
McL. Davis, vice-chairman of the section, presided.

R. H. Ranger, of the Radio Corporation of America, presented a
talk on "Photoradio." His paper is summarized as follows:

"The development of an accurate system of photoradio successfully
used between London, New York, and San Francisco is described and the
circuits by which multiplex facsimile transmission and reception are ac-
complished is described. The talk was illustrated by lantern slides showing
the different circuits employed for multiplex facsimile transmission. The
method of electrically commutating the several multiplex channels in lieu
of mechanical distributor separation employed in radiotelegraph circuits
was explained. The fact that no mechanical device is employed in the multi-
plex transmission and reception system for opening and closing the circuit
permits higher speeds and more accurate operation of the circuits to be
obtained. The multiplex system involves separate banks of electron tube
amplifiers, the number of banks corresponding to the number of channels.
These amplifiers are associated with independent transmission circuits and
permit these circuits to function in successive order by electrical commuta-
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tion; that is, the tube circuits of the different amplifier banks are inter-
connected so that when one bank is functioning the grids of the other banks
are positive, and as the bank operates in successive order the grids are made
successively positive or negative by a tripped system, or released by the
circuits in adjacent banks."

The discussions of the paper were made by Messrs. Taylor, Gunn,
Mirick, Smith, Brady, Davis, and others.

Seventy-five members and guests attended this meeting.

Committee Work

COMMITTEE ON ADMISSIONS

A meeting of the Committee on Admissions was held on November
6th in the Institute office. Those present were: R. A. Heising, chair-
man; E. R. Shute, A. F. Van Dyck, and H. F. Dart. The committee
considered twenty-two applications for transfer or election to higher
grades of membership.

SUBCOMMITTEE ON RECEIVERS AND PARTS

The Subcommittee on Receivers and Parts of the Institute's
Committee on Standardization for 1929 held its first meeting in the
Institute office on the morning of November 6th. Members present
were: E. T. Dickey, chairman; G. C. Crom, C. E. Brigham, W. A.
MacDonald, C. M. Sinnett, V. M. Graham, E. J. T. Moore, I. G.
Maloff, and H. P. Westman, secretary.

SUBCOMMITTEE ON TRANSMITTERS AND ANTENNAS

The Subcommittee on Transmitters and Antennas of the Com-
mittee on Standardization held its first meeting in the Institute
office on November 7th. Those present were: Haraden Pratt, chair-
man; R. M. Wilmotte, H. E. Hallborg, J. J. Lamb, and H. P. Westman,
secretary.

BOARD OF EDITORS

A meeting of the Board of Editors of the PROCEEDINGS was held
the afternoon of November 6th. The following members of the Board
were present: W. G. Cady, chairman; Ralph Batcher, and L. E.
Whittemore.

The Board decided upon several typographical changes to the
PROCEEDINGS to be effective with the January, 1930, issue. Many
questions relative to policies were discussed.
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SECTIONAL COMMITTEE ON RADIO

At a meeting on October 7th, 1929, in the office of the Institute, the
reorganization of the Sectional Committee on Radio of the American
Standards Association, of which the Institute and the A. I. E. E. are
joint sponsors, was undertaken.

Officers of the new Committee were elected as follows: Alfred N.
Goldsmith, chairman; C. H. Sharp, vice chairman; and H. P. Westman,
secretary.

The membership of the reorganized Sectional Committee and the
organizations represented is as follows: Lloyd Espenchied, Bell
Telephone System; L. W. Chubb, W. R. G. Baker, and R. H. Manson,
National Electrical Manufacturers' Association; Alfred N. Goldsmith,
Radio Corporation of America; W. E. Holland, R. H. Manson, and
R. H. Langley, Radio Manufacturers' Association; J. J. Lamb,
American Radio Relay League; R. H. Langley, National Association
of Broadcasters; J. J. Graf, Telephone and Telegraph Section, Ameri-
can Railway Association; T. A. M. Craven, United States Navy
Department; F. W. Hoorn, United States War Department; C. H.
Sharp, Adam Stein, Jr., and William Wilson, American Institute of
Electrical Engineers; L. E. Whittemore, J. V. L. Hogan, and L. M.
Hull, Institute of Radio Engineers; R. N. Conwell, National Electric
Light Association; R. B. Shepard, National Fire Protection Associa-
tion and Underwriters' Laboratories; E. W. Ely, United States
Department of Commerce; J. H. Dellinger, United States Inter -
department Radio Advisory Committee; and 0. H. Caldwell, at large.

As chairmen of the Technical Committees the following were ap-
pointed: Haraden Pratt, radio transmitters and parts; W. A. Mac-
Donald, radio receivers and parts; J. C. Warner, vacuum tubes; Irving
Wolff, electro-acoustic devices.

Personal Mention

J. E. Anderson, formerly radio engineer of Commercial Radio
Service Company of Columbus, Ohio, has recently become laboratory
assistant at Day Fan Electric Company of Dayton, Ohio.

Major Arthur L. Harris has been transferred from Royal Signals,
War Office, London, to China Command Signal Company at Hong
Kong, China.

J. R. Harrison, until recently assistant in physics department of
Wesleyan University at Middletown, Conn., is now on the staff of the
Department of Physics, University of Pittsburgh.
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Clifford E. Himoe has resigned from the operating staff of Station
WEAF at Bellmore, L. I., to become associated with DeForest Radio
Company of Passaic, N. J., in the engineering laboratories.

Commander C. H. Maddox has been transferred from the USS
Putnam to the Navy Department, Washington, D. C.

B. F. McNamee, until recently chief engineer of Advance Electric
Company of Los Angeles, California, is now employed as chief pro-
duction engineer with Colin B. Kennedy Radio Corporation at
South Bend, Indiana.

H. P. Miller, Jr., has resigned from Federal Telegraph Company,
Newark, N. J., where he was employed as radio transmission engineer
to become radio engineer in International Communications Labora-
tories, New York City.

A. F. Murray has joined the engineering department of Jenkins
Television Laboratory at Jersey City, N. J. Mr. Murray was formerly
associated with Wireless Specialty Apparatus Company of Boston.

Alan N. Ramsay, until recently general sales manager of Precision
Electric Manufacturing Corporation of Los Angeles, is now production
engineer, projection department, Vitovox Talking Pictures Company
at Los Angeles.

Philip A. Richards, for the past two years in the radio department
of General Electric Company at Schenectady, has been transferred
to the Nela Park office as vacuum -tube engineer.

R. Oliver Rippere, recently student at Brooklyn Polytechnic
Institute, is now in the telephone engineering department of Bell
Telephone Laboratories.

Arthur W. Steinberger, a former acoustic engineer with Charles
Freshman Company, is now employed by Colonial Radio Corporation,
Long Island City, as acoustic engineer.

C. M. Jansky, Jr., until recently associate professor, radio en-
gineering, University of Minnesota, has opened an office as consulting
radio engineer with headquarters in the Munsey Building, Washington,
D. C. Professor Jansky is a member of the Board of Direction of the
Institute.

W. P. Koechel, until recently radio engineer, Westinghouse Lamp
Company, Bloomfield, N. J., is now engineer, Ken-Rad Tube and
Lamp Company, Owensboro, Kentucky.

B. H. J. Kynaston is now managing director, The Harmonic Radio
Company, Ltd., Nottingham, England. Mr. Kynaston was formerly
radio engineer of A. Holt and Company, Liverpool, England.

James McNary has recently resigned from the Radio Division,
Department of Commerce, to become associated with Bell Telephone
Laboratories in New York City.
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GEOGRAPHICAL LOCATION OF MEMBERS ELECTED
NOVEMBER 6, 1929

Transferred to the Fellow grade
Ohio Cincinnati, 5449 Hamilton Ave Langley, Ralph H.

Transferred to the Member grade
California Hollywood, 1041 N. Formosa Ave Hilliard, John K.
Dist. of Columbia Washington, Radio Division, Dept. of Commerce Terrell, William Dandridge
Illinois Urbana, 301 Elec. Eng. Lab., University of Illinois Brown, Hugh A.
Massachusetts Longmeadow, 86 Dover Road Forbes, HenryC.
New Jersey Boonton, Fairview Ave Ferris. Malcolm

Deal, Box 122 Ferrell, Enoch B.
East Orange, 102 N. Arlington Towner, Orrin W.
Haddonfield, 19 Evergreen Lane Diehl, William F.New York New York City, Western Union Tel. Co., 195 Broad-

way Coggeshall, Ivan S.
New York City, 40 E. lath St Danziger, Harold I.
Schenectady, Radio Eng. Dept., General Electric

Co. Loughran, Arthur V.
Ohio Cleveland, Research Laboratories, National Carbon

Co Nelson, James R.
Pennsylvania Philadelphia, 570 W. Clapier St Deal, Harmon B.

Wilkinsburg, 435 Ave. D Beers, G. Lisle
England South Croydon, 33 Dornton St. Agate, C. S.Holland Eindhoven, 12 Jan Smitzlaan van der Pol, Balth.

Elected to the Member grade
New York New York City, Dept. of Commerce, Radio Service,

Subtreasury Bldg. Fish, Arthur S.
Philippine Islands Manila, Fort Santiago, Radio Cable & Telegraph

Office Rives, Tom C.
Poland Warsaw, Wspolna 32 Plebanski, Josef

Warsaw, Mokotovvska 6, Radio Technical Institute Sokolcow, Dmitri M.

Elected to the Associate grade
Alabama Birmingham, 901 S. 38th St. Duran, Albert E.

Montgomery, 418 Adams Ave Persons, S. G.
Arizona Prescott, 0. A. Heals Co., Box 658 deWitt, Harold
Arkansas Little Rock, Y.M.C.A. Tracy, Kermit F.California Los Angeles, 6220 La Mirada St Greger, J. G.

Los Angeles, 405 E. Pico St Kruger, Bernard
Los Angeles, 1467 Temple St Richards, W. S.
Los Angeles, 5327 Monte Vista St Roberta, Russell B.
Palo Alto, Federal Telegraph Co Lacabanne, Washington D.
Palo Alto, 1040 Channing Ave Penther, Carl Joseph
Palo Alto, 551 Lytton Ave. Wagener, Winfield G.
Redwood City, 523 King St. Christensen, C. W.
San Diego, 3000 A St. Kinney, E. S., Jr.
Tuolumne, Box 134 Elliott, William H.Dist. of Columbia Washington, c/o Bureau of Navigation, Navy Dept Pierrepont, John Jay
Washington, Dept. Terres. Mag., Carnegie Inst. of

Wash. Seaton, Stuart L.
Illinois Chicago, 1634 S. Springfield Ave Chernikoff, Leo J.

Chicago, 6415 Stewart Ave. Chatlos, Albert
Chicago, 1925 Granville Ave. Clark, Paul H.
Chicago, 3710 Leclaire Ave Fitzgerald, John J.
Chicago, c/o Shure Bros. Co., 335 W. Madison St. Gram, Shirly L.
Chicago, 3240 Evergreen Ave Grossman, Seymcur M.
Chicago, 5751 62nd Sp Hissong, Alfred
Chicago, 122 S. Michigan Ave Lorch, George H.
Chicago, 2611 N. Albany Ave. Michalowicz, Leon V.
Chicago, 809 Lill Ave. Shanafelt, Lyale 0.
Chicago, Montgomery Ward & Co., Div. 62, Radio &

Elect. Lab Thompson, Sidney J.
Chicago, 4500 N. Sacramento Ave Waterman, S. S.
Glenview, c/o WBBM Fancy, Raymond C.
Hinsdale, 206 Ayres Ave Doyle, E. J.
Gary, 540 Lake St. Gunther, W. J.
Springfield, Sangamo Elec. Co Kunz, H. L.Indiana Valparaiso, Stiles Hall Reynolds, Clay ElmerIowa Cedar Rapids, 1718 C St. W Hajny, George F.
Red Oak, 104 W. Reed St Anderson, Donald C.
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Louisiana New Orleans, 4515 Freret St. Elliott, Harry M.
New Orleans, 3421 Prytania St Dumestre, Alexis M.
New Orleans, 1114 Pere Marquette Bldg Hancock, Olan W.
New Orleans, 0/0 Western Union Tel. Co. Hilgedick, W. C.
New Orleans, 717 Greenwood St Scheffer, Roy J.
New Orleans, 608 Belleville St. Voegtlin, Elmo

Massachusetts Chelsea, 124 Williams St. Fox, Robert
Marion, Radio Corporation of America Brunette, Deo Z.
Roxbury, 120 George St. Ashenden, G. K., Jr.
Springfield, 547 Page Blvd. Cole, Neil D.
Springfield, 32 Ardmore St. Knapp, Harold D.

Michigan Bay City, Radio WBCM Carpenter, Ralph Harvey
Detroit, 4322 Grand Ave. W Davis, Chester
East Lansing, 348 Oakhill Ave Clark, Ralph L.
Tecumseh McConnell, Harley H.

Minnesota Detroit Lakes Hetland, L. C.
Minneapolis, 3848 Harriet Ave. S Brooke, Robert 0
Minneapolis, 915 Queen Ave. N. Tynan, Thomas E.

Mississippi Corinth, P. 0. Box 541 Essary, William M.
New York Auburn, 101 Pleasant St. Lumb, Frank J.

Jackson Heights, L. I., 7517-41 Ave Fredendall, Beverly
Long Island City, 3986 47th St. Gilcher, V. J.
New Brighton, 62 Westervelt Ave Macken, H. I.
New York City, 961 Tiffany St. Cilin, Louis
New York City, Bell Telephone Labs., Inc., 463 West

St Cole, Burton It.
New York City, 195 Broadway, Room 2014 Herrmann, Henry J.
New York City, 43 Exchange Place Palmer, Robert T.
New York City, 655 W. 160th St Stokvis, Morris. Jr.
New York City, 1020 Walton Ave. Weiland, Christian

Frederick
New York City, 281 E. 7th St Weiss, Samuel
New York City, 615 W. 113th St. (Apt. 42) ... Wilson, H. Warden
New York City, c/o Technidyne Corp., 644 Broad-

way 'Voiles, Jacob
Schenectady. Research Lab , General Electric Co Nergaard, Leon S.

North Carolina Asheville, Radio Station WWNC Lance, Hubert H.
Ohio Cincinnati, 3881 Reading Road Klein, Helen

Columbus, 625 W. 5th St Blum. Louis M.
Lakewood, 17545 Madison Ave KaDell, Harold W.

Oklahoma Tulsa, 1309 E. 15th St Banks, J. Vernon
Tulsa, 2628 E. 6th St. Carpenter, Hugh
Tulsa, Radio Station KVOO Richardson, Harry K.

Pennsylvania Chester, 1219 Walnut St. Mitchell, J. C.
Cresson, R. D. 01 Vaughan, Kenneth A.
Jenkintown, 309 Florence Ave. Greenway, William L.
Kane, 805 Welsh St. Beatty, Rue Thompson
Knox, Box 102 Smith, Jesse W.
Philadelphia, 893 N. 48th St. Chesny, John J.
Philadelphia, 3422 Barclay St., E. Falls Gerhard, Charles E.
Philadelphia, 5220 Wayne Ave., 412 Qu Wayne A pts Morrow. Lorentz Arnold
Philadelphia, 5531 Master St. Stark, Harry W.
Pittsburgh, 6503 Landview St Stayer, David
Upper Darby, 202 Heather Road Cahill, James A.
Wilkinsburg, 414 Ella St Ballard, Randall C.
Wilkinsburg, 815 Rebecca Ave Lehman, James N.
Wilkinsburg, R. D. fl, Box 223 Sinnett, Chester M.
Williamsport, 904 Railway St. Petts, Ronald G.

South Carolina Clemson College Wilson, Walter B.
Tennessee Nashville, 1918 Adelicia Ave. Berry, Melvern H.
Texas Beaumont, c/o KFDM, Magnolia Petroleum Co.. .Bryan, William J.
Utah Salt Lake City, c/o Radio KDYL Barbre, Tom
Washington Yakima, Tieton Drive McQueen, Harry D.
Australia Melbourne, University of Melbourne, Natural Phys

Lab Cherry, Richard O.
Canada Montreal, P. Q., o/o Northern Electric Co., 637 Craig

St Ketiladze, George S.
England Enfield Wash, Middlesex, 22 Chestnut Road May, John

Hull, E. Yorks, Beverley Road, 42 Washington St.. . Pereira, Francis Edward
Duncan

London, NW3, Hampstead, 10 Belsize Crescent Goord, H. V.
London, N7, Holloway, 46 Hilldrop Road Huxter, Harold Charles
Slapton, Dyneley House Carr, John
Watford, Herta, 31 Malden Road Bartlett, A. C.

Holland Hilversum, Nederlandsche Seintsestellen fabrien Langendarn, S. G. C.
India Dharmsala Punjah, Govt, College Vasudeva, D. N.
New Zealand Christchurch, 180 Rolleston St. Gibbs, R. J.

Marton, Ngahima St. Ruscoe, Chas. R.
Wanganui, Post and Telegraph Dept Bradley, Ernest A.

Peru Lima, Giron Camana 224 Maldonado, Arthur
Philippine Islands Cebu, 37 Tres de Abril St. Lamm, Nemesio D.
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South Africa Cape Province, Klipheuvel, Beam Wireless Station . Osborn, Eugene Wilson
Johannesburg, 62 Persimmon Street Malvern Lukat, John Frederick

South Wales Cardiff, Llamshen, "Ciscar," Hilary Gardens, Cyn
Coed Road Jinman, Arthur Melville

Sweden Stockholm, Kungsholmsgatan 21 Elmquist, Torsten

Elected to the Junior grade
California San Francisco, Cal. Victor Diet., 536 Mission Ave Lathrope, Kenneth W.
Indiana Valparaiso, 712 Calumet Ave DeHart, Delmar W.
Louisiana New Orleans, 2434 Valence St Dahlstrom, Hugo Wolf
Minnesota Minneapolis, 3848 Harriet Ave. S. Brooke Robert 0.
Oklahoma Alva, Radio KGFF, 709 Noble St Sears, Garold D.
Canada Montreal, P. Q., 637 Craig St., Room 808 Harvey, Fred E.
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APPLICATIONS FOR MEMBERSHIP
Applications for election or transfer to the various grades of membership

in the Institute have been received from the persons listed below, and have
been approved by the Committee on Admissions. Members objecting to election
or transfer of any of these applicants should communicate with the Secretary on
or before January 3, 1929. These applications will be considered by the Board of
Direction at its January 8th meeting.

Germany

Massachusetts
Pennsylvania
Canada
France

For Election to the Fellow grade

Berlin, Ludende, Karlstrasse 4 . Fasebender, Heinrir

For Transfer to the Member grade
Cambridge, General Radio Co., 30 State St. Thiessen, Arthur.E.
Irwin, 728 Grant St. \tanteIler, L. 0.
Toronto, 45 Jarvis St Meredith, C. C.
Asnieres (Seine), 16 Rue de Chateaudun Kraemer, G. I.

For Election to the Member grade

California San Pedro, o/o Postmaster, USS West Virginia Cooper, Lowell
Massachusetts Springfield, 120 Ardmore St. Lavallee, J. A.

Springfield, 72 Princeton St. .Fortier, Ralph L.
New Jersey Upper Montclair, 9 Bradford Parkway DuMont, Allen B.
New York New York City, 0/0 Radio Corporation of America,

233 Broadway Grover, Harry G.
Ohio Cleveland, Nela Park, Cleveland Vacuum Tube Works

of G. E. Ritter, E. W.
Pennsylvania Pittsburgh, 5529 Bryant St. Roth, Albert

Wilkinsburg, 584 Lenox Ave. Carlisle, Richard W.
Siam Bangkok, Poet and Telegraph Dept Prakit, Phya

For Election to the Associate grade
California Berkeley, 1524 Scenic Ave Dempster, Everitt R.

El Centro, 864 Olive St Irey, Earl R.
Glendale, 1211 Winchester Ave Klingensmith, W. B.
Hollywood, 4909 Sunset Boulevard Brockway. Don C.
Hollywood, 2144 Beachwood Drive Heineman, John T.
Los Angeles, 1129 4th Ave Brown, Cutler
Los Angeles, 10231 Blaine St. Flickinger, J. H.
Napa, P. 0. Box 88 Streich, Robert J.
Oakland, 1741 Seminary Ave Weaver, Chester E.
Palo Alto, 151 Churchill Ave Boyson, Carl V.
Palo Alto, 213 Fulton St Green, Irving L.
Pasadena, 3209 E. Colorado St Craft, Walter C.
San Francisco, 140 New Montgomery St Franklin, Lyman T.
San Francisco, c/o San Francisco Examiner, Station

KUP Martin, Ronald G.
San Joee, 87 E. San Antonio St. Cooper, Charles A.
Venice, 806 Marco Place DuVail, Charles

Connecticut Hartford, 52 Beacon St.. Grammer, George
Naugatuck, Field St., R.F.D. #1 Wood, William Forrest
Waterbury, 50 Hewlett St. Buckley, Francis P.

Dist. of Columbia Bellevue, Naval Research Laboratory Koear, William S.
Takoma Park, P. 0. Box 4253 Aurynger, John J.
Washington, 911 Barr Bldg. Codel, Martin
Washington, 928 Madison St. N. W. Dawson, William B.
Washington, 226 8th St. S. E Guthrie, Robert C.
Washington, 3333 P St. N. W Keough, Bayard Cole
Washington, 3217 Brother's Place S. E. Link, John C.
Washington, 1319 F St. N. W Pierce, James F.
Washington, 2807 Connecticut Ave Reynolds, George E
Washington, 214 17th St. N. E Shepherd Henry Clayton
Washington, 663 F St. N. E Taylor, Kenneth B.
Washington, Navy Yard, Radio Test Shop Tinsley, W. M.

Florida Hialeah, c/o Tropical Radio Telegraph Co., Box 488 Corrigan. J.
HenryHTampa, 907 Florida Ave Weaver, Ray

Illinois Argo, 7806 W. 65 Place O'Connor, James M.
Chicago, 2543 S. Avers Ave Burger, Emil S.
Chicago, 4614 N. Pauline Ave. Elliott, John S.
Chicago, 6800 Hilldale Ave Erwood, John
Chicago, 656 W. Washington Boulevard Huntley, Wilfred Eliot
Chicago, 1305 S. St. Louis Ave Lyon, Alex
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Blinois (coned) Chicago, Radio Station WENR McCluer, Paul
Chicago, c/o Electrical Research Products Co., 910 8

Michigan Blvd. Manchester, Raymond
Mark

Chicago, 3333 N. Marshfield Ave. Menon, Geoffrey J.
Chicago, 7712 Emerald Ave Mower, Irving F.
Chicago, 3942 Lake l'ark Ave. Rulison, Earl Win.
Chicago, Electrical Research Products Co., 910 8.

Michigan Blvd. Sterling, M. F.
Chicago, 4742 W. Adams St Stokes, Howard S.
Chicago, 1329 N. Wells St. Thineman, Edward H.
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Cambridge, Downing College Vedy, Lcuis George
Sidoup, Kent, Sidcup Hill, "Uplands" Robertson, N. C.
Lancaster, Lancashire, 5, Coverdale Road Salt, William
Cleethorpes, Lincolnshire, 39, St. Peter's Ave Ppleton, John
Liverpool, Bootle, 28, Middlesex Road Hughes, William Morris
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Toronto, Ont., 48 Albermarle Ave Morton, Howard J.
Dunedin. Northeast Valley, 30 Calder Ave Collett, William George
Lima, All American Cables, Inc., Radio Staff Shaw, Sydney Coates
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Proceedings of the Institute of Radio Engineers
Volume 17, Number 12 December, 1929

TYPICAL WIRELESS APPARATUS USED ON
BRITISH AND EUROPEAN AIRWAYS*

BY

EDWARD H. FURNIVAL

(Marconi's Wireless Telegraph Company, Limited, Marconi House, London, England)

Summary-The information given in this paper is based in the main on the
system in operation on British airways. European airways follow to a greater or
less degree the general principles underlying the system described.

SERVICE REQUIREMENTS

HE apparatus is designed to comply with the following service
requirements :-

(a) Two-way communication is required, i.e., from ground to
air and from air to ground.

(b) Reliable working is required normally up to distances
of 100 to 150 miles, with the possibility of longer ranges being
attainable up to a maximum of 250 miles when working with a
main airport station.

(c) Radiotelephony is required for European airways. CW
with the possibility of telephony, is employed on the

Empire air routes, and also on certain European routes.
(d) Ground station receiving apparatus must be capable of

giving directive reception so that bearings can be taken on trans-
mission from aircraft, and by coordinated operation by a group
of such stations, positions can be worked out by triangulation
and passed to aircraft requiring information. Alternatively, a
single bearing can be passed from one ground station alone.

(e) The wavelength on which communication is carried out
between aircraft and ground stations is f,' 0 0 meters.

(f) A separate hand -speed simplex telegraph service on a
different wavelength is provided for inter -aerodrome traffic.

(g) A telegraphic broadcasting service is provided on another
wavelength for the dissemination of meteorological information.

EXPLANATION OF SERVICE REQUIREMENTS

(a) Communication from aircraft to the ground stations is
needed for the following main purposes:-

For distress calls. (This service is of primary importance to commercial
aircraft flying to and from the Continent, owing to the channel crossing.)

* Dewey decimal classification: 8520. Original manuscript received by the
Institute, October 31, 1929.
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For reporting positions and progress.

For the acknowledgment of messages received from the ground stations
For position finding by the ground station direction -finders.

For reporting weather conditions of the upper atmosphere.
For announcing changes of course or destination.
For service messages, etc.

Communication from ground stations to aircraft is required for
the following purposes: -

For passing weather reports.

For passing bearings and positions.

For giving information as to the proximity of other machines.

For acknowledging messages received from aircraft.
For passing service instructions, etc.

(b) As regards working range, this in the main is governed
by the length of the stage or trip from one terminal to another.
This distance may be of the order of 200 to 300 miles. Although
intermediate aerodrome stations are available it is generally
considered desirable to provide apparatus which will enable
contact to be maintained by the aircraft with one or other of the
main terminal stations, hence a reliable telephonic range of 100
to 150 miles is needed, telegraph ranges being proportionately
greater.

(c) The most suitable type of transmission to employ has been
the subject of much careful investigation. The reason for teleph-
ony is twofold. In the main it is to enable adequate communica-
tion to be carried out by flying personnel (either pilot or flying
mechanic) without the intervention of the professional wireless
operator. By this means encroachment on "pay load" is avoided,
excepting by the carriage of the apparatus itself.

Incidentally it happens, however, that wireless telephony
is particularly suitable in some respects for aerial communica-
tions. Given good intelligibility (by no means an easy attainment
under 'flight conditions, but nevertheless one which can be ob-
tained with well developed technique) communication is quick,
and the pilot is enabled to maintain direct contact with the re-
sponsible official on the ground.

In the big machines and flying boats employed on the Empire
air routes an operator is carried. Longer ranges are often needed,
and it becomes advantageous to use CW telegraphy, with teleph-
ony as a stand-by, if required.
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(d) It is a well-known fact that the directive properties of
wireless can be used as a valuable aid to navigation. There are
several ways which are capable of employment, but the one most
generally used in Europe is by directive reception on the ground,
and a network of such stations has grown up to serve the needs
of commercial aviation.

It is usual to carry out normal communications on the direc-
tion -finding receiver, which can be immediately employed as a
directional instrument when a call for a bearing or a position is
received.

This system has the advantage that no extra weight or com-
plication is involved so far as the aircraft is concerned, but where
machines have to fly long distances, off the track of organized
routes, then it becomes a case for carrying the direction -finding
receiver on the plane, and special instruments have been developed
for this purpose.

It is therefore normal to equip the modern airport with a
direction -finding receiver of high grade. As is the case at the
London Terminal Aerodrome, this may be situated actually in
the control tower, the corresponding transmitting equipment
being located outside the boundary of the aerodrome, remotely
controlled from the control tower receiving station.

(e) For inter -aerodrome traffic separate transmitting and
receiving equipment is installed to form an entirely independent
channel of communication.

Messages concerning the arrival and departure of machines,
service instructions, etc., are handled in this way.

(f) For the dissemination of meteorological information a
separate wavelength is used, and the more important centers
employ a separate station which sends out reports at stated in-
tervals in the form of telegraphic broadcast messages in code.
At present the following wavelengths are used:-

(a) For working between aircraft and ground stations 900
meters (this wave may be supplemented by others within the
band 850 to 950 in the future, owing to traffic congestion).

(b) For inter -aerodrome working, 1400 meters. (214 kc per
sec.)

(c) For meteorological services, 1260 meters. (238 kc per sec.)
(d) For emergency working between aircraft and ships and

coast stations, 600 meters.
As it is possible that there will be a considerable revision in the

allotment of wavelengths in the future, it was thought necessary to
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cope with this probable development by providing fairly generous
wave ranges in all standard apparatus.

TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION OF APPARATUS-AIRCRAFT EQUIPMENT

A typical aircraft set which is commonly employed is the Marconi
type AD6. This set is suitable for the transmission and reception of
continuous wave, interrupted continuous wave, and telephone mes-
sages with aerodrome ground stations up to distances of 100 to 300
miles. Where space and personnel permit, the apparatus can be in-
stalled in such a position that the operator or observer has access to
and full control over all adjustments, and can therefore take full
advantage of the wave range and flexibility of the installation. In
such cases, the dual control equipment is particularly useful, as it
enables the pilot and the observer to communicate with one another
without using the wireless.

6 Di, WC
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Fig. 1

(1) High -frequency amplifying valve. (6) "Send -receive" switch.
(2) High -frequency amplifying valve. (7) Microphone transformer.
(3) High -frequency amplifying valve. (8) Sub -modulating valve.
(4) Detector valve. (9) Modulating valve.
(5) Low -frequency amplif ing valve. (10) Oscillating valves.

11) Side tone transformer.

Where space is restricted and where no observer or operator is
carried, the set can be mounted in any convenient part of the machine,
the remote control unit enabling the pilot to operate the set himself.

The wave range obtainable depends to a certain extent on the
electrical capacity of the machine to which the set is fitted, which,
in turn, depends largely on the size of the aircraft. When installed on
a machine having an electrical capacity of about 0.0003 if, the trans-
mitter is adjustable to any wavelength between the limits 300 meters
to 1,500 meters. The receiver is adjustable to any wavelength between
200 meters to 1,800 meters.
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Owing to the extremely efficient radiator which is formed by a
weighted wire suspended in space from the machine, this system has

found universal application. Its advantages are twofold:- First, it
enables the maximum range to be obtained from the minimum of power
and weight, and secondly, such an aerial forms an extremely good
"pickup" for the receiver, and this helps materially to maintain a
favorable signal strength to ignition noise ratio, thereby tending to
avoid ignition interference problems. Its disadvantage is the attend-
ant risk of losing the aerial, especially during low flying under bad
weather conditions, or by inadvertent loss when letting it out.

The modern tendency is to fit a supplementary fixed aerial on
the larger aircraft, for low flying, especially in the vicinity of the aero-
drome. The risk of loss due to operational causes is practically elimi-
nated by the specially designed aerial winch which automatically
controls the speed of release of the aerial.

The components of both transmitter and receiver are mounted
in one box fitted externally with strong lugs, to which the rubber
shock absorber suspensions can be conveniently attached. In spite
of the extreme compactness of the apparatus, all components are
readily accessible and can be removed by any qualified mechanic for
examination or repair. A simplified diagram of connections is shown
in Fig. 1.

The transmitting system comprises:-
(1) An aerial tuning inductance with tappings for varying

the wavelength in steps and a variometer for obtaining inter-
mediate values of wavelengths.

(2) Two oscillation valves for energizing the aerial circuit
coupled to the aerial by means of a grid variable reaction coil

and an anode tap connection on the aerial tuning inductance.
A useful provision is the side tone circuit which enables the opera-
tor to overhear his own speech and to check whether the speech
is being correctly transmitted.

(3) A modulating system consisting of a control valve and a
sub -control valve connected in cascade across the generator and

speech choke.

The receiving system comprises:-
(4) A tuner for high -frequency selection.
(5) A five -valve amplifier. One valve is used for reaction,

two for high -frequency amplification, using "resistance -capacity"
intervalve couplings, one for rectification and one for low-fre-

quency amplification.
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Fig. 2-Simplified diagram of connections of type R.G.14 receiver.
1. Directional selector. 6. Tuned high -frequency grid circuits.
2. Tuned search coil circuit. 7. Rectifying valve.
3. Intermediate tuning circuit. 8. Local oscillation generator. '
4. Open aerial coupling valve. 9. Low -frequency amplifiers.
5. High -frequency amplifiers.

TO RELAY LIMY a
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Fig. 3-Simplified diagram of connections of 4 -kw
telephone transmitter.

1. Aerial tuning inductance.
2. Closed circuit inductance.
3. Closed circuit condenser.
4. Power amplifier valve.
5. Modulating valves.
6. Sub -modulating valve.

type T.A.1 telegraph -

7. Rectifying valves.
8. Independent drive valve.
9. Drive closed circuit.

10. Power transformer.
11. Smoothing system.
12. Signalling relay.

13. Interrupter disk.
Switches A, B, C, D, and E change the circuits to CW-ICW or telephony and are

controlled by a single two-way lever.
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The anode circuits of receiving valves are supplied with current
from the generator. With the "send -receive" switch on the receive
side the high-tension voltage of the generator is reduced to about 100
volts by the insertion of a high resistance in the high -voltage field of.
the generator.

The remote control unit is purely a mechanical device with four
levers which operate, through Bowden cables, the following adjust-
ments:-

(1) Change -over "send -receive" switch.
(2) Aerial tuning condenser.
(3) The receiver valve filament resistance.
(4) The receiver reaction coupling.

The unit is designed in a convenient form for mounting within
easy reach of the pilot, and can readily be detached from the respec-
tive handles if and when required.

For the power supply a wind -driven generator is employed, operated
by an automatic constant speed propeller. The generator used with
the AD6 has a total output of about 180 watts, made up as follows: -

100 milliamperes at 1350 volts.
6 amperes at 7.5 volts.

The low -voltage output is sometimes increased and arranged to feed
the lighting circuits of the aircraft through a suitable switchboard.

A small thin plate accumulator battery is connected so as to float
across the low -voltage output. This arrangement is found very con-
venient for smoothing the ripple from the machine, and also for routine
testing on the ground.

One or two other features are worth mentioning, namely:-
The microphone is of special construction, being highly damped to

cause it to be relatively insensible to extraneous noise. The acoustic
properties of the telephones are selected with care to ensure a quality
of speech reproduction which can be readily understood above the
surrounding noise. It is possible to shut out a considerable amount of
noise by carefully designing the flying helmet, and it has been found
desirable to issue a special helmet to ensure the most favorable re-
sults for reception, especially on noisy machines.

Intercommunication between pilot and operator or mechanic is
arranged for by a separate attachment, while if telegraphy is required
a keying unit with selector switch can be plugged into the main set.

The weight of the complete equipment is approximately 100 lbs.
Where greater power is required, such as in the flying boats operat-

ing in the Mediterranean section of the London to Karachi air route,
the Marconi type AD8 installation is in use. The characteristics of
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this set are generally similar to the AD6, but the power input is in-
creased to about 400 watts.

IGNITION INTERFERENCE

Where necessary this source of trouble is removed by the screen-
ing of the ignition system. Metal braided wire is used for the ignition
leads associated with covers for the magnetos, and if necessary the
spark plugs. Switch wires are often offenders, and require similar
protection. Care has to be given to the application of this system, and
it is desirable to make it as far as possible weatherproof.

Fig. 4-Transmitting station at Croydon.

TESTING EQUIPMENT

In order to provide the simple routine procedure necessary for the
effective testing and adjustment of aircraft wireless apparatus, the
Marconi Company has developed a series of standard testing sets to
permit of a series of accurate and precise tests. Their application ena-
bles an expert technician to carry out ground tests expeditiously and
with the minimum of time and effort.

,-.......,.MINM-
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The principal item of this equipment which is in use at the terminal
aerodrome is an instrument comprising a combination of an artificial
aerial and a wavemeter. By the use of this device the equipment can
be tested either in situ or on the bench. Oscillation condition, wave-
length, and modulation characteristics of the transmitter can be readily
checked while the receiver can be tested for sensitivity and wave-
length with sufficient accuracy for practical purposes. For tests during
flight a set of meters suitably mounted in unit form can be plugged into
the set to test the power distribution to the filament, plate circuits,
etc.

For tests on the ground a portable petrol engine is employed to
provide power in place of the usual wind -driven generator.

Fig. 5-Control tower showing direction -finding aerial system, Croydon.

By a carefully arranged system of ground tests aided by this equip-
ment the maintenance engineers, assisted by reports from flying per-
sonnel and ground stations, are able to keep the equipment in an effi-
cient state although they seldom have the opportunity of handling the
apparatus in flight along the routes.

GROUND STATION EQUIPMENT

A typical modern ground station equipment. for a main terminal
aerodrome is the station recently established by the Air Ministry at
the London airport at Croydon. This comprises a group of four trans-
mitters working in conjunction with direction -finding receiving equip-
ment.
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In order to centralize and co-ordinate control, the direction -
finding receiver is situated at the top of the control tower on the aero-
drome. From here the operator, who works virtually side by side with
the traffic officer, controls the transmitting equipment placed some
21 miles from the boundary of the aerodrome.

Under the control of this operator the direction -finding receiver,
on which all messages are received, was specially developed by the
Marconi Company for this service, and is designed for the reception
of CW, ICW, and telephone signals. A local oscillation generator is
embodied in the receiver for the purpose of reception.

Fig. 6-RG14 installed in control tower at Croydon.

Three types of reception are provided for, namely, the "circle"
or all-round diagram, the double directional or "figure -of -eight" dia-
gram, and the uni-directional or "heart shape" diagram. A valve -
coupled phasing unit incorporated in the receiver enables the uni-
directional diagram to be made any desired shape, thus adding consid-
erably to the selective properties of the receiver.

The receiver is used with two triangular fixed loop aerials and a
single -wire open aerial, and radiogoniometers or directional selectors
have been designed whereby more than one receiver can operate upon
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a common aerial system, thereby saving considerable expense when
multi -way reception is required. The degree of accuracyobtainable with
either the single or multi -way equipment is exceedingly high. For
single -way reception the receiver is provided with a single direction -
finding unit, and for multi -way working each receiver is provided with
a double direction -finding unit, and a small artificial aerial unit.

The search coil of the radiogoniometer is tuned by a condenser,
and can be coupled direct or via a tuned intermediate circuit to the
special four -stage high -frequency amplifier. Each of the four high -
frequency amplifying stages and the intermediate circuit is tuned by
means of a condenser, and a gang control enables quick searching
over a band of about ten per cent on either side of any desired spot
wavelength to be obtained, at the same time keeping the overall
amplification constant.

The various units of the receiver comprising the high -frequency
tuning circuits, the high -frequency amplifier, the rectifiers, the local
oscillation generator, and the low -frequency amplifier are mounted
on the back of a vertical metal panel fixed to a rigid framework which
slides into a teak containing case. The units are mounted in screening
cases which can be easily removed when necessary. The various cir-
cuit adjustments and valves are mounted on the, front of the
panel.

With regard to the transmitting station, four separate and com-
plete transmitters of the Marconi type T.A.1 are provided, each hav-
ing a power input of 3 to 4 kw.

These sets are grouped together in one building, and are supplied
with power from a motor alternator of sufficient capacity to feed the
four units simultaneously. The motor alternator is duplicated, and a
petrol electric plant is provided in reserve in case of failure of power
from the supply mains.

Each transmitter has its own aerial system and each can be ad-
justed to operate on any wavelength between the limits of 800 and
2000 meters.

Provision is made in this type of set forsthe transmission of teleph-
ony and telegraphy ,either by CW or ICW, while an independent
drive is incorporated to ensure a sufficient degree of wave constancy.

Modulation is by the well-known choke control method, the main
control valves being arranged to act as absorber valves while keying.

The oscillation generator, modulating and rectifying system is
contained in a metal cabinet, together with the independent drive
apparatus, while external to this are mounted the astatically connec-
ted aerial tuning and closed circuit inductances and condensers.
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Four inverted L aerials of the four -wire cage type are grouped
around the building supported by 100 -ft. towers.

Power for each of the transmitters is supplied from the main alter-
nator at 350 volts at 300 cycles and this is stepped up by a transformer

Fig. 7-Type AD6H instrument box.

to from 5000 to 10,000 volts, rectified by two rectifying valves, and
smoothed by condensers and chokes.

Filament heating is arranged from the same source except for
the sub-modulatorS, which are heated from a separate d -c supply.
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A system of relays is provided to enable the plant (which is in
charge of a station attendant) to be under the complete control of the

Fig. 8-Type AD8 instrument box.

aerodrome operator, the two stations being connected by a suitable
multiwire underground cable for this purpose.

Two of these transmitters are allocated to aircraft services; another
is for the 1400 -meter inter -aerodrome traffic; while the fourth is a
stand-by set.
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This plant has a guaranteed telephonic range of 250 miles to a
standard aircraft set of the type A.D.6.

At intermediate airports similar telegraph -telephone and direction -
finding receiving equipment is provided, but less power is required and
the transmitting plant is simplified in various ways Generally only
one complete transmitter is installed.

CONCLUSION

It has only been possible within the scope of this paper briefly
to touch on the salient features of the apparatus described; further-
more, it has only been possible to mention one or two of the main
types of stations emplOyed. Constant expansion and improvement are
taking place and what is current today will no doubt soon be super-
seded.

New methods and improvements in direction-finding are constantly
being envisaged, while the employment of short-wave transmission,
either as an alternative or as an adjunct to the existing long-wave
system, has certain attractive possibilities.

The advent of the light plane movement also opens up rather a
new field and special apparatus suitable for the private owner (the
type AD.22) has therefore been developed and is now available for
the light plane private owner.

A new type of set suitable for air -route working has also recently
been developed (the AD.18). It is more powerful than the A.D.6,
incorporates an independent drive, and has improved modulating and
receiving circuits.

+->-<01..-
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LESTER D. SEYMOUR

(General Manager, National Air Transport, Inc., Chicago, 111.1

Summary-This paper deals with the aid of radio to an air transport operator;
first, with merely long -wave receiving equipment on the plane, and, secondly,
with the additional use of a short-wave plane transmitter. The tendency is noted
toward establishment of short-wave two-way communication systems by the oper-
ators themselves. Requirements for apparatus under these conditions are discussed.

ALTHOUGH air transportation has already demonstrated that
it is an economic factor in modern life, it is equally true that
radio in various types of application must play a large part

in the program. This was wisely anticipated by Congress when
they authorized the Department of Commerce to provide radio aids
for air navigation. This work has been carried on admirably, and regu-
lar use is made of the present Airways Stations' weather and emergency
broadcasts. Their radiobeacons, too, are helping to guide fliers
through storm and night.

This is the simplest application of radio to the needs of air trans-
portation in that the equipment on the airplane is light in weight,
easy to install and operate, and least complicated in construction.
To be sure, it does not offer the pilot communication to the ground,
but it has a wide usefulness especially in single -man mail planes where
the pilot is already seriously overworked in bad weather.

One of the oldest air mail carriers, National Air Transport, Inc.,
relies on the practical aid offered by this one-way radio service. This
company has been experimenting with radio for almost two years
and now has its Chicago -New York mail planes equipped with long-
wave beacon and voice receivers, for routine operation. These are
very sensitive instruments, using screen -grid tubes and are mounted
in a compartment within the fuselage between the cockpit and the tail.
Remote controls run up to the pilot so that tuning and adjustment
of volume are very conveniently accomplished.

Some idea of the gain of the receiver may be indicated by the fact
that 2 -kw voice transmitters on 1000 meters are frequently picked up,
in daylight, at distances of 300 to 400 miles using merely a 6 -ft. mast
as the antenna. This mast projects vertically from the fuselage about
half -way between the cockpit and the tail of the plane. Much study

Dewey decimal classification: R520. Original manuscript received by the
Institute, September 12, 1929. Presented by M. M. Eells before New York
meeting of the Institute, October 2, 1929.
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and experimentation was necessary, of course, before the ignition inter-
ference from the engine could be reduced to negligible proportions.

Before "taking -off" with his mail cargo, the pilot studies the
weather map and the latest reports available at the local Weather
Bureau, concerning the actual conditions reported from observation
stations along the airway. Certain regions along his line may look
questionable, but he knows that subsequent weather reports will be
broadcast regularly. HoweVer, he may request a special broadcast
to be made at a specific time after his departure to give certain weather
conditions as they may have developed in that particular questionable
area.

Further than this, the one-way radio service has been of im-
measurable value to National Air Transport, Inc., in a number of
recent instances where the terminal fields have been closed in by fog.
Emergency broadcasting by the Airways Radio Station was arranged
with the assistance of the local field manager who could hear the plane
as it roared through the fog near the field. By personal radio instruc-
tions to this pilot it was possible to bring him back and forth across
the field until he could be brought down gradually in safety.

The fund of experience National Air Transport, Inc., has gained
in flying these radio -equipped planes has proved that the ground -
to -plane radio aids are of tremendous value in bad weather flying, with
assistance offered in the four following degrees:

(1) Reduction in flying time by more direct navigation.
(2) Flights made that would not otherwise have been attempted.
(3) Prevention of pilots becoming lost and having to leave plane.
(4) Avoidance of crashes and fatalities in thick weather.
To consider the completion of the communication setup, it is ob-

vious that much additional assistance can be given the pilot if he is
able to talk with the ground. With these facilities, he can materially
aid the Weather Stations in their collection of information, by report-
ing conditions he meets in flight. He is able to ask for specific infor-
mation which may be of most vital importance if he is shut in by fog
or storms. In case of a forced landing, the operation of the transmitter
even if in only an inefficient emergency manner, may mean every-
thing in assistance to those trying to help him.

Ground receiving equipment can be maintained by the operating
personnel at the fields, but there is the question of getting the reply
back to the plane. Where there is a local Department of Commerce
voice broadcaster, the message can be handled by them as an emergency
broadcast, if the reply is of the nature of life, property, or cargo.

It is recognized, however, that the large air transport operators
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will prefer ultimately to have two-way communication systems of
their own. Short waves, below 200 meters, will be used for both
ground -to -plane and plane -to -ground. Ground stations will be owned
and operated individually by the air transport operators or cooper-
atively if the routes of two or more operators join or are parallel.
Such a system of privately operated radio facilities will provide means
for dispatching planes, communication at times of distress for safety
of life and property, and means of handling commercial messages to
and from passengers in planes at such a time when this may be an
economic step. Course indication or triangulation may be made where
direction -finding ground equipment is provided. Pan American Air-
ways and Transcontinental Air Transport have been employing this
means as an aid to navigation.

Telephone is the preferred form of communication especially for
single -pilot planes on account of greater speed message -sending and
because of the simplification of the operator problem. Certain of the
larger transport planes are, however, using code, especially where
greater distances must be covered or where static is unusually heavy.
This means a saving in equipment weight against which is balanced the
extra radio operator.

The question of communication between airports is naturally a
very vital one, not only for plane dispatching
semination. Interfield communication should not be conducted by
radio where existing land lines can handle the traffic without hazardous
delay. Such a practice, if adopted generally, would clutter frequency
channels sorely needed for legitimate services that can use only radio.

The air transport operator has a difficult problem in finding suit-
able equipment. A good portion of this is due to the comparative
lack of experimental data on short-wave airplane operation. Ordinary
commercial equipment is not suitable until it has been thoroughly
redesigned from the standpoint of weight, size, extreme durability,
and reliability. Cushioning of the parts against vibration in flight,
or jars due to heavy landing, presents a problem in itself.

The balancing of weight against reliability of operation must
always be a compromise. When it is realized that failure of the in-
stallation in flight may mean loss of life and property, too much at-
tention cannot be given to each slightest detail.

However, it must not be forgotten that the air transport operator
pays dearly for each extra pound of weight carried. It is not impossible
to load the airplane with so much extra material in the interest of
safety and reliability that there is no room left for economic pay load.

Two of the most difficult problems are the source of power and
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the antenna for the transmitter. If the plane is to be able to trans-
mit from a forced landing, a dynamotor driven from the plane's
12 -volt battery is preferred to an engine -driven or wind -driven gener-
ator. A heavy current is drawn, in the neighborhood of 55 amperes,
which, with the 70 -ampere landing lights, makes a lot of work for the
charging generator. There seems tobe good promise in a double -voltage
engine -driven generator where a disconnecting clutch can be incorpor-
ated to allow the generator to be driven as a dynamotor in emergencies.
Wind -driven generators are easy to install and their cooling problems
are somewhat simplified, but they make testing and ground operation
a very complicated matter. Their wind resistance may be enough to
raise the equivalent weight to such a point that the air transport
operator loses interest.

The antenna, of course, depehds upon the frequency used. Again
a compromise comes up as to whether the operator wishes the increased
operating range obtainable with a trailing wire or a shorter working
distance in order to have a fixed antenna structure. In either event
caution must be exercised so that no maneuver or breakage of the
antenna can result in fouling control cables. If the fixed antenna is
definitely required, it appears that frequencies above 3000 kc must be
used. To give adequate day operating range, the operator will prob-
ably have to change frequencies, which seriously complicates the main-
tenance problem. It may be necessary to answer some of these ques-
tions by locating ground transmitters more closely together.

There is no question as to the assistance radio can give to the air
transport pilot. The problem is to insure against failure of the system.
A catastrophe may be easily caused if the pilot relies on radio at a
future instant and it fails him for one cause or another. It would be
far better to have had no radio at all. The simplest installation of
today is far too complicated and too fragile. Some of the best technical
brains in the country are studying this vital phase of reliability, but it
is a far-reaching complication.

The one realization remains that radio is the only means of con-
tacting with airplanes in flight; that a communication system is
vital to the economic development of this wonderful means of trans-
portation; and that this all-important need will eventually overcome
obstacles that now may seem insurmountable.

-4---areav<6.--«
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Summary-This paper describes the establishment of the radio facilities on
the civil airways of the United States and their importance for air navigation. The
legislation which created the Aeronautics Branch of the Department of Commerce
and its organization is discussed.

Description is given of the radiotelephone and radiotelegraph equipment used
in the collection and broadcasting of weather information to aircraft. The trans-
mitter used is rated at 2 -kw output and is of the master -oscillator controlled type.

A directive radio transmitting system using crossed coil antennas is employed
to guide aircraft over the established airways. It is of such a type that the pilot
receives one signal while within a narrow zone on the course, and other signals if
off the course. This greatly facilitates flying under conditions of poor visibility.

The regulations that have been proposed for the installation of radio equipment
on aircraft are briefly given together with the more important frequencies allocated
for aircraft work. The purpose and needs for these radio facilities and the way in
which they have developed are also discussed.

THE Air Commerce'Act, approved May 20, 1926, provided for
the promotion and regulation of civil aeronautics by the Depart-
ment of Commerce.

The Act authorized the establishment and maintenance of civil
airways equipped with intermediate landing fields, beacon lights,
signal and radio apparatus, and other aids to air navigation, in-
cluding facilities for weather -reporting service; the promulgation and
enforcement of rules and regulations to control traffic in the air;
the marking of all civil aircraft by identification number and the regu-
lar inspection and licensing of commercial aircraft engaged in inter-
state flying; the examination and licensing of airmen, i.e., pilots and
mechanicians; the Charting of airways and the publication of air maps;
the dissemination of information about air commerce, especially
including data concerning accidents and their causes; scientific
research and experimentation designM to improve the facilities for
air navigation and transport; and, generally, the promotion of air
commerce, industry, and trade.

To carry out the above purposes the Aeronautics Branch of the
Department of Commerce was organized. This Branch is a part of
the Office of the Secretary of Commerce and embraces services
of several Bureaus of the Department. The following divisions are

' Dewey decimal classification: 8520. Original manuscript received by the
Institute, September 16, 1929. Presented before New York meeting of the
Institute, October 2, 1929.
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included in the Aeronautics Branch: Division of Air Regulations,
which examines and licenses pilots and mechanicians, inspects air-
craft to determine their air -worthiness, enforces the air traffic rules and
studies airplane engines and designs; the Division of Air Information,
which collects and disseminates information about civil aeronautics;
the Airways Division (a part of the Lighthouse Service), which estab-
lishes and maintains aids to navigation along commercial air routes;
the Airways Mapping Section, (a part of the Coast and Geodetic
Survey) which produces the special maps needed; and the Aeronautical
Research Division, (a part of the Bureau of Standards) for conducting
research which would tend to improve the facilities of air navigation.

There are at present in the United States approximately 52 air
transport companies flying regular schedules covering approximately
40,000 miles per day. Twenty-seven of these companies carry mail
over the lighted airways, and about 15,000 miles of the flying takes
place at night.

A double mail schedule is now in operation on the Transcontinental
Airway, which saves a business day in each direction as compared with
the former schedule. Mail gathered at the close of one business day on
the Pacific coast 'will be delivered 36 hours later in cities on the At-
lantic seaboard, the mail being in transit two nights and one day. Two
transport companies have established a coast -to -coast passenger ser-
vice and many other companies are carrying passengers over lesser
distances.

The success of these services will depend very largely upon
safety, regularity of flying, and percentage of trips completed on sched-
uled time. This can be assured only by the use of radio, a compre-
hensive weather service, and improved instruments aboard airplanes,
making it possible to fly safely with regularity regardless of weather
conditions and visibility. With proper facilities a schedule efficiency
of 98 per cent should be possible.

Radio, by its fundamental nature, can provide for air navigation
two very important services, viz., communication between the air-
craft and the ground, and directional indications. The value of such
services has been well demonstrated in marine navigation but, it is
believed, they will be of even greater value to aircraft. The value of
radio in this connection was appreciated by Congress and the establish-
ment of radio systems was included in the Air Commerce Act.

When plans for the establishment of an aeronautical radio com-
munication system were being formulated there was little experience
in this country that might be followed. European practice, however,
favored the use of frequencies in the 315-350-kc band for this purpose.
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At about this time also, preparations were being made for the Inter-
national Radiotelegraph Conference to be held in Washington in
October, 1927, and the European countries had proposed that the
315-350-kc band be internationally used for aeronautical services.
With a need for such a service in the United States, the American
delegation agreed to this arrangement, and these frequencies were
adopted internationally for this service. International agreement
was also secured on the band 285-315 kc for radiobeacons for both
the marine and aircraft services.

Fig. 1 -Interior of aeronautical radio station at Glendale, Calif.

In providing a radio service for the transmission of weather and
safety messages to pilots in the air it was considered that radio-
telephony would be most practicable. For this class of service, a
combined telephone and telegraph transmitter was believed most
desirable, since it would provide not only for the broadcasting of
weather information to aircraft, but also for the collection of such in-
formation by radio from similar radio stations. In the selection of this
equipment, the experience of the Navy and the Army was carefully
considered. A type of transmitter was finally adopted that was gener-
ally similar to one that had been widely used by the Navy, both afloat
and ashore. This transmitter is of the master -oscillator, intermediate-
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amplifier, power -amplifier type, and will deliver 2 kw of radio -fre-
quency power to an antenna. Either CW, ICW, or telephone operation
is provided. The transmitter will operate on frequencies from 100
to 550 kc. This transmitter is shown on the right of Fig. 1. A 400-watt
crystal -controlled high -frequency telegraph transmitter is shown en
the left. This transmitter is also used in collecting weather informa-
tion as mentioned above, but is not capable of telephone operation.
The performance of the intermediate -frequency transmitter has in
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Fig. 2-Field-strength curve. 2 -kw radiotelephone installation, Cleveland, Ohio.

general been satisfactory. Harmonic radiation has been excessive,
but this is being reduced by working the power amplifier into a tuned
tank circuit with capacitive antenna coupling instead of an untuned
transformer. A single -wire antenna 125 ft. high and 375 ft. long is
used with this transmitter.

The field strength 1 produced by this transmitter as measured on
the ground is shown in Fig. 2. No field -strength measurements
have been made in the air although this is contemplated as soon as a
plane can be made available. The field -strength curve has an attenua-

1 These measurements were made on an installation at Cleveland, Ohio,
by the Supervisor of Radio of Detroit, Mich.
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tion of approximately 0.0062, which is somewhat lower than found on
frequencies in the broadcast band. Telephone transmissions are regu-
larly received at ground receiving stations at a distance of 200 miles
in daytime through ordinary static. When received on a airplane
equipped with commercial receivers, the reliable range is approximately
150 miles under ordinary conditions and approximately 60 miles under
severe conditions. An improvement in performance is expected with
changes and improvements in receiver design, reduction in motor and
air noises, sound -proofing of cabins, better bonding of the plane's
members, and better ignition shielding.

Radio stations as described above have been located at intervals
of about 200 miles along the airways. This spacing was determined
partly by the estimated reliable range of this power transmitter and
partly because a given mail plane usually covers a 400 -mile section with
a stop midway for gas. Large cities served by the air mail service also
appear at approximately 400 -mile intervals. The first transmitter of
this type was installed at Hadley Field, New Brunswick, N. J., in
December, 1927, and since that time twenty-four additional stations
have been completed and placed in operation. The map (Fig. 3)
shows the installation program as of June 30, 1929. Stations now in
operation are located at New Brunswick, N. J.; Bellefonte, Pa.;
Cleveland, Ohio; Bryan, Ohio; Maywood, (Chicago), Ill.; Iowa
City, Iowa; Bellevue, (Omaha), Nebr.; North Platte, Nebr.; Cheyenne,
Wyo.; Rock Springs, Wyo.; Salt Lake City, Utah; Elko, Nevada; Reno,
Nevada; Oakland, Calif.; Fresno, Calif.; Glendale, (Los Angeles),
Calif.; Medford, Ore.; Portland, Ore.; Seattle, Wash.; Anglum,
(St. Louis), Mo.; Kansas City, Mo.; Wichita, Kans.; La Crosse, Wis.;
and Key West, Fla.

Equipment has been purchased for additional stations at Albany,
N. Y.; Atlanta, Ga.; Birmingham, Ala.; Boise, Idaho; Boston, Mass.;
Buffalo, N. Y.; Fort Worth, Tex.; Greensboro, N. C.; Houston, Tex.;
Jacksonville, Fla.; Miami, Fla.; Milford, Utah; Mobile, Ala.; Nash-
ville, Tenn.; New Orleans, La.; Oklahoma City, Okla.; Pasco, Wash.;
Richmond, Va.; Spartanburg, S. C.; and Washington, D. C.

The establishment of directive radio facilities, however, was more
of a problem. The U. S. Lighthouse Service had had considerable ex-
perience with the non -directive type of radiobeacon2 in its Marine
Service, using the system of radio direction -finding in which the
transmitting equipment is located on shore and radiocompass is
located on the ship. This system has been in operation since 1921

2 G. R. Putnam, "Radio fog signals and their use in navigation with the
radio compass." U. S. Bureau of Lighthouses, 1924.
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with radiobeacons installed at important lighthouses and on light-
ships. Many bearings on these installations are being taken every day
by masters of vessels by means of the radiocompass aboard their ships.
This system has many. advantages, but did not seem applicable to
present day aircraft. It is believed, however, that with larger aircraft
such a system may yet come in general use. The radiobeacons re-
quired for such a system are as a matter of fact provided at the present
time, since the radiotelephone equipment described above is operated
on definite schedules and will provide, with its circular radiation char -
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Fig. 4-Essential circuits of a radio range.

acteristic, a suitable signal on which bearings may be taken with a
radiocompass. With one-man planes in which the pilot is navigator,
engineer, captain, and radio operator combined, it did not seem pos-
sible for him to take bearings with a radiocompass and it was con-
sidered undesirable to use a fixed loop on the plane and take bear-
ings by changing the course of the plane. This eliminated the non -
directive type of radiobeacon. Consideration was also given the re-
volving radiobeacon,' which requires an ordinary receiver and a stop
watch, but this was considered unsatisfactory also since it required
some manipulation on the part of the pilot. The so-called "aural"
type of directive radiobeacon, or "radio range" as it is now called, was

3 Smith -Rose and Chapman, Jour. I. E. E. (London), 66, 256-69; March,
1928.
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finally considered to be most applicable to the Airways Service.
Some preliminary experiments with this type of directive radiobeacon
had been made in 1921 by several departments of the Government in
cooperation with the Lighthouse Service, in which observations were
made by the Lighthouse Tender "Maple" in the Potomac River and
Chesapeake Bay, and also by airplanes,' on signals transmitted from
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Fig. 5-Field patterns of radio range transmitter.

Washington. Further improvements on this type of directive radio -
beacon were made by the Signal Corps of the. U. S. Army.6

The transmitter used by the Airways Division in its radio range
installations is of the master -oscillator, intermediate -amplifier, power -
amplifier type, with special precautions taken to maintain constant
frequency. Transmitters with an output of about 1500 watts are now
used which give a reliable service up to approximately 100 miles. The
field strength produced is much less than that given in Fig. 2, since
loop antennas with their poor radiation characteristic are required.

4 Engel and Dunmore, "A directive type of radio beacon and its application
to navigation," Bureau of Standards Scientific Paper No. 480, 1923.

4 Murphy and Wolfe, Jour. S. A. E., 19, 209; September, 1926.
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Briefly, the radio range consists of the transmitter mentioned
above, working into two loop antennas placed at 90 deg. to each other,
with a relay that connects the radio -frequency power alternately to the
two loops. The essential parts of the radio range are shown in Fig. 4,
and the radiation characteristics produced are shown in Fig. 5. The

1 -

Fig. 6-Goniometer and loop tuning equipment originally installed
at Hadley Field.

transmitter is keyed so as to produce long dashes, and the relay in the
output circuit breaks up the dash so that the letter N (dash dot) is
transmitted on one loop and the letter A (dot dash) on the second loop.
By examination of the radiation characteristic, Fig. 5(a), it is noted that
there are four zones each 90 deg. apart in which the signals from both
loops have the same strength, and the letters N and A add together or
interlock to produce the long dash of the transmitter keying. The
equisignal zones may be directed along the airways to be served by
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proper orientation of the loops. A pilot, in flying the airway, would
hear a long dash when he was on the course and should he drift to the
A side the A signal would increase and become predominant while the
N would fade to the background and vice versa.

In order to direct the courses more easily along the route desired
and to facilitate installation, use is made of a "goniometer" similar to
that used in the Bellini-Tosi direction -finder.

This type of directive radio transmission appeared to meet the
problem best of all, since radio courses can be established along given

Fig. 7-Radio range installation at Hadley Field.

airways which would carry the pilot on a straight line over the best
flying country along which weather observations were made, and inter-
mediate landing fields established.

This type of equipment also has the important advantage of
eliminating drift errors caused by a cross wind. Another important
advantage is that the sense of hearing is employed rather than the
sense of sight, since in bad weather flying the pilot must of necessity
be watching the ground carefully to check up on landmarks. In
blind flying, this system is equally advantageous since the pilot must
concentrate on certain instruments to keep his ship on an even keel.
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In order to gain in experience with this directive radio system a
complete installation was made in cooperation with the General
Electric Co., and this equipment was installed at Hadley Field near
New Brunswick, N. J., in June, 1927. Tests made on this installation
extending over a period of about seven months indicated the need
for further improvements but confirmed the belief that this system
was adequate for the purpose intended. Utilizing the experience
gained, specifications were prepared covering the improved apparatus
desired, and six complete transmitters of this type were purchased.
Fig. 6 shows the original goniometer and loop tuning equipment in-
stalled at Hadley Field. Fig. 7 shows the improved transmitter
which replaced the test equipment. Fig. 8 shows the radio range build-
ing and loop antennas.

Fig. 8-Exterior of Hadley Field radio range.

A glance at Fig. 9, a map issued by the Department of Commerce,
showing the civil airways of the United States, reveals the fact that
airways are not always straight lines nor do they radiate from the
larger cities with any mathematical relation. To adapt the directive
radio system described above to these airways required that methods
be developed whereby the four courses set up by the loop antennas
could be shifted or "bent" as required to line up with the already
established airways. The engineers of the Airways Division de-
veloped two methods whereby this can be effected. Fig. 5(a) gives
the normal radiation characteristic of the radio range. Four courses
are provided at 90 deg. apart since the radiation of each loop is the
same. The first method of shifting the courses is by increasing or
decreasing the current in either loop as by removing or inserting re-
sistance. The effect of this is shown in Fig. 5(b). The second method
of shifting or "bending" is accomplished by adding the circular radi-
ation from an open vertical antenna to that of the loops. This pro-
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duces courses "bent" as shown in Fig. 5(c), and the degree of "bending"
is proportional to the current in the vertical antenna. In some instal-
lations an inherent bend has been noted which it is believed is caused
by the circular radiation set up by currents induced in an iron conduit
carrying an obstruction light circuit to the top of the center antenna
pole.

Radio ranges are now in operation at the following locations:
Hadley Field, New Brunswick, N. J.; Bellefonte, Pa.; Cleveland,
Ohio; Goshen, Ind.; Sterling, Ill.; and Des Moines, Ia. Two additional
installations are being completed at Boston, Mass., and Chicago, Ill.
It is now possible to fly from Hartford, Conn., to Omaha, Nebr.,
utilizing directive radio signals from these installations, without
ground observations that would be otherwise required. This is of much
importance at times of poor visibility. Fig. 10 shows the courses
marked by these installations and it will be noted that the courses
from practically all installations required some "bending" of the
courses to serve the cities along the airway.

Adjacent radio ranges are operated on different frequencies,
and "marker beacons" of short transmitting range are located at
the intersection of adjacent courses (designated as M in Fig. 10).
The marker beacons send a special characteristic signal modulated at
about 1000 cycles, alternately on the frequencies of the intersecting
courses, thereby informing the pilot that the intersection has been
reached and that his receiver should be re -tuned to the frequency on
which the adjacent radio range is operating. Marker beacons operating
on a single frequency are also located at high points on the airway and
at other points to mark particular obstructions. These marker beacon
transmitters have a maximum output of about 5 watts, and while it is
desirable to have their maximum effect (i.e., transmitting range)
not more than five miles, difficulty is experienced in keeping them with-
in this range.

This system, like all other radio systems, is not free from peculiar
phenomena of wave transmission. Particularly at night, shifting of the
equisignal zone is observed.6 This shifting has not appeared to be a
serious matter when a vertical pole antenna is used, for, by taking the
on -course and off -course significance of signals over a short -interval
the average is approximately along the proper course, and over dis-
tances of less than the hundred miles which are here involved, the shift-
ing is of small magnitude.

There has been considerable research on a type of radio range that

H. Pratt, "Apparent night variations with crossed coil radio beacons,"
PROC. I. R. E. 16, 652; May, 1928.
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will operate a visual indicating instrument on the instrument panel
of a plane.' A type has been developed to a stage that shows some
promise, and arrangements are being made to try this apparatus
under actual operating conditions for a sufficient period of time to
determine its merit. However, there should be no delay in the in-
stallation of directive radio facilities, and the Airways Division is
proceeding with the installation of the aural -type of radio range
pending the commercial development of the visual type equipment.
Equipment for fifteen aural type radio ranges is now under contract
for installation in the fall of 1929.

iiTo determine proper operating procedure is probably as important
as determining the proper type of equipment. The first method

Fig. 11-Airways Division cabin monoplane.

tried was to operate the radio range on a frequency in the radiobeacon
band (285-315 kc) and make the telephone broadcasts on a frequency
in the 135-350-kc band. This method is not satisfactory since a pilot
may be listening to the radio range for directional signals and miss a
telephone broadcast containing important information. The method
now in use between New York and Chicago is to operate both the radio
range and the radio telephone on the same frequency, the radio range
operating continuously except during four 3 -minute periods at the
quarter hours at which time the telephone broadcasts are made. This
service is operated continuously throughout the 24 hours.

In order that the Airways Division may have full information as
to the performance of its various radio and other aeronautical facil-
ities two airplanes have been radio -equipped, one an open cockpit

7 Dellinger and Pratt, "Development of radio aids to air navigation,"
PROC. I. R. E., 16, 890; July, 1928.
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biplane equipped with receiving apparatus only, the second a six -
passenger cabin monoplane in which are installed two commercial
receiving sets and a 50 -watt intermediate -frequency transmitter.
This plane is shown in Fig. 11.

These planes make periodic flights over the civil airways, check
up on performance of radio and other facilities, and furnish infor-
mation regarding the performance of the radio installations particu-
larly. Fig. 12 shows the antenna on the monoplane mentioned
above, and is of the vertical type being generally adopted for radio

Fig. 12-Receiving antenna on Airways Division monoplane.

reception. This type of antenna is somewhat ineffective compared
to the trailing wire type and reduces the effective range of trans-
mission somewhat. It has the advantage of being permanently in
place and reducing certain errors in the reception of radio range
signals.

The engine ignition system of both planes is shielded with copper
braid in the usual manner, and standard type spark plugs are used.
The front set of plugs are provided with copper shields to reduce radia-
tion from the plugs themselves. However, experience has shown that
when receiving on intermediate frequencies the rear set of plugs may be
left unshielded, since they are apparently shielded sufficiently well by
the exhaust manifold, cowling, etc.
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At the present time there are comparatively few civil airplanes
equipped for radio transmission. However, regulations are being con-
sidered which will require complete radio installations on certain
classes of planes. Briefly the regulations proposed are as follows:

(a) Aircraft carrying one or more passengers in interstate travel
shall be equipped with radio receiving apparatus of a satisfactory
type so that the benefit of the aeronautical radio facilities on the
airway navigated may be secured.

(b) Aircraft carrying six or more passengers in interstate travel
shall be provided with radio transmitting and receiving equipment
capable of dependable communication with ground stations during
the entire period of flight and shall be capable of making a distress
call on some designated common frequency assigned as a calling
wave. Such plane shall carry a radio operator holding a satisfactory
radio license.

These regulations have been submitted to a committee of air
transport operators for consideration, and in accordance with estab-
lished procedure may be put in effect one year after submission.

Consideration is also being given to the inspection and certification
of both receiving and transmitting equipment installed on aircraft.

Where air navigation facilities have not been installed by the
Department of Commerce, or where present installations do not
suffice, it may be necessary to install privately established and main-
tained radio facilities. The air transport operators have a peculiar
responsibility in the carrying of passengers and mail, and the liabil-
ity for the safety of life and property cannot be transferred to any
other agency. The operators have therefore requested the reservation
of frequencies for their use through the operation of privately estab-
lished radio stations. A total of 89 frequency channels have been set up
for this service by the Federal Radio Commission, of which 64 are in
the 1500-6000-kc band. These frequencies are being assigned to the
various air routes. That is, a particular channel is used along a given
route regardless of the number of transport companies flying that route.
All companies have equal rights now and in the future as to this service
and provide their o'wn installations jointly, sharing equally in the
installation costs, operation costs, and liability.

The following important distress and calling frequencies have been
established.

278 kc Calling and working frequency used by airports only.
Power not to exceed 10 watts.

333 kc International air calling frequency.
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375 kc Radiocompass service (mobile transmitters, fixed compass
on the ground).

500 kc International calling and distress frequency for ships and
aircraft over the seas.

3106 kc National calling frequency for all transport and itinerant
airplanes.

Since communications to airplanes under conditions of poor
visibility must necessarily be made by radio, it will be necessary to
provide for communicating landing directions at airports by means of
the radiotelephone. The frequency of 278 kc mentioned above was set
up by the Federal Radio Commission for this purpose. The radio
transmitters at airports must have limited power and a range not in
excess of five miles so as to prevent interference between neighboring
airports. Under this plan of having all airport transmitters on the same
frequency, the pilot will listen in for landing directions upon approach-
ing an airport and will follow the orders as to landing procedure re-
ceived from the airport manager.

There can be no doubt that air transportation from now on will
depend in a large measure upon radio for its safety and flying effi-
ciency. The radio facilities that are now being established have been
planned so that all classes of fliers may make use of the service by
installing a simple receiving set on the airplane, and receive practic-
ally all of the information required to fly the civil airways safely.
The comprehensive weather service that is now being established, and
the facilities provided to make this information immediately available
to the pilot in the air, are important. In addition to the weather broad-
casting service, and probably of equal importance, are the directive
radio signals. These will indicate to the pilot his exact course, and
should he deviate, the signals will permit him to locate the course again
and bring his flight to a successful conclusion at the airport. Acci-
dents due to weather conditions as well as other causes will thus be
greatly reduced.
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APPLYING THE VISUAL DOUBLE -MODULATION TYPE
RADIO RANGE TO THE AIRWAYS*

BY
H. DIAMOND

(Bureau of Standards, Washington, D. C.)

Summary-This paper deals with methods for aligning the courses of the
visual radio range with the fixed airways. It has previously been shown that the
courses of the aural radio range may be shifted by the use of a vertical wire antenna
in conjunction with the transmitting loop antennas or by varying the relative power
in the two antennas. These methods are, in part, applicable to the visual system.
In the aural system the goniometer primaries are excited alternately. This per-
mits independent consideration of the field patterns due to the primaries. In the
visual system this is not the case as both goniometer primaries are excited all the
time. Two cases present themselves, the condition when the currents in the primaries
are in time phase and the condition when they are in quadrature time phase.
The former condition results in two beacon courses which are 180 deg. apart and
cannot be shifted from this relationship. The latter condition yields four beacon
courses. A mathematical analysis is made of this case and the amounts of angular
variation possible using several methods of attack are tabulated.

A method of obtaining small amounts of shift by an adjustment of the receiving
equipment aboard the airplanes is also described; one of the reeds is shunted by a
suitable resistance in order that the reeds will vibrate equally when on one side of
the equisignal zone. This method permits a great flexibility in securing a desired
course and is suitable only for employment with the visual system. Sample calcula-
tions are made for actual airway routes to demonstrate the several methods of attack.

I. INTRODUCTION

METHODS for aligning the courses of the aural type radio
range (i.e., directive radiobeacon) with the fixed airways are
described in a paper by Kear and Jackson.' Extensions of

these methods may be used to make the visual double -modulation
type radio range equally flexible. This paper describes a number of
circuit arrangements, the application of which makes possible the use of
a single visual type radio range for serving two, three, or four courses
radiating from a given airport at arbitrary angles with each other.

The procedure of aligning the courses of the visual type radio
range with the fixed airways is necessarily somewhat different from
that followed in the aural type, owing to the essential difference be-
tween the signals used for marking out the beacon courses in the two

* Dewey decimal classification: 11526.1. Original manuscript received by the
Institute, October 8, 1929. Published by permission of the Director of the Bu-
reau of Standards of the U. S. Department of Commerce. To be published in a
forthcoming issue of the Bureau of Standards Journal of Research.

1 Kear and Jackson, "Applying the radio range to the airways," this issue
of the PROC., page 2268. Also to be published in the Bureau of Standards Journal
of Research.
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systems. With the aural system, a pilot's position on either side of
the course is indicated by the relative strength of two Morse characters.
When on the course these characters blend into one long dash of con-
stant signal strength. In order to obtain proper interlocking no por-
tions of the two characters used can be transmitted simultaneously.
With the visual system, a course is indicated by the equality of vibra-
tion amplitude of two reeds mechanically tuned to the two modulation

NOE.. BAN D
DU TO CO a

RE5ULTANT

C.ARR I E -R,

31 DE_ SAND
DU E_ TT) W1

Fig. 1-Space pattern radiated by double -modulation type radio range when
antenna currents are 90 deg. out of phase.

frequencies used at the beacon. For maximum reed amplitude, it is
desirable to provide continuous modulation at both modulation fre-
quencies. The two distinguishing signals of the beacon are, therefore,
always sent out simultaneously, resulting, under normal conditions,
in a space pattern quite different from that obtained from an aural
radio range.' Two, rather than four, beacon courses are obtained. To
produce four beacon courses it is necessary to advance the time phase
of one of the carrier frequencies of the system 90 deg. beyond that of

2 This was shown by Pratt in Fig. 2 of his paper on "Field intensity charac-
teristics of double modulation type of direction radio beacon," PROC. I. R. E.,
17, 875; May, 1929.
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the other. The space pattern is then as indicated in Fig. 4, page 877,
of Pratt's paper, the four beacon courses being displaced by 90 deg.
from each other. For convenience in reference, this figure is reproduced
here as Fig. 1. The received polar pattern is shown in Fig. 2. The
trigonometric expression for the beacon space pattern is given in

of

PEED AMPLITUDE.
DUE. TO Wt

P.

oc)CfEED AM PUTVOL
OULTO

se

Fig. 2-Received polar pattern corresponding to the space pattern of Fig. 1.

equation (1).: The corresponding expression for the polar pattern as
received on the reeds is given in equation (2), which assumes square-
law detection.

Eo[cos wt sin 0 -1 -sin cot cos 0]

ep=.1C ---El
[sin (co-wi)t - sin (w-l-wi)t] sin 0

E2
+- [COS (CO- (.02)t -COS (CO+ CO2)ti cos 0

2

This is equivalent to equation (5), page 876 of Pratt's paper.

(1)
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where e, is the field intensity at any point Pin space as a polar function
of the angle 0, and, as is apparent, consists of a carrier and two sets
of sidebands; Ei/E0X 100 is the percentage modulation in amplifier
branch 1 due to col; E2/E0X 100 is the percentage modulation in ampli-
fier branch 2 due to co2. In this and all the following equations we will
assume El = E2 = E0 unless otherwise stated.

er= KK'EolEi sin wit sin' 0 -I -E2 sin wet cos' 0 (2)

where er is the received signal strength at any point P as a polar func-
tion of the angle 0. A course occurs whenever the two terms to the
right of the equality sign of equation (2) are equal.

MASTER
OSCILLATOR

100 WATTS

890

TO 65C1CLE. Al-TERNAIDEt

RR G

R.F. CONTROL

1 1

IN1tP?1EDIA
AMPLIFIER.
100WATTS

POWER.

AMPLIFIER.
1000WATTS

RAF ama-
POWER. Za2a._

AMPLIFIER
T...!

AMPLIFIER
100 WAT ICOO WATTS

TO 86.7 CYO -F- ALTERNATCQ

SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM OF DOUBLE- MODULATION BEACON
FOUR. COURSE-TYPE -

Fig. 3-Schematic diagram of double -modulation radio range-four-course type.

From a study of equations (1) and (2), it is interesting to note
that the useful signal due to col is the result of the beating of the
carrier of branch 1 (not the resultant carrier) with the sidebands
transmitted by branch 1. Similarly, the useful signal due to co2 is the
result of the beating of the carrier and sidebands transmitted by
branch 2. These relationships are true, however, only in the special
case when the time phase between the two carriers of the system is
equal to 90 deg.

A schematic diagram of the circuit arrangement used for obtaining
four beacon courses at 90 deg. with each other is shown in Fig. 3.
The means for producing a 90 -deg. time -phase displacement between
the two carrier -frequency currents of the system consists simply of
inserting a suitable capacitive reactance in the supply lead from the
master oscillator to one amplifier branch and a suitable inductive
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reactance in the supply lead to the other amplifier branch. For
convenience in phase adjustment the condenser is made variable, and
a variable resistor is connected in series with each reactance.

II. METHOD A. SHIFTING COURSES BY AMPLITUDE REDUCTION

One method of shifting the four beacon courses from their 90 -deg.
space relationship is to reduce the percentage modulation of one am-
plifier branch, keeping the magnitude of the carrier unchanged. The
space pattern radiated by the beacon is then as shown in Fig. 4, and

R ENJLTANIT
CARRIER,

51 DE BAND
DUE_ TO WI

Fig. 4-Space pattern when percentage modulation in one
amplifier branch is reduced.

the received polar diagram as shown in Fig. 5. A 30 per cent reduction
in the percentage modulation of one amplifier branch is assumed.
The trigonometric equations for the radiated space pattern and re-
ceived polar pattern are then, respectively:

ep=K[Eolcos wt sin 0+8in cot cos 01

0.7 E1

2
{ [sin (co -coi)t -sin (c0-1-coi)t] sin 01 (3)

Es+-
2

[cos (co- (401- cos (w+w2)t] cos 0}

er= KK'Eo [0.7 E1 sin colt sine 0+E2 sin cost cost 0] (4)

. -
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A course occurs whenever the two terms to the right of the equality
sign of equation (4) are equal. It will be observed from Fig. 5 that the
two sets of 180 -deg. courses, (A, B) and (C, D), are now displaced by
al = 80 deg. and a2= 100 deg. as compared with al =a2= 90 deg. when
the degree of modulation in the two amplifier branches is the same.

GZEF-ID AM PLITVDC
DUE TO 4)

P -F -ED M PUTUOL
Our_ TO u

/ \
/ 1

I %

I t
1 1

I I
/

\ /
\ /\

Fig. 5-Received polar pattern corresponding to Fig. 4.

The method of modulation adopted in the visual radio range trans-
mitter, consisting of plate excitation of the intermediate amplifiers
from sources of a -c supply of suitable frequencies, does not permit an
easy adjustment of the percentage modulation. It is more convenient
to reduce the magnitude of both carrier and sidebands of one amplifier
branch. This is accomplished by increasing the value of the resistor
R1 of the radio -frequency control (Fig. 3) and readjusting C to keep
the phase of the voltage applied to the grid of the intermediate
amplifier tube unchanged. Assuming a 30 per cent reduction in the
amplitude of carrier and sidebands of one amplifier branch, the radiated
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space pattern becomes that of Fig. 6, while the polar diagram as re-
ceived on the reeds is shown in Fig. 7. The trigonometric expression
for the space pattern is given in equation (5).

....// \ RESULTANT/ CARRJ FR./ \
/ \

\/ \
J 1

I
I

DUETO W2

\ i \\ _........ /

---\-- ....- --- - --- ../......
...- --' // \ r \

\ / /
/ \ / /

\ /
..... ....,

1--
......

...,...,

..--
.., i\ N

\ // / \ \
\ / / \ \ \
\ / /

SIDE BAND

/.,
SIDE BAND
DUET° WI

Fig. 6-Space pattern when magnitude of the carrier and sidebands transmitted
by one amplifier branch is reduced..

ep= K[E0 { 0.7 cos wt sin 0 +sin wt cos 0}

Ei,
--0.7-1 [sin (0)-col)t-sin (w+wi)t] sin 01

2

+E2{ [cos (CO cos (w+w2)t] cos 01].
2

(5)

The corresponding expression for the received signal becomes

er = KK'Eo [0.49E1 sin wit sine 0+E2 sin coat cost 0] . (6)

A course will occur whenever the two reed deflections are of equal mag-
nitude, i.e., when
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10.7 sin 0 l= I cos 01. (7)

Equation (7) follows from the facts that the observed reed de-
flections are determined by the maximum instantaneous values of
El sin wit and E2 sin w2t and that the reeds are adjusted for equal sen-
sitivity. Note that the courses have been shifted in greater amount

REED AMPUTUDE.
1....pur_ TO lAJ z

I

QE.f_173 A MPUTUCE

DUE 70

/
ct)

Fig. 7-Received polar pattern corresponding to Fig. 6.

than in Fig. 5. The values for the angles al and az are now 70 deg. and
110 deg., respectively. The relative reduction in strength of signal
received when on course is, however, also greater.

Two factors determine the minimum value for ai (or the maximum
value for a2) that can be obtained: (a) the signal strength received
when on any given course should not be reduced below 50 per cent of
that received when the four courses are displaced by 90 deg.; (b)
a deviation of at least 20 deg. on either side of the course should be
possible without losing indications as to the direction back to the
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course. Keeping in mind these requirements, both methods described
above yield as tolerable limits (ai = 60 deg., a2 = 120 deg.). Using these
methods, then, it becomes possible to fit two of the beacon courses
to any two airways separated by an angle in the range 60 deg. to
120 deg.

Fig. 8-Space pattern for same conditions as in Fig. 6 except that antenna
currents are 45 deg. out of time phase instead of 90 deg.

Before passing on to further methods for making the other two
beacon courses useful, it is of interest to study the effect of changing
the time phase displacement between the two modulated waves of
the transmitting system. As noted above, the difference in time phase
is normally adjusted to 90 deg. Suppose that the time phase differ-
ence is made 45 deg. (by adjusting L and C, Fig. 3). For the condition
that the magnitude of carrier and sidebands transmitted by one
amplifier branch is reduced to 70 per cent that of the other amplifier
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branch, the beacon space pattern becomes that shown in Fig. 8 and
the received polar pattern as shown in Fig. 9. The expression for the
radiated space pattern under these conditions is given in (8) and for
the received polar pattern in (9).

.1....--""-',...
REED AmouTuDE_
DUE_ TD 4)2 /

/

I

PEED AMPLITUDE.
DUE_ TO (..)1

Fig. 9-Received polar pattern corresponding to Fig. 8.

ep K E0 [0.7 sin (tot
4

sin 0 +sin cot cos

+0 .7
E
-[cos (wt -

4
-wit)

2

-cos wt-
4

-1-wit sin

E2
+- [COS (CO 4.12)t COS (6.)+(.02)t cos 0

2

(8)
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1
er = K K'E0[E1 sin w1t { 0.7 X

2
- sin 0 cos 0+0.49 sine 0}

1
+E2 sin wet{0.7 X - sin 0 cos 0+cos2 Oil

2

(9)

Note that since the two carrier frequency currents of the system are

RESULTANT CARRIER -

SIDE SAND
DUE TO wt

5I t. BAND
/ our_ To col/ Ys

Fig. 10-Space pattern for same conditions as in Fig. 6 except that antenna
currents are 135 deg. out of time phase instead of 90 deg.

no longer displaced in time phase by 90 deg., the relationship observed
in connection with equations (1) and (2) no longer holds.

If the time phase displacement is made 135 deg., the resultant space
pattern is as shown in Fig. 10, and the received polar pattern as shown
in Fig. 11. The trigonometric equations corresponding to these
patterns are similar to (8) and (9) and will not be given here. Note
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that a change in the time phase displacement does not result in a shift-
ing of the beacon courses. An exact adjustment of time phase dis-
placement to 90 deg. is therefore not necessary. By varying this dis-
placement, however, it is possible to control at will the relative signal
strength on the two sets of 180 -deg. courses. In this way, if the two
airways to be served by a given radio range differ in length, a stronger
course signal may be directed along the longer airway.

N

7/
/

REED AM PI_ ITUDE_\ TO u.),

REED AMPUTUDE.
D'JE. TO CO,

Fig. 11-Received polar pattern corresponding to Fig. 10.

III. METHOD B. LSE OF AUXILIARY VERTICAL
ANTENNA FOR SHIFTING COURSES

A further method for shifting the courses from their 90 -deg.
space relationship consists of supplying a circular radiation of the
carrier and sidebands transmitted by one amplifier branch, in addition
to the figure -of -eight radiation due to the loop antenna fed by that
amplifier branch. A vertical antenna, running the length of the beacon
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tower and inductively coupled to the output circuit of one of the two
amplifying branches of the transmitting system, is employed for ob-
taining this additional radiation. Assuming a ratio of amplitude of
circular radiation to maximum amplitude of figure -of -eight radiation
equal to 0.28, the radiated space pattern becomes as shown in Fig. 12,

and the received polar diagram as shown in Fig. 13. The expression
for the radiated space pattern is given in (10) and for the received
pattern in (11).

ep=K Eo[cos wt sin 0+sin cot(0. 28 +cos 0)]

E1
--[sin (co - coi)t -sin (co -1-0.4)t] sin 0 (10)

2

E
+--

2y[
Cos (CO -(02)t - COS (CO+C.02)t] [0 .28 +COS 0]

er=KKTo{ El sin colt sine 0+E2 sin co2t[0. 28 + cos 0]2} (11)

A beacon course will occur when (12) is satisfied.

I sin 0 I = 1 (0.28+cos 0) I . (12)

/ \/ \/ \
/ \
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/ 1
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1
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I-(
\\\ i \/ \\

/ // \\\,

-./ 1

10E. BAND
DUE. TO CA32

RE5ULTANT
cARRIE_R.

RIDE. BAND
DUE. TO CA),

Fig. 12-Space pattern when circular radiation of the modulated wave trans-
mitted by one amplifier branch is added to the normal figure -of -eight
radiation due to that branch.

In (10) the current in the vertical antenna is taken as in time
phase with the current in loop antenna (2). This is the condition of
maximum course shift for a given vertical antenna current. If these
two currents were in time quadrature, no course shift would occur.
It is, therefore, important to insure that these currents are in phase;
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(a) by keeping the vertical antenna and loop antenna (2) accurately
in tune; and (b) by connecting the primary of the coupling trans-
former to the vertical antenna in the output circuit of the same am-
plifier stage in which the primary winding of the coupling arrange-
ment to loop antenna (2) is connected (i.e., at point B, Fig. 3).

\ REED AM PLiTUDE
\ DUE TO (.4?

X

REED AM PU TU 0 E.
tOvE TO 41

Fig. 13-Received polar pattern corresponding to Fig. 12.

Comparing the received polar diagram of Fig. 13 with that for
the beacon normally adjusted (see Fig. 2), it will be observed that the
addition of a circular component to the normal radiation characteristic
of the modulated wave due to W2 results in decreasing the angle 131
between courses B and C and increasing the angle t32 between courses
D and A. The angles al between coursesA and Band a2 between courses
C and D remain equal to 90 deg. Applying the same criterions as
were used in the method of course shifting by amplitude reduction,
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(namely, that the signal strength on course should not be reduced be-
low 50 per cent of normal, and that a deviation of 20 deg. on either side
of a course be possible), the minimum tolerable value for 131 is 60 deg.
and the maximum value for 132 is 120 deg.

A comparison of methods A and B for varying the angle between
two beacon courses is of interest. Using method A, two airways sepa-
rated by any angle in the range 60 deg. to 120 deg. may be served.
This is also true using method B. In method A, however, each of the
two remaining beacon courses is displaced by 180 deg. from one of
the two courses used, while in method B each of the two remaining
courses is displaced by 90 deg. from one of the two courses employed.

IV. METHOD C. COMBINATION OF METHODS A AND B

Methods A and B may be combined, yielding an arrangement
for serving three airways simultaneously, provided the angles between
these airways are within the limits tabulated below. For convenience
in tabulation, the three airways are called A, B, and C', respectively.
Any two of these (say A and B) may be from 60 deg. to 90 deg. apart.
The third airway (C') may then be disposed from either A or B by any
angle within the range given in the table. The two criterions noted
above under methods A and B are fulfilled in this table. As shown,
the practicable range of angles between C' and either A or B depends
upon the angle between A and B. A greater variation can of course
be obtained if it is permissible to reduce the signal strength received
when on course. The third column of Table I shows the possible range
if the minimum permissible signal strength when on any given course
is taken as 33 per cent of normal.

TABLE I

Angle between
A and B

Range of Permissible Angles
between C' and either A or B if

E,'/E, =0.5

Range of Permissible Angles
between C' and either A or B if

E,'/E, =0.33

60 deg.
65 deg.
70 deg.
75 deg.
80 deg.
85 deg.
90 deg.

120 deg.,
105 deg. -125 deg.,
90 deg. -130 deg.,

82.5 deg. -127.5 deg.
75 deg. -125 deg.,

67.5 deg. -122.5 deg.,
60 deg. -120 deg.,

180 deg.
170 deg. -190 deg.
160 deg. -200 deg.

157.5 deg. -202.5 deg.
155 deg. -205 deg.

152.5 deg. -207.5 deg.
150 deg. -210 deg.

90 deg. -210 deg.
80 deg. -215 deg.
70 deg. -220deg.
65 deg. -220 deg.
60 deg. -220 deg.

55 deg. -135 deg., 140 deg. -220 deg.
50 deg. -130 deg., 140 deg. -220 deg.

The results indicated in Table I are obtained by reducing the
amplitude of carrier and sidebands transmitted by one amplifier
branch to obtain any angle from 60 deg. to 90 deg. between courses A
and B, and then introducing a circular radiation of the carrier and side -
bands transmitted by the other amplifier branch in addition to the nor-
mal figure -of -eight radiation for that branch. The space pattern as
radiated from the beacon then becomes as shown in Fig. 14, and the
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received polar diagram in Fig. 15. The trigonometric equation for the
radiated space pattern is given by (13), and for the received pattern
by (14).

SIDE. BAND
DUE- TO C...)

RESULTANT
CARRIER

51 DE BAND
DUE. TO Wi

Fig. 14-Space pattern when methods A and B for course -shifting are combined.

Eo[ CI cos cut sin cot(K2-1-cos 0)]

E
ep=K -C1-1[sin (co-col)t -sin (co-l-oh)t] sin 0

2 (13)

E2
+-[ COS (CU - t COS (CO + t [ K2 + COS 0]

2

amplitude of circular radiation due to co2
where K2 -

maximum amplitude of figure -of -eight radiation due to co2
C1 -=reduction factor for carrier and sidebands due to wi

er=KK1E0ICI2E1 sin colt sine 0+E2 sin co2t[K21-cos 0]21 (14)

In Figs. 14 and 15, C1=0.7 and K2 = 0.22.
Referring to (14), a course will occur whenever

1 K2 -1 -cos 01 =1 C1 sin 01 I. (15)

This equation will have four solutions, one for each quadrant. In the
first quadrant

K2+cos 01= CI sin 01 01= angle of course A (16)

In the second quadrant
K2 - cos 02 = CI sin 02 02 = angle of course B (17)
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In the third quadrant

K2- cos 03 = C1 sin 03 03 = angle of course C (18)

In the fourth quadrant

K2+ cos 04= -C1 sin 04 04 = angle of course D (19)

In (16), (17), (18), and (19) the factors sin 01, cos 01, etc., are constants of
positive sign.

Subtracting (17) from (16) and solving, we obtain

02- 01= 2a where a = tan -1 C1 (20)

Similarly, subtracting (19) from (18) and solving, we obtain

04-03= 2a . (21)

We note, then, that the angle between courses A and B, and likewise
between courses C and D, are dependent upon C1, the reduction factor
of carrier and sidebands in one amplifier branch. These angles are
independent of the amount of circular radiation of carrier and side -
bands added to the normal figure -of -eight radiation of the other
amplifier branch.

Again, subtracting (18) from (17), and solving, we obtain

03= - 02 .

Similarly, subtracting (16) from (19) and solving, we obtain

04= -01.

(22) .

(23)

Equations (22) and (23) indicate that courses B and C, and also courses
D and A, are symmetrical about the 0 -deg. -180 -deg. axis. This may
be seen by reference to Fig. 15. The angle between courses B and C
is decreased, and the angle between courses D and A increased in like
amount, as the ratio of maximum amplitude of circular to figure -of -
eight radiation due to the second amplifier branch is increased.
If the phase of the circular radiation is reversed with respect to the
phase of the figure -of -eight radiation, an increase in this ratio will
result in an increase in the angle between courses B and C and a de-
crease in the angle between D and A. In either case, for a given fixed
value of C1, the angles between the courses A and B and between C
and D remain fixed at a value 2 tan -1 C1.

The procedure of determining the proper values for C1 and for
K2 in order to serve three courses at given angles with each other is
as follows:
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(a) Suppose that courses A and B are 75 deg. apart.
Place 2 tan-' C1=75 deg.
Then CI= tan 37.5 deg. =0.767.
(b) Now, suppose that course C' is 90 deg. from course B. For

convenience in fixing ideas, refer to Fig. 15. Under normal adjust-
ments, i.e., with no additional vertical radiation, course C would be

REED AMPUTUDE
\ DOE TO U:2\

/ cpda

/  90

I \ \ REED AMPUTUOF-

i I
WC TO COI

1 %(.1\/ stei 0

Fig. 15-Received polar pattern corresponding to Fig. 14.

105 deg. from course B. To decrease this angle to 90 deg., circular
radiation of proper phase must be introduced. Since B and C are
symmetrically disposed about the 0 -deg. -180 -deg. axis, and the angle
between courses B and C equals 90 deg., the angle of course C must
be 225 deg. Place

K2 + cos (225 deg.) I = I 0.767 sin (225 deg.)
then

I K2 -0 . 7071 = 1- 0.542
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and
K2 = 0 . 165 .

(c) If course C' were to be, say, 120 deg. from course B, the vertical
radiation to be introduced must be of the same magnitude as in (b)
but of opposite phase. Thus, 03 becomes 240 deg. and

I K2 cos 240 deg. I = 1 0.767 sin 240 deg. 1

K2-0.51 = 1 -0.665 1
K2 = -0.165.

(d) Suppose that an angle of 165 deg. between courses B and C'
were desired. Course D is normally 180 deg. from B and is therefore
the course to be used, with the proper amount of circular radiation
introduced to obtain the desired angular shift. Courses D and A are
symmetrically displaced about the 0 -deg. -180 -deg. axis and course
A is 75 deg. from B. The angle of course D is therefore

04=300 deg.

and

1 K2+cos 300 deg. 1 = 1 0.767 sin 300 deg. 1

1 K2+0.501 = I -0.6651
K2 = 0 . 165 .

Note that for this value of K2, course C is 90 deg. from B.
(e) Again, suppose that an angle of 195 deg. is desired between

courses B and C'. Course D will again be used but circular radiation
of negative sign is necessary.

04 = 315 deg.

1 K2 -I -cos 315 deg. 1 = 10.767 sin 315 deg. I
1 K2 -I-0.7071 =1 -0.5421

K2 = -0.165.

Note that for this value of K2, course C is 120 deg. from B.

V. METHOD D. EXTENSION OF METHOD B

It is frequently desirable to shift two of the four beacon courses
from their 180 -deg. relationship (viz., B and D) without disturbing
the 180 -deg. relationship between the other two beacon courses
(A and C). This can be accomplished by the introduction of circular
radiation in equal amounts of the carrier and sidebands transmitted



K2=
max. amplitude of figure -of -eight radiation due to wa

er=KK'EolEi sin wit [Ki-Fsin 0]2-FE2 sin co2t [K2+cos . (25)

A course will occur when (26) is satisfied.

Ki+sin 0 = I K2 -I -cos 01 . (26)

In Figs. 16 and 17, KI=K2=0.2
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by both amplifier branches in addition to their normal figure -of -eight
radiation. Fig. 16 shows the beacon space pattern for a case of this
type, and Fig. 17 shows the corresponding received polar pattern.
The mathematical expressions corresponding to these patterns are
given in (24) and (25), respectively.

- - -

/ /

NJ

SIDE BAND
DUE To C.J2.

RESULTANT
CARLZIER-

S

--5IDE BAND
DUE. TO WI

Fig. 16-Space pattern when circular radiation in equal amounts of the modu-
lated waves transmitted by both amplifier branches is added to their normal
figure -of -eight radiation.

ep= K

Eo[cos cot(KI-Esin 0) -I -sin wt(K2-1-cos 0) .1

--El
[sin (co -col)t-sin (co+col)t][KI-1-cos

where K1=
max. amplitude of figure -of -eight radiation due to col

amplitude of circular radiation due to oh

E2
+- [COS (CO CO2)t COS (CO+ 0,2)t [K2+ COS 0]

2
amplitude of circular radiation due to col

(24)
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Applying method D, the minimum practicable angle that can be
obtained between courses B and D is 145 deg. This angle can be made
smaller, however, if the weakest course (C) is not to be used. For
example, suppose that a radio range installed at Richmond, Va., is
to serve the routes to Quantico, Va., Norfolk, Va., and Greensboro,
N. C. The bearings of these cities from Richmond are, respectively,
1 deg., 126 deg., and 237 deg. These are plotted in full lines in Fig. 18,- - REED AM PLITUDE-/ \ DU E. TO (.3

REED AMPUTVDE
DUE. TO W

Fig. 17-Received polar pattern corresponding to Fig. 16.

together with the proper beacon space pattern for serving the routes
to these cities. The method of arriving at this pattern is of interest.
Allowing an error of 0.5 deg., the courses to Norfolk, Va., and Greens-
boro, N. C., are equally displaced from the course to Quantico, Va.
The bearings of two of the three courses may therefore be substituted
successively in (26), and the values for K1 and K2 determined. Since
the course directed on Quantico, which has a bearing .of 1 deg., cor-
responds, obviously, to course A, Fig. 17, having a bearing of 45 deg.,
a correction factor of (+ 44 deg.) to the bearings of the two courses
to be substituted in (26) must be applied. Thus
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1 Ki+sin (1 deg.+44 *deg.) 1 = 1 K2+cos (1 deg.+44 deg.) 1

1 Ki+sin (125.5 deg. +44 deg.) 1 = I K2+cos (125.5 deg. +44 deg.) I .

Solving these two equations simultaneously, we have

K1= 0 . 40

K2=0.40.

A verification that these values are correct may be had by determining
whether 10.4+On (236.5 deg. +44 deg.) I = 10.4 +cos (236.5 deg.+
44 deg.) 1. Solving 10.5821= 1-0.5821, which is correct.
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Fig. 18-Application of the method of course -shifting illustrated
by Figs. 16 and 17 to actual airway routes.

Some difficulty arises in the application of this method due to the
fact that no coupling should exist between amplifier branches of the
beacon transmitter. Referring to Fig. 3, introducing circular radiation
of the modulated waves transmitted by both amplifier branches of
the system involves coupling the vertical antenna to suitable induc-
tances inserted at A and at B. This at once introduces coupling be-
tween amplifiers and tends to destroy the beacon pattern. To over-
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come this difficulty the arrangement indicated in Fig. 19 must be
employed. The inductances, S1 and S2, are inserted at A and at B as
previously, but S1 and S2 are crossed at 90 deg. with each other. The
secondary coils, R1 and R2, are mounted concentrically with Si and
52 and are also at 90 deg. with each other. R1 is connected in series
with the tuned antenna circuit while R2 is connected in a tuned cir-
cuit of constants identical with those of the antenna circuit. R1 and
R2 may be made rotatable, making the coupling arrangement similar

Fig. 19-Neutralizing arrangement to prevent intercoupling between the two
amplifier branches even though these are coupled to the same vertical an-

tenna.

to the four -coil goniometer used for coupling the radio range trans-
mitter to the loop antenna system. As was shown in the case of the
four -coil goniometer, no coupling exists between amplifier branches,
provided the loop antennas are in accurate tune.' The coupling be-
tween Si and S2 by virtue of their mutual induction with R1 is exactly
neutralized by the coupling between Si and S2 by way of R2. This
holds true for every angular position of the rotor system R1 R2.

The position of R1 to obtain equal circular radiation of the modu-
lated waves transmitted by the two amplifier branches is, of course,
at 45 deg. with SI and S2. Changing the angular setting of R1 results

J. H. Dellinger and H. Pratt, "Development of radio aids to air navigation,"
PROC. I. R. E., 16, 910-912; July, 1928.
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in a change in the relative amount of circular radiation for the two
modulated waves. This provides an added feature of flexibility, since
it makes it possible to shift the two sets of 180 -deg. courses (A, C and
B, D) from their 180 -deg. relationship in varying amounts. This may
best be illustrated by the results collected in Table II. The received
polar diagrams shown in Figs. 13 and 17 correspond, respectively,
to the 90 -deg. and 45 -deg. rotor settings in Table II.

TABLE H

Rotor
Setting S, K,

Angle
of

Course
A

Angle
of

Course
B

Angle
of

Course
C

Angle
of

Course
D

Angle
between
Courses

D and A

Angle
between
Courses
D and

0 deg. 0 0.283 33.5deg. 146.5 deg. 236.5 deg. 303.5 deg. 203deg. 157deg.
14 0.068 0.274 36.6 149.0 233.4 301.0 196.8 152
18.5 0.090 0.268 37.5 149.8 232.5 300.2 195 150.4
26.5 0.126 0.253 40 150.5 230.0 299.5 190 149
45 0.200 0.200 45 151.4 225 298.6 180 147.2
63.5 0.253 0.126 50 150.5 220.0 299.5 170 149
71.5 0.268 0.090 52.5 149.8 217.5 300.2 165 150.4
76 0.274 0.068 53.4 149 216.6 301 163.2 152
90 0.283 0 56.5 146.5 213.5 303.5 157 157

VI. METHOD E. COMBINATION OF METHODS D AND A

A typical example will best explain the combination of methods
D and A to give a flexible procedure for shifting the beacon courses
so that they may coincide with the airways radiating from a given
airport. Considering the Bureau's experimental station at College
Park, Md., suppose that it is desired to direct courses on Hatboro, Pa.,
Norfolk, Va., Quantico, Va., and Bellefonte, Pa. The bearings of
these cities from College Park are, respectively

Hatboro, Pa. 48.5 deg.
Norfolk, Va. 160.5 "

Quantico, Va. 219.5 "
. Bellefonte, Pa. 343 "

These courses are plotted in Fig. 20, the angles between these courses
being as indicated. The four courses can obviously be approximated
by the method of amplitude reduction (method A) for shifting courses.
Thus, draw line AC through the origin, equally displaced from the
courses to Hatboro, Pa., and Quantico, Va. Also draw line BD through
the origin, equally displaced from the courses to Norfolk, Va. and
Bellefonte, Pa. The angle between these two lines is 62.2 deg. Placing
2 tan.-' C2=62.2 deg. where C2 is the reduction factor for the carrier
and sideband in amplifier branch 2, we obtain

C2= . 603 .

It is now necessary to introduce sufficient circular radiation of both
modulated waves to make courses A, B, C, and D coincide with the
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desired routes. the proper values for K1 and K2 may be determined
by substituting the bearings of two of the desired courses in equation
(27)

Ki+sin (0 - 12.9 deg.) I = K2+0.603 cos (0 - 12 . 9 deg.) I (27)

BELLE_FONTE_ PA
343.

A/
2 2- //

\

z /// FIATI3ORO PA65 s

112.0° 1178°
1

/

55.0'

C /
QUANTICID. VA

Zly 5.
\ NORIF6OOLK...s.. VA.

Fig. 20-First approximation toward serving the four airway routes shown.

The correction angle 12.9 deg. is necessary to make courses A and
D symmetrical about the 0 -deg. -180 -deg. axis (see Fig. 7). Substitut-
ing the bearings for the courses to Hatboro, Pa., and Norfolk, Va.,
in (27), we have
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Ki+sin (48.5 deg. -12.9 deg.)
= I K2+0.603 cos (48.5 deg. -12.9 deg.)

Ki+sin (160.5 deg. -12.9 deg.) I
= I K2+0.603 cos (160.5 deg. -12.9 deg-) I

Solving
K1= -0.060
K2=0.033.

The corresponding angular setting of R1 (Fig. 19) is easily computed.
The resultant space pattern is given in Fig. 21.

BELLEFONTE.. PA.
343,0

0,UANTICO, VA. (Z19.5)

HATE:KIM. PA.
48.5°

NORFOLK, VA. (1eo.5')

Fig. 21-Final polar pattern for serving the four routes shown simultaneously.

VII. METHOD F. SHIFTING THE COURSES BY
CHANGES AT THE RECEIVING STATION

The methods for shifting the beacon courses as described above all
require certain adjustments at the beacon transmitting station.
Another possible method utilizes an adjustment of the receiving equip-
ment aboard the airplane. This is accomplished by shunting a suitable
resistance across the coil actuating one of the two reeds comprising
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the course indicator, thereby reducing the sensitivity of that reed.
The course, as determined by equality of reed deflections, is therefore
shifted from the true equisignal zone of the beacon in the direction
of the shunted reed. The same effect is thus accomplished as by shifting
the courses at the beacon.

This method may be used alone, that is, with the beacon normally
adjusted for four courses at 90 deg. to each other, or it may be used
in conjunction with any of the methods outlined above. In the former
case, a course shift of 15 deg. on either side of the four -beacon courses
can be obtained. In the latter case, the degree of course shift possible
(at the same time fulfilling the criteria set up under method A), de-
pends upon the polar pattern employed.

An example of the latter case may be seen by reference to Fig. 18.
A course directed on College Park, Md., in addition to the three courses
already indicated, is desired. The pilot may obtain this course in
preference to the one directed on Quantico, Va., by shunting the proper
reed by a suitable resistance, thereby obtaining the dotted line pat-
tern B on that reed in place of the full line pattern A obtained with
the reed unshunted.
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Summary-The paper gives a review of the present status of radio in aero-
nautics in Germany. Not only does it describe the apparatus used at the present
time in German aircraft communications, but it also gives results of measurements
on the fundamentals of radio in aeronautics, which have been made by the Deut-
schen Versuchsanstalt fur Luftfahrt E. V. Further, it indicates the trend that
German aircraft radio will probably follow in the next few years.

It takes up the subjects of long -wave sets, sets for short- and ultra -short
waves, navigation apparatus for aircraft using radio waves, and airship radio sets.
Finally, the German organization for the application of radio in aeronautics is
described.

I. INTRODUCTION

pEOPLE who are not in contact with radio in aeronautics are
frequently of the opinion that it is sufficient to build given trans-
mitting and receiving apparatus for radio aircraft communi-

cation to meet its special problems. The use of radio apparatus in
aircraft imposes on its design the requirements of minimum weight
and bulk. In order to meet this condition, the construction of such
apparatus is made difficult and expensive, because the utilization of
space must be carried to such a point that installation frequently
becomes exceedingly difficult. In addition to these requirements of
weight and bulk that have been placed on aircraft radio, there is an
additional requirement that the apparatus must be so designed and
built that, considered purely mechanically, it will withstand vibrations
during flight. This includes mounting the tubes on springs, special
construction of the variable condensers in order to prevent displace-
ment by vibration, and many other things. But it is even more
important that the apparatus be electrically adapted to its special
problems as far as possible. This is true of the transmitting as well as
receiving apparatus.

Because of the extremely great restriction in weight, the most suit-
able selection of the aircraft radio wave, with due consideration of the

 Dewey decimal classification: R520. Original manuscript received by
the Institute, September 26, 1929; translation received, October 4, 1929. Report
of the Deutschen Versuchsanstalt fur Luftfahrt E. V., Radio and Electrical
Engineering Division, Berlin-Adlershof.
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problem of propagation, is much more important than in immobile
stations. The determining factor for propagation is the so-called
attenuation constant, the knowledge of which is necessary over land
and sea. Over the sea, the propagation process with long waves has
been sufficiently covered by the researches of Austin and many
other investigators.' The work2 done by Deutschen Versuchsanstalt
fur Luftfahrt E. V. is of value for the attenuation constants over
land in relation to the wavelength, and the data can be used in planning
aeronautical radio connections.

In the short-wave region, propagation cannot be expressed by
formulas. Here the knowledge of the so-called "dead zones" or, to use
a better term, "fading zones," is particularly important.

In connection with the transmitter, the current supply brings up
special problems. In aircraft radio stations, the energy is frequently
taken from a propeller, so that the question of constant voltage in
spite of variable speed of the aircraft in relation to the surrounding
air is not a simple technical problem.

Also, the question whether pure undamped or audio -modulated
undamped waves are the most suitable type for airplane transmission
is also important. Here this question must be considered separately
for transmitting and receiving. In telephony, for example, there are
special difficulties in transmitting from airplanes because the micro-
phone is affected not only by the acoustic speech waves, but also by
all general noises.

With short waves other questions come to the front in connection
with transmission, such as the suitability of quartz control.

A special question is raised by the shape of antenna suitable for
aircraft. First, the antenna must be so shaped that it will cause,
aerodynamically, only a slight reduction in the flying speed. Then, in
special cases, such as low flying, it should interfere with the flight as
little as possible. Finally, the exact knowledge of the radiation resis-
tance and of the effective height of the airplane antenna is more im-
portant than in land stations, as these two magnitudes determine
the range, and the necessary ranges can be obtained with low powers
only with the correct shape of antenna. In aviation, no shape of
antenna should be used if we do not know its aerodynamic action, and
especially its radiation efficiency and its effective height. This require-
ment had not been met up to a short time ago. In addition to the

Sacklowski, "The propagation of electromagnetic waves," Berlin, Weid-
mannsche Buchhandlung, 1928.

2 F. Eisner, H. Fassbender, and G. Kurlbaum, "Investigations on the atten-
uation of electromagnetic waves and the ranges of radio stations in the wave
region from 300 to 2000 m," (to appear shortly).
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requirements placed on the electrical properties of the antenna, it
must also be ascertained that the shape of the antenna does not en-
danger the aircraft. This might be the case if a fixed antenna breaks
as a result of overstressing, and parts of it get into the power plant
and control surfaces.

There are also a number of fundamental matters on the receiving
side, in which aircraft radio apparatus differs from that in immobile
radio stations. For example it must first be decided whether telephone
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Fig. 1-Output voltage Er as a function of input voltage

or telegraph signals are better suited for reception in an airplane.
This is tested by a type of articulation test' similar to that generally
employed in cable work at the present time. The data applying in
stationary radio communication concerning the relation between the
wireless telegraph and telephone ranges do not hold at all in aeronautic
radio; in this case the ratio favors telegraphy. There are other general

3 F. Eisner, "Use of articulation measurements in radiotelegraphy (from
experiments made with G. Kurlbaum). Zeitschrift fur technisehe Physik (to
appear shortly).
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questions on reception in connection with this, especially the receiving
field intensity that is necessary in a given airplane, as compared with
the field intensity necessary for equivalent reception on the ground.

The list of questions in which aircraft radio differs essentially from
that of ordinary radio engineering could be increased still further,
but the points that have been mentioned above are sufficient to show
that the old view is incorrect; the problems of aircraft radio are not
merely special problems of design.

II. LONG -WAVE APPARATUS

The apparatus most widely used in German aircraft at the present
time is the so-called 70 -watt set of Telefunken, type 262 F. The
method of rating the power of a radio station is not absolutely fixed,
and it is not sufficient to characterize the set according to one of the
many possible definitions of power; the product of transmitting cur-
rent and effective height of aerial is important for operation. But
this data depends on the aerial used, and which the manufacturing
firm cannot always control. Aside from this, a set is best characterized
by the power that can be delivered between the terminals: antenna
-ground. According to the measurements of the Deutschen Versuchs-
anstalt ftir Luftfahrt E. V.4 we get for the Telefunken set:

TABLE I
POWER DATA FOR TELEFU MIEN TYPE 262F AIRCRAFT TRANSMITTER (70 WATT).

Wavelength m Frequency ko N. watt N.k watt Nant watt Ant . /Leff

450 667 193 64 28 19.5
650 462 193 73 24 18.8
950 316 193 81 23 19.8
1350 222 193 90 14 16.3

N. power taken at the anode
Nat total power in the antenna circuit including the tuning apparatus
Nant power in the antenna wire
heff effective height of the usual trailing antenna in Germany

The wavelength range of the Telefunken set is from 300 to 1350 m.
It contains a separately excited tube transmitter. The master oscillator
has a 3 -point regenerative connection in which the wavelength is changed
by adjusting a variable condenser and variometer, both of which are on
the same shaft. The grid circuit of the power tube is inductively
coupled to the master oscillator. In the plate circuit of the power tube
are the coupling coils for the antenna, likewise coupled inductively.
The couplings are variable in steps together with the tuning of the
antenna circuit. A variometer permits fine tuning of the antenna cir-

4 F. Eisner, H. Fassbender, and G. Kurlbaum, "Power and radiation meas-
urements on airplane and ground stations," 99th Report of the Deutschen
Versuchsanstalt fur Luftfahrt E. V., Berlin-Adlershof, Jahrbuch der drahtlosen
Telegrafie and Telefonie, 31, No. 4/5, 1928.
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cuit. Power tubes and control tubes are those of the RS31 and RS231
type, respectively, with a filament potential of 14 volts, a filament
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current of 5 amperes, and a plate potential of 1500 volts. Although the
control tubes could be considerably smaller, two tubes of the same
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size have been chosen in order to use the same voltage for both tubes
and to simplify the storage of spare parts. The transmitter permits
the use of pure undamped waves and is also arranged for audio -
modulated waves and for telephony. Modulation is carried out by
varying the grid current. The modulation tube is heated by an a -c
voltage of 80 cycles, obtained from the generator through slip rings.

The transmitter is enclosed in a mahogany box, and the adjusting
knobs can be protected by a cover. All cables are plugged into the
lower wall of the box. The front wall carries all the tuning knobs and
the knobs for changing to "off, transmitting, receiving," and also the
switches for the different types of transmitting. Recently the trans-
mitter has been provided with a listening -in device which consists of
a small audio -frequency tube transmitter whose plate potential is
supplied by the high -frequency field in the vicinity of the transmitter
and the output circuit of which is in series with the output circuit of
the receiver. The maximum antenna current with pure undamped
transmission is 2.3 amperes.

The receiver is placed on the transmitter, and both have the same
base area. All control knobs and cable leads are on the front wall.
The Telefunken set has a 3 -tube secondary receiver with single -stage
high -frequency amplification, one detector tube and one tube for low -
frequency amplification. At the present time tubes of the RE1 type
are used, which are double -grid tungsten -filament tubes with a filament
potential of 4 volts and a plate potential of 50 volts. The filaments
of the tubes are connected in series and are heated direct from the low -
voltage d -c winding of the generator through a common resistance.
The plate voltage is taken from the high -voltage winding for the trans-
mitter by a potentiometer (voltage divider). The wave range of the
receiver is also from 300 to 1350 m. An aperiodic antenna is used for
receiving. The coupling is adjustable in three stages. The two tuned
circuits are. operated by a common drive. Adjustable regeneration is
provided. The telephone receiver is sewn into a cap.

The sensitivity of this receiver with a 950-m wave can be seen from
Fig. 1, which shows the output voltage ET in relation to the in-
put voltage E2 for pure undamped reception and for audio -modulated
undamped reception, according to measurements of the Deutschen
Versuchsanstalt fur Luftfahrt E. V. Fig. 2 shows a selectivity curve
for the same receiver with the same wavelength, in which for a con-
stant output voltage depending on the percentage detuning V, a value
q has been plotted, which gives the ratio of the input voltage required
for constant output to that corresponding to resonance.

Transmitter and receiver are supplied with energy from a generator
driven by a regulator -type wind -propeller. The speed is 4800 r.p.m.
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Amp.

Fig. 3-Separate parts of Telefunken transmitter 262F.
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The generator delivers 14 volts direct current for heating the trans-
mitter and receiver tubes, 2000 volts direct current for the plate

Fig. 4-Telefunken station, type 262F, installed in the radio cabin of a
Junkers G31.

potential, and alternating current at about 9 volts at 80 cycles, for
heating the modulation tubes. According to measurements of the
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Deutschen Versuchsanstalt fiir Luftfahrt E. V.6 the propeller absorbs
1100 watts of power from the wind. The latest type of generator has a
waterproof casing. In order to reduce the commutator noise, the
high-tension winding is connected in parallel to a large condenser,
and chokes are placed in the line for the filament current of the receiver.
The chokes are all placed in one sheet metal case, which also contains
the resistances for balancing the transmitter and receiver filament
current and the potentiometer.

The antenna is a bronze braid 70 m long, which is weighted at the
end by a "fish" weighing 0.5 kg; it is put out through an antenna well,
generally through the bottom of the airplane. The exact determination
of the effective heights of airplane antenna offers considerable diffi-
culties. The Deutschen Versuchsanstalt fiir Luftfahrt E. V. has found
8.5 m for the trailing antenna 70 m long.4 The antenna well is a
"pertinax" (bakelized paper) tube about two meters long which has
recently been given a stream -line profile. The aerial is wound on a
reel and runs out automatically when operation starts. A centrifugal
brake controls the speed. Turning the handle on the reel operates a
stopping device.

The key is separated from the apparatus, and controls the grid
current. The Telefunken set weighs about 49.0 kg (100 lbs.). Its
certain range with telegraphy using pure undamped signals and with
normal atmospheric conditions is 500 km (310 miles) for transmitting
from airplane and receiving from a 1 -kw airport transmitter. Fig. 3
shows the individual parts, and Fig. 4 shows a set installed in the radio
cabin of a G31 Junkers plane.

The C. Lorenz A. G., type Serf 01 V 28, airplane radio set is exter-
nally similar to the Telefunken set. It also consists of transmitter and
receiver, but has in addition a so-called panel, on which are placed all
switches and fuses. It differs from the Telefunken type in many inter-
esting ways. The weight of the set is about 48.2 kg and its rated power
is 100 to 120 watts. Measurements by the Deutschen Versuchsanstalt
fur Luftfahrt E. V. on this set gave the figures in the following table.

TABLE II

POWER DATA FOR LORENZ, TYPE SERF 01V28, 100 -WATT AIRPLANE TRANSMITTER.

Wavelength m Frequeneyke I N. watt 141.. watt I Ar,,,,1 watt Jane  kJ(

650 462 840 198 71 32.3

950 316 476 196 I 52 28.9

1350 222 420 132 I
29 23.7

The letters have the same meaning as in Table I.

6 W. Brintzinger, "Driving electric generators by wind," 101st Report of
the Deutschen Versuchsanstalt filr_Luftfahrt E. V., Berlin-Adlershof, Lxft-
fahrtforschung , 1, No. 4,_1928.
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The Lorenz transmitter is a self-excited intermediate circuit trans-
mitter. Its wavelength range is from 550 to 1350 m. The wavelength
adjustment is done in steps by plugging -in. Fine adjustment is
furnished by a variometer and in addition, the antenna coupling,
antenna tuning and also grid and plate coupling of the transmitter
tube can be changed in steps. A variometer is provided for fine tuning
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of the antenna. The filament current of the transmitter tube is
measured by an ammeter and can be adjusted by a sliding resistance.
All cable connections are at the lower wall of the box. The maximum
antenna current is about 3.3 amperes and is measured by a hot-wire
ammeter connected in the ground wire. The transmitter is adjusted
for pure undamped and audio -modulated undamped transmission as
well as for telephony. The modulation is magnetic.
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The receiver has four tubes of the RE11 type, which are employed
as high -frequency amplifier, detector and 2 -stage audio -frequency
amplifiers. In this receiver the antenna is tuned, and for this purpose
the tuning device of the transmitter is used. If transmission and re-
ception are on different waves, it seems inconvenient to change the
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antenna tuning for each shift, but the receiver does not have a sufficient
range with an untuned antenna.

In the receiver there are two tuned circuits which are adjusted by
turning two knobs. Fine tuning is provided for the second circuit.
The regenerative coupling is variable. The receiver in the airplane
can receive from the 1 -kw airport transmitter at a distance of about
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600 km (375 miles). The sensitivity of this receiver on the 950-m
wave can be seen from Fig. 5, which shows the output voltage ET
as dependent upon the input voltage E2 for pure undamped and for
audio -modulated undamped reception, according to measurements
of the Deutschen Versuchsanstalt fur Luftfahrt E. V. The selectivity
curve (X=950 m) for the Lorenz receiver is shown in Fig. 6.

The receiver is heated by a 24-v direct -current winding on the gen-
erator, and the plate voltage is taken from a special 220-v direct -
current winding on the generator. The receiver remains connected
during transmission, so that the transmitted signals can be heard in
the telephone.

In the Lorenz set the receiver is attached to the transmitter. All
cables are fastened to the underside by means of plugs. The current
for this set is supplied by a generator driven by a regulator propeller.

Fig. 7-Telefunken adjustable propeller type ED 2574.

Fig. 7 shows the propeller for this set made by Seppeler-Telefunken.
Each of the two blades can be turned about its longitudinal axis.
Regulation takes place as follows: the centrifugal force acts on weights
which are placed eccentric to this longitudinal axis, so that with in-
creased speed the blades are given a smaller angle of attack. The
propeller shown in the figure supplies the necessary counterforce by
cable tension. The generator supplies 165 w at 24 v for heating the
transmitter and receiver tubes, 370 w at 2000 v for the plate circuit of
the transmitter, and 15 w at 220 v for the plate circuit of the receiver.
The generator also supplies 5 va at 1000 cycles for modulation in
audio -modulated transmission. It should be mentioned in connection
with the generator that it is provided with a cowling which gives the
least possible air resistance. In addition, the shaft is hollow for better
cooling, so that the inside of the machine, which heats up more, is
cooled most.
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A condenser is connected to the plate -voltage winding of the trans-
mitter to remove harmonics, and filament and plate currents for the
receiver are sent through a series of chokes for the same reason.
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Fig. 8-Lorenz set, type SERF 01V28. Separate parts.

The Lorenz set also uses as antenna a bronze braid 70 m long, which
is wound on a hand -operated reel equipped with a brake. The reel has
a stop which is activated by turning the handle. Here also, the well is a
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pertinax tube about 2 m long, which has such a wide internal diameter
that, if an antenna weight is lost, the metal tube can be removed during
flight, in order to replace the weight by another.

The Lorenz set and a 1 -kw airport set can maintain reliable com-
munication with pure undamped operation and normal atmospheric
conditions, for 600 km (375 miles).

Fig. 8 shows an assembly of the parts of this set, and Fig. 9 shows
an installation in a G31 Junkers plane belonging to Lufthansa.

To summarize, we can say, in regard to the two airplane sets in
common use at the present time in German aircraft radio, that they
fully meet the requirements placed on the apparatus by this special
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Fig. 10-Articulation in relation to receiving field intensity. Receiver (1).

type of operation. The sets possibly give too much, for in communica-
tion within Germany, distances of more than 500 to 600 km (315-
375 miles) are never required. Use is rarely made of the possibility of
audio -modulated transmission. At most, it will be used for communica-
tion in the vicinity of the coast, with ship and coast stations which
as yet have no heterodyne receivers. Telephony is not used in Germany
because thorough investigations have shown that, especially for re-
ception in airplanes, this will require such great field intensities that the
range will be restricted to very short distances. The Deutschen
Versuchsanstalt ftir Luftfahrt E. V. took up experimentally the ques-
tion of the extent to which telephone reception is poorer in airplanes
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than on the ground, using the same type of receiver and the same re-
ception field intensity.3 Fig. 10 shows for aircraft and ground reception
the percentage articulation as a function of the necessary field inten-
sity. The disadvantages for the development of telephone operation
also consist in the fact that more errors can occur in transmission than
with telegraphy. The disadvantage of having a skilled operator on
board for telegraph operation is more tolerable.

Work is now in process to simplify the two sets that have been de-
scribed and which have proved to be good. It is intended to change
the present form of the sets in such a way that the arrangements for
audio -modulated and speech -modulated transmission can be omitted.
This gives simplified construction and less weight, and in addition
requires fewer repairs and a smaller supply of spare parts. The re-
ceiver is to be simplified by using low -drain (sparrohren) tubes instead
of tungsten filament tubes. This will greatly reduce the energy re-
quired by the set so that its generator can be made lighter.

In addition to the long -wave sets that have been described, short-
wave sets have been developed, which are being tested as sample sets
by Lufthansa at the present time. These were made by Telefunken and
Lorenz after the technical and scientific bases for their construction
had been given by Deutschen Versuchsanstalt fiir Luftfahrt E. V.
These sets are so small that they can be placed in the pilot -cabin.
The weight of the set, ready to operate, is about 20 kg (40 lbs.). Oper-
ation is so simple that it can be done by the second pilot or radio oper-
ator. The sets are adjusted for definite wavelengths and provision is
made for tuning the antenna to these wavelengths. Fluctuations of
the antenna capacity have just as little effect on the wavelengths
as in the large sets. Only pure undamped telegraphy is provided for
the transmitter. The receiver has a wavelength range from about 850
to 950 m and only tuning and regenerative -coupling adjustments.
The set is supplied by a 12-v, 18 ampere -hour battery. The antenna is a
trailing wire 70 m long. The transmitting antenna current is 1 ampere.
The reliable range is 200 to 250 km (125-160 miles) over land.

The small sets are intended to fill an important gap in aircraft
radio engineering. They make reliable aircraft radio communication
with the numerous airport radio stations in Germany possible at any
point. They make it possible for the medium and small airplanes for
which they are designed, to orient themselves above the storms,
and to get bearings. Even after forced landings, communication can be
carried on from the airplane, if the aerial is removed and fastened
temporarily in some manner.

The ground stations necessary in German aircraft radio service
generally consist of a transmitting and a receiving set, but there are
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also airports that have only radio receiving sets, and some landing
fields are connected with the other airports only by cable. The air-
port transmitters are most generally tube transmitters with a power
of 0.3 to 1.5 kw in the antenna circuit. Only the Lindenberg trans-
mitting station, which takes a part of the radio traffic of Berlin when
necessary, has a high -frequency machine -transmitter supplied by the
Lorenz firm, with a power of 5 kw; another Lorenz machine -trans-
mitter is also installed in the transmitting station of the Munich air-
port. The wavelength range of the machine transmitter is from 800
to 1900 m.

The tube transmitters built by the Lorenz firm are separately ex-
cited and have intermediate circuits. The current supply in most
cases is from 500 -cycle machines whose current is rectified by ther-
mionic valves. Some transmitters are also equipped with direct -
current high -voltage machines. The wavelength range of these trans-
mitters is from 500 to 2400 m.

The transmitters made by Telefunken are self-excited and have an
intermediate circuit. Here also the high potential is produced by
rectified alternating current of 500 cycles. Direct -current machines
are used for cathode heating.

Almost all airport transmitters are at some distance from the flying
field, generally 1 to 2 km, so that the aerial towers do not interfere
with flying, and also in order to avoid interference in reception by its
own transmitting. They are remote -controlled from the receiving
room. The aerial towers are self-supporting iron masts. A few trans-
mitting stations, such as Berlin, in which ground could not be obtained
in the vicinity of the flying field, have been built on airport territory
and have self-supporting wooden masts. The antennas are generally
of a 3 or 4 wire, T or L, type. Grounding is done by radiating buried
copper wires. The transmitters are in brick houses which, in addition
to the operating and engine rooms, also contain a dwelling for the
chief of the transmitting station or for the radio operator. Fig. 11
shows a view of the Nurnberg transmitting station, which can be re-
garded as characteristic of the airport transmitting stations.

The receiving sets belonging to the airport radio stations are always
in the immediate vicinity of the airport. In general, they are placed in
the administration building of the company operating the airport and
near the weather bureau office.

A receiving station generally has three receivers. Most of the re-
ceivers are the Telefunken type E 266, consisting of detector and two
audio -frequency amplifier stages which, in part, operate with separate
heterodyne oscillators. Modern receivers such as DEBEG type
E364S, or the Lorenz 6 -tube neutrodyne_receiver, type ERNC II
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627, are being introduced more and more. As the international weather
service uses very long waves (up to 12,000 m) each station is provided

Fig. 11-Nurnberg airport transmitting station.

with a receiver whose wavelength range can be increased to the longest
waves by changing coils. The E 266 is very suitable for this.

The receiving aerials are ordinary low steel pipe masts and the
grounds are buried conductors connected to the water pipe.
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It is noteworthy that, as a result of uninterrupted operation, the
wear of the plate batteries was so great that all receiving stations had
to be equipped with net plates (Netzanoden). Storage batteries are
used for heating.

III. SHORT-WAVE APPARATUS

The greatest value of aircraft communication lies in bridging
great distances. The range that can be attained with long -wave sets
does not meet the justified demands when constant communication
with the home station is to be maintained on long flights. Here, dis-
tances of several thousand km come into consideration.

The trailing antenna (70 m long) used in the present sets hinders
operation of the airplane, particularly in poor weather, so that for a
long time there has been a demand for fixed antennas. But, as the dis-
tances available on the body of the airplane are very small as com-
pared with the wavelengths customary in aircraft communication at
the present time, fixed antennas have a decidedly low efficiency in the
present sets, so that they have only very short ranges.

Further, the problem of so building a set that it can be used during
flight ag well as after landing on the ground, or after alighting on the
sea, is very difficult with long -wave sets. But this problem is one of
considerable importance, as wireless communication is particularly
essential after a forced landing. Even though in the present long -wave
sets the trailing antenna can be replaced by an auxiliary antenna in
such cases, these have a very short range and also, because of the lack
of wind, the 70 or 100 -watt sets must have a generator driven by an
auxiliary motor, which is a great load for the airplane.

Short waves make it possible to meet all these requirements
simultaneously. First the power requirement is so low, even at long
ranges, that the total weight of the radio installation can be ex-
traordinarily small. Then, the short waves require antenna lengths,
which are within the order of magnitude of the present-day dimensions
of airplanes, so that good radiating conditions can be obtained even
with permanently stretched aerial wires. Finally, a small storage
battery can be used for the low primary power, so that the set can be
operated even after landing, and particularly after a forced landing.

According to what has been said, one might wonder why short
waves were not used in aircraft radio long ago. There have been a
large number of objections until the present time. For a long time
even the possibility of short-wave reception in airplanes was doubted.
It was believed that the ignition noises of the airplane engine, and the
vibrations during flight, would make short-wave reception impossible.
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But it was primarily the so-called dead zones that made the use
of short waves seem to offer very few prospects of success.

For this reason, the propagation of short waves between airplane
and ground station was thoroughly investigated by the Deutschen
Versuchsanstalt ftir Luftfahrt." At short and average distances the
waves can always be so selected that fading zones do not appear.
At greater distances, and especially in transoceanic aircraft communica-
tion, waves must be used which show fading zones. The fading of recep-
tion is so great that it is impossible to receive in the fading zones
with the power available in the aircraft. If direct communication is
to be maintained within the same airport station, a change in wave -

Fig. 12-Airplane short-wave transmitter, DVL Telefunken type.

length during flight cannot be avoided. In long flights or during
trips of airships, conditions are more favorable insofar as there is
generally not merely one receiving station, but an entire series of
stations available for receiving, so that with a given wavelength, it
might frequently happen that communication might be broken off
with one of these stations while with another ground station, outside
the fading zone, communication could be maintained.

The construction of short-wave sets for airplanes is still in such a

6 K. Kruger and H. Plendl, "On the propagation of short waves with low
power in the 1000 -km region," 124th Report of the Deutschen Versuchsanstalt
fur Luftfahrt E. V., Berlin-Adlershof, Jahrbuch der drahtlosen Telegrafie and
Telefonie, 33, No. 3, 1929.
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state of flux that a final type cannot yet be described, but in the follow-
ing we shall briefly describe some examples.

Fig. 12 shows a short-wave transmitter developed by Deutschen
Versuchsanstalt fur Luftfahrt E. V. in conjunction with Telefunken.
Fig. 13 shows its wiring diagram. The first stage is controlled by a
quartz crystal. In the second stage the frequency is doubled. In this set
the plate potential is controlled in the doubling stage, while the quartz -
controlled stage is always oscillating. The second stage has a wave-
length range from 30 to 70 m. The pure beat note produced by such
a transmitter can be heard above the disturbing noises. An improved
form of this transmitter was used by the Deutschen Versuchsanstalt
fiir Luftfahrt E. V. at the time of its first test in the airship Graf

(=A
of

to antenna

+ to

4 4
 + 4

Fig. 13-Schematic wiring diagram of a quartz -controlled transmitter with
frequency doubling.

Zeppelin. This transmitter will be described specially, in the section
on airship sets.

Short-wave reception causes considerably greater difficulties than
transmitting in the airplane. These consist, first, in the particularly
unpleasant disturbances caused by the ignition spark of the engine,
and then especially in the vibrations which cause fluctuations of the
frequency of the heterodyne wave, and pitch fluctuations or complete
cessation of tone in the receiver.

The first difficulty can be overcome by suitable screening of the
ignition wires. The disturbances caused by vibrations cannot be re-
moved even by very stable construction of the receiver. For this rea-
son a quartz -controlled short-wave receiver with long -wave inter-
mediate frequency was developed by the Deutschen Versuchsanstalt
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fur Luftfahrt E. V.7 In this receiver the heterodyne frequency of the re-
ceiver should be stabilized and then the pitch of the receiving tone

Short-Wave Detector

Intermediate-Frequency

Detector

Quartz-Controlled
External Oscillator

Fig. 14-Quartz-controlled short-wave receiver with intermediate receiver.

can be adjusted and readjusted at will, if any change should occur in
heterodyne tone due to a temperature change or other influences.

Fig. 15-Transverse dipole on a Move.

For this purpose, the quartz wavelength of the receiver is so selected
in relation to that of the transmitter, as to produce beats of radio
frequency. This r -f beat frequency is received by a tube detector.

7 P. v. Handel, K. Kruger and H. Plendl, "Quartz -control of short-wave
receivers," 141st Report of the Deutschen Versuchsanstalt fur Luftfahrt E. V.,
Berlin-Adlershof, Jahrbuch der drahtlosen Telegrafie and Telejonie, 34, No. 1,
1929.
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If the quartz wave of the receiver varies, the pitch of the receiving
tone in the long -wave tube detector can be readjusted without difficulty.

Fig. 14 shows the wiring diagram of such a receiver. It is essential
that the first (short-wave) detector should not oscillate and its regener-
ative coupling should only be used for the reduction of damping.

All difficulties in short-wave reception in airplanes can be removed
if, to the proposal of the Deutschen Versuchsanstalt ffir

DIPOLE

Fig. 16-Position of the dipole on the airplane.

Luftfahrt E. V., the short waves are used only for transmitting from
the airplane, while long waves are used from the ground to aircraft.
The disadvantage resulting from this, namely, the use of a ground
transmitter with very high power, is less important if ground stations
are available with sufficient power for long distance communication.

Securely stretched dipoles are most commonly used by Deutschen
Versuchsanstalt fur Luftfahrt E. V. Fig. 15 shows the installation of
such a dipole antenna on a Lufthansa airplane. The antenna as tuned
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to a fixed transmitting wavelength can be used for receiving on any
wavelength as the receiver described above works with an aperiodic
antenna. The aerodynamic resistance of this aerial was determined
by the Deutschen Versuchsanstalt fur Luftfahrt E. V.8 It is approxi-
mately equal to that of a trailing antenna 70 m long.

Up to the present time short waves have been tested in Germany
only superficially in the operations of the German Lufthansa. Accord-
ing to past experiences, short waves are particularly suitable for radio
communication over very long distances. It will be the problem of the 
immediate future to perfect short-wave apparatus more and more in
order that the reliability of short-wave operation will be equal to that
of long waves in aircraft communication at the present time.

Dipole

AntennaLTuning
Antenna. Coupling

Filament Regulator.

'Filament Volta.,: -

'211z .r!r
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Fig. 17-Telefunken transmitter for 3.7 in.

IV. THE USE OF ULTRA -SHORT WAVES

Ultra -short waves have not been tested up to the present in the
German aeronautical radio service, but tests have been made in air-
planes8. 1° equipped with these waves. Thus it was intended to deter-
mine experimentally whether the idea of the so-called optical propaga-
tion of these waves corresponded to fact, and this question was to
be answered by range measurements in relation to the height of the

F. Liebers, "On the resistance of airplane antenna and the reduction in
flying power caused by it," 100th Report of the Deutschen Versuchsanstalt
fur Luftfahrt E. V., Berlin-Adlershof, Luftfahrtforschung, 1, No. 4, 1928.

a H. Fassbender and G. K urlbaum, "The dependence of the range of very
short waves on the height of the transmitter above the earth," 125th Report of
the Deutschen Versuchsanstalt fur Luftfahrt E. V., Berlin-Adlershof, Jahrbuch
der drahtlosen Telegrafie und Telefonie, 33, No. 2, 1929.

1° F. Gerth and W. Scheppmann, "Investigations on the propagation pro-
cesses of ultra -short waves," Jahrbuch der drahtlosen Telegrafie und Telefonie,
33, No. 1, 1929.
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airplane above the earth. The extent to which ultra -short waves
can be used in aviation depends on the result of such investigations.

A small transmitter built by the Telefunken G. m. b. H. for a wave-
length of 3.7 m was placed in the wooden airplane of the Albatross L 74
type. The maximum height reached by the airplane during the test
was 2700 m (9000 ft.). The antenna was a dipole 170 cm long, made
of copper tubing which, as seen in Fig. 16, was placed below the fuselage
perpendicular to the axis of the airplane. The connection from the
transmitter to the dipole consisted of an electric line screened by a
metal cylinder. In Fig. 16 we see plainly the small dimensions of the

Fig. 18-Lorenz transmitter for ultra -short waves; high -frequency part of
transmitter and receiver.

antenna tube as compared with the airplane, so that the airplane could
not be hindered by this, as with the normal long -wave trailing antenna.

Fig. 17 shows the Telefunken transmitter used in the previous ex-
periments. Fig. 18 shows the high -frequency part of the transmitter
and receiver of the Lorenz set. The antenna is the small loop shown
above the tube. This part must be so placed in the airplane that the
passage of the electromagnetic waves to the receiving station is not
hindered by parts of the body of the airplane. Fig. 19 shows the low -
frequency part of the set (arrangement for modulation and super -
regeneration).
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TABLE III
LIMITS OF TELEGRAPHIC RECEPTION WITH X =3.7 Y. IN RELATION TO FLYING ALTITUDE

(AIRPLANE FLYING AWAY FROM THE RECEIVER)

Flying Altitude
(meters)

Limits of Telegraphic
Reception

(km)

190 36
200 34
220 36
4.50 54
510 54
680 67
890 65

2620 130

Table III and Fig. 20 tabulate the limits for telegraphic recep-
tion in relation to the flying altitude for reception on the ground

Fig. 19-Lorenz transmitter for ultra -short waves. Low -frequency part.

and in the airplane. The results were obtained with a super -regenera-
tive receiver." According to the idea that with these waves there
must be optical vision between transmitter and receiver, reception
will be possible as long as the airplane is above the plane tangential
to the surface of the earth at the place of reception. If we designate
the flying height by h (Fig. 21), the range by a, the radius of the earth
by r we get

r a
cos io - - and so = -

r+h
11 E. Busse, "Super -reactions," L'Onde Electrique, 7, 217-259, 1928. Ex-

tensive literature, Jahrbuch der drahtlosen Telegrafie and Telefonie, 33, 153,
1929.
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For a<<r we get a = 2 rh. For the radius of the earth r = 6,370 km; the
theoretical range a km = 3.55h..

The values thus calculated are drawn as dashed lines in Fig. 20,
while the solid curve gives the ranges actually found.

Ultra -short waves seem to be particularly well suited for com-
munication between two airplanes.

A certain competition is to be expected in this field of application of
ultra -short waves by the waves between 100 and 150 m. The radiation
is extraordinarily great for these waves also. The range can be re-
garded as definite, because of the small space radiation. Fading is
present it is true, but is endurable. Communication with distant
ground stations is not possible with these waves, as the waves traveling
along the surface of the earth are subject to extraordinarily large
attenuation. But nothing prevents the use of these waves for communi-
cation between two airplanes. Whether the waves below 10 m or those
between 100 and 150 m are the most suitable for this field of applica-
tion, cannot be decided at the present time, and depends upon the
development of receivers for these two wave regions. It must be men-
tioned, as an essential advantage of the 3-m wave, that spacial damping
due to the ground can be disregarded at relatively low flying heights.

V. DIRECTION -FINDING APPARATUS

In order to maintain regular aerial transportation, the pilot at
at each instant must have an exact knowledge of his location, or at
least of the course being followed. Radio bearings are an important
aid to navigation in the airplane.

All radio direction -finding methods can be divided into two large
groups: direction -finding by a fixed station and direction -finding with
the aid of a radiocompass on the plane. The German air transporta-
tion system has a number of ground direction -finding stations which
determine the location of an airplane by bearings on request and then
radio it to the airplane. The long -wave airplane transmitter used
for communication is used as a bearing transmitter. The ground
direction -finding stations all have Telefunken goniometers and use
the apparatus that was developed a long time ago for German ships.
The ground installation consists of a receiver, an 8 -tube set with
quadruple high -frequency amplification, a detector and triple low -
frequency amplification, a loop -antenna which can be rotated, the
azimuth of which can be read to 1/2 deg. on the bearing disk, and the
auxiliary or sense -finder antenna. The sense -finder is necessary to
compensate for the so-called antenna effect of the goniometer, which
is due to the fact that in the loop there are produced not only the re-
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Fig. 21-Calculation of theoretical range.
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ception alternating potentials due to the magnetic field, but a potential
is also produced by the electric field which is present simultaneously.
If the loop is turned to determine the direction of minimum reception,
the potential caused by the antenna effort remains, and frequently
causes considerable indistinctness in the position of the minimum.
This error is compensated bythe fact that, due tothe auxiliary antenna,
there is induced in the loop circuit, a potential equal to the antenna
effect and with a phase of displacement 180 deg. By the correct ad-
justment of this auxiliary antenna and the loop, extraordinarily sharp
minima are obtained.

As the characteristic curve of the direction -finding shows two
minima which are displaced 180 deg., it is necessary to make a lateral

r

0

Fig. 22-Munich ground direction -finding station. Outside view.

determination for the establishment of the airplane location. Here
the sense -finder is used, the characteristic curve of which is circular.
Superposition of this characteristic curve on that of the loop, with
the correct balancing, gives a unilateral curve with only one minimum,
from the position of which it can be determined on which side the
loop of the airplane is located.

Direction -finding by a fixed station has the advantage that no addi-
tional apparatus is necessary in the airplane, and that the airplane
crew is not bothered with difficult plotting problems. It is proving
valuable in Germany to an increasing extent. Its disadvantage is
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that such a direction -finding method requires a certain amount of time
so that, particularly in bad weather, if determination of locations are
frequently necessary, one airplane must wait for another, and the
value of such bearing determinations by fixed stations can be greatly
reduced under certain circumstances.

The ground direction -finding stations are placed in small brick
houses which are located in such a position on the flying field that the
disturbing influences of neighboring aerials are as slight as possible.
A view of the ground direction -finding station in Munich is shown in
Figs. 22 and 23, in which the rotating loop and the auxiliary antenna
are clearly visible.

In direction -finding by means of radiocompasses in the plane
the determination of location is made in the airplane. For this pur-

Fig. 23-Munich ground direction -finding station. Interior view.

pose a receiver sensitive to direction must be on board. The radio -
compass used for a long time in ships and in an improved form in
airport ground direction -finding stations, a somewhat lighter type of
which was also used in zeppelins, has recently been developed into the
airplane compass12 by the cooperation of Deutschen Versuchsanstalt
fiir Luftfahrt E. V. and Telefunken, and promises to be a necessary
navigation instrument for long flights. It has proved its suitability
for this purpose in many flights made by Deutschen Versuchsanstalt
fiir Luftfahrt E. V. and Lufthansa.

12 M. H. Gloeckner, "The radio compass receiver in the airplane," 126th
report of the Deutschen Versuchsanstalt fur Luftfahrt E. V., Berlin-Adlershof,
Jahrbuch der drahtlosen Telegrafie and Telefonie, 33, No. 4, 1929.
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The new airplane radiocompass consists of a light -weight rotating
loop, the design of which has been carried out with special consideration

Fig. 24-Airplane transmitter, type 262F, with radiocompass.

of its wind resistance. The radiocompass set, which operates as an
ordinary airplane receiver when taking a bearing, has nine tubes and the
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auxiliary -antenna requirement is taken care of by an antenna fixed on
the airplane, whose electromotive forces must be increased by a special
tube. The two tuned circuits have single -knob control. The method
of sense -finding is simplified as compared with that of the ground
radiocompass. As the bearing must be taken by the radio operator on
board, an indicator apparatus has been developed whereby the pilot
can quickly be informed of his course in a very simple manner. The
current supply for the radiocompass set is taken from the propeller
generator of the airplane radio set, which has a special current filter
for this purpose. Fig. 24 shows such a radiocompass, the dimensions
of which are so selected that it can be placed on the transmitter like
the receiver of the Telefunken set 262 F.

Fig. 25-Dornier \Val with emergency antenna and compass loop.

In Fig. 25 we see the direction -finding loop mounted on a Dornier-
Wal. The closeness of the adjacent metal mass causes errors in direction-
finding, which are taken into account by drawing calibration curves.
On the Wal illustrated, the emergency transmitting mast has been
drawn out and serves for maintaining radio communication after
landing on the sea. In this case, the current is taken from a benzine-
electric emergency transmitting unit.

At the present time the Telefunken radiocompass is the only one
that is used to any great extent on the ground or on the airplane as a
direction -finder in German aviation. Work is being done on the devel-
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opment of other direction -finding methods. We shall mention here
two methods that are possible for direction -finding from the airplane.

It has long been desired to have a direct -indicating direction -finder
in aerial navigation for flights to a given point, which makes it possible
with only one adjustment to read on the indicator of the instrument
in the pilot cabin, whether the airplane is deviating from the direction
to a radiobeacon. Experiments along this line have been made by
Dieckmann and Hell.13

The Lorenz firm in Germany has also made tests on the method
of directional transmission. The practicability of this method is being
tested at the present time by Deutschen Versuchsanstalt ftir Luftfahrt
E. V. This method, described by Scheller" and Kiebetz," has been
developed further in America. It has the advantage that a relatively
small receiving set on the airplane is sufficient to maintain at all times
the direction toward or away from the directional transmitter. It has
the disadvantage of requiring a special transmitter.

At this point we also wish to mention short-range direction -finding
methods which make it possible for pilots to find the flying field and
landing area in weather of low visibility if he has been brought to the
vicinity of the airport by one of the long-distance direction -finding
methods. Radio offers a large number of methods which have been
described, but because of the difficulties of this work none of them has
led to a decisive result. We may mention here, as examples, the method
of low -frequency and high -frequency "leader" cables, which have been
used in marine navigation as well as short waves. Short waves can be
focussed, but their range is restricted.

VI. AIRSHIP SETS

The special technical requirements for radio communication with
airships are as follows:

1. The radio set must make it possible for the airship to keep in
communication with the land and coast stations, as well as ships,
that are on the course.

2. The radio set should make it possible for the airship to remain
in constant direct communication with the home port, if possible.

The first requirement can be fulfilled only by long waves at the
present time.

13 R. Hell, "Direct -indicating radio -telegraphy direction finding," Jahrbuch
der drahtlosen Telegrafie und Telefonie, 33, No. 4, 1929.

" 0. Scheller, "Special applications of wireless telegraphy," Jahrbuch der
drahtlosen Telegrafie und Telefonie, 2, 341, 1909.

" F. Kiebitz, "New experiments on radio -telegraphic directional trans-
mission," Jahrbuch der drahtlosen Telegrafie und Telefonie, 15, 209, 1920.
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For propagation over the sea, we have the well-known Austin
formula which can be applied to communication between airships and
ground:

0.12. J.heff -a  dE- e _
d.x

E = receiving field intensity in volts per meter
J =transmitting current in amperes

heff = effective height of transmitting antenna in km
d= distance between transmitter and receiver in km
X = wavelength in km
a = attenuation constant (over sea =0.0015)

i
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Wavelength at Different Distances
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Fig. 26-Calculated field intensities over sea for 1 meterampere, depending on
wavelength.

In Fig. 26 there are plotted the field intensities µv per meter accord-
ing to Austin for different distances in relation to the wavelength, for
a current intensity in the transmitting antenna of 1 ampere and for an
effective height of transmitting antenna of 1 meter. Fig. 27 shows the
receiving field intensities in relation to distance, for different wave-
lengths, likewise for 1 meterampere. The airship Graf Zeppelin has two
trailing antennas, one over the other, each 120 m long. The antenna-
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weights are streamlined. The effective height of the aerials was deter-
mined by the Deutschen Versuchsanstalt fur Luftfahrt E. V. by field-
intensity measurements with the Anders apparatus at the edge of the
skip zone. It was about 29 m. This is an especially good value if it is
considered that airplane antennas 70 m long, such as are generally used
at the present time, have an effective height of only 8.5 m. The anten-
na current intensity of the long -wave Zeppelin set is about 5 amperes.
Therefore we can count upon about 145 meteramperes in the trans-
mitter antenna. The field intensities resulting from this are shown
graphically in Fig. 28. The curves in Figs. 26 and 28 show that there
is a most favorable wavelength for each distance. These values are

to

4,
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4

0,000N

Woo 1 ar hat
moo 2000 2000 /Ma A

Wavelength
15000 mt
60"o

00 se

Fig. 27-Calculated field intensities over sea for 1 meterampere, depending
on distance.

connected by a dash line in Fig. 26. Therefore, if especially favorable
ranges are to be obtained, one must determine the correct operating
waves for the different distances.

An electromagnetic field intensity of 3 nv per meter is sufficient for
reception on the ground. From Fig. 28 we see that a range greater than
2000 km is not certain in the daytime. Under particularly favorable
conditions, and at night, this maximum range can be greatly increased.
It must also be remembered that during heavy atmospheric distur-
bances, very much smaller distances are covered.

The above considerations hold for communication across the sea.
The Deutschen Versuchsanstalt fur Luftfahrt E. V.2 has completed an
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investigation on long waves and distances up to some hundreds of
kilometers over land, which, for communication between airplane and
ground, determines the decrease in reception field intensity with dis-
tance, for the wavelength range of 300 to 2000 m. The dependence of
the attenuation a on the wavelength is shown in Fig. 29. These values
gave very small field intensities with the Zeppelin antenna. These
considerations hold not only for airship radio communication, but also
for communication with large airplanes over the long distances, which
may be expected.

An increase in the range with long waves would naturally have to be
obtained by increasing the effective height of the transmitting antenna
and by increasing the antenna current intensity. The use of this meth-
od is blocked by the increased load that it would place on the airship.
For this reason, the Deutschen Versuchsanstalt fiir Luftfahrt E. V.
made short-wave tests during the first trip of the airship Graf Zeppelin
to America, the result of which caused the Deutschen Versuchsanstalt
ftir Luftfahrt to install a short-wave set in addition to the long -wave
set in the airship.

The radio installation of the airship consists of the following
apparatus :

(a) Long -Wave Apparatus.
1. Separately excited Telefunken transmitter type spez 188S,

with a power of 140 watts and a continuously adjustable wave range
from 500 to 3000 m, which was built basically like the airplane trans-
mitter 262 F, described in detail in an earlier paragraph.

2. Separately excited 70 -watt Telefunken transmitter of the air-
plane long -wave transmitter type 262 F with a wave range from 300 to
1300 m, for use as an emergency transmitter.

Fig. 30, which shows the radio cabin of the LZ 127, also shows these
two transmitters on the table at the right.

The current supply for the installation is normally from a generator
with self-regulating wind -propeller. In order that it may be possible
to transmit even when the propeller is not turning, a second generator
is provided, which is fed from a storage battery used for lighting. This
battery is normally charged by the wind -driven propeller -generator,
and in cases of emergency, by a special benzine unit.

The long -wave set is supplemented by a receiving set which con-
sists of three Telefunken receivers,type E 363S, E 362S, and E 365Swith
triple -circuit tuning and a wave range from 125 to 25,000 m. Two of
these receivers are illustrated in Fig. 31, which shows the other side
of the airship cabin.
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(b) Short -Wave Sets.
As stated, the first short-wave transmitter was put in the airship by

Deutschen Versuchsanstalt ftir Luftfahrt E. V. and was in operation on
the first trip to America 16 in October, 1928. This transmitter, develop-
ed by the Deutschen Versuchsanstalt fur Luftfahrt E. V., is shown in
Fig. 32. It is quartz -controlled, has one or two stages of frequency-
doubling, and has a wave range from 15 to 60 m. During the later
trips, the experimental transmitter was replaced by a short-wave
Telefunken transmitter. The short-wave transmitter is shown in the
top center of Fig. 31. It has an antenna power of about 50 watts, a
wave range from 16 to 80 m, and operates just like the two long -wave

Fig. 32-Experimental airship short-wave transmitter DVL type.

transmitters with separate excitation. The current supply is taken from
the same generators as for the long -wave sets.

The Deutschen Versuchsanstalt fur Luftfahrt E. V. short-wave set
operates with the dipole shown in Fig. 33. Although the shape of an
airplane generally offers no difficulty in the adjustment of the dipole,
the shape of the dirigible is not favorable for this, as can be seen in
Fig. 33. The Telefunken short-wave set contains a trailing antenna 15
m long.

The short-wave receiver, which can be seen on the table below the
short-wave transmitter in Fig. 31, consists of a 5 -tube set containing a

16 "Short-wave experiments on the American trip of the airship Graf Zep-
pelin," 123rd Report of the Deutschen Versuchsanstalt fur Luftfahrt E. V.,
Berlin-Adlershof, Elektrotechnische Zeitschrift, 50, 16, 1929.
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regenerative detector in a push-pull connection and two stages of low -
frequency amplification. It is equipped with a special oscillator circuit
for receiving undamped telegraphy. The wave range of this receiver
is 10 to 150 m.

(c) Radiocompass.
The radiocompass receiver in the airship, which, in its essentials, is

similar to the radiocompass previously described, has a wave range from
300 to 4000 m. It can be seen in Fig. 30 on the left beside the door. On
the table in front of the radiocompass is the gear for operating the
compass loop. The loop is placed below the gondola in the so-called
landing buffer.

Fig. 33-Dipole on the LZ 127.

VII. OPERATING ORGANIZATION

The operation of the German aircraft radio stations and its organ-
ization is invested in a special official board, the "Zentralstelle fur
Flugsicherung," which is under the Communication Ministry. Ground
radio stations have been installed in almost all airports. Table IV gives
additional data concerning them. In some airports (see table) direc-
tion -finding stations are also installed in addition to these receiving
and transmitting sets. Radio operation is controlled by "the operating
regulations for international airplane radio together with regulations
for the German Airplane Communication Service," agreed upon at the
27th International Aviation Conference in The Hague in September,
1928. Among these regulations, the following are generally important.
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TABLE IV
TABULATION OP AIRPORT RADIO STATIONS

No. Transmitting station Made by
Antenna
power Wave range

Direction -
finder

1 Berlin, FV Telef. Riihren-Sd. 1500 800-1800 yes
2 Breslau, FV Lorens-Riihren-Sd. 400 500-2400 yes3 Dortmund, FV Lorens-Rohren-Sd. 300 500-2400 yes
4 Dresden, FV Lorens-Riihren-Sd. 300 500-2400 yes5 Erfurt, FV Lorenz-Rohren-Sd. 300 500-2400 yes
6 Frankfurt/M., FV Lorens-Rohren-Sd. 300 500-2400 yes
7 Halle-Leipsig Lorenz-Rohren-Sd. 300 500-2400 -
8 Hamburg, FV Lorens-Rohren-Sd. 300 500-2400 yes
9 Hannover, FV Telef. Rohren-Sd. 1500 800-1800 yes10 Hof Telef. Rohren-Sd. 800 800-1800 -

11 Kan Telef. Riihren-Sd. 800 800-1800 -12 Konigsberg, FV Telef. Rohren-Sd. 1000 800-1800 yes
13 Lindenberg Lorenz-Hochfrequ.

.800-1900Masch.-Scl. 5000 -
14 Munchen, FV Lorems-Hochfrequ.

1616
Nurnberg, FV
Stettin, FV

Masoh.-Sd.
Lorens-Rohren-Sd.
Lorens-Rohren-Sd.

1000
300
300

800-1900
500-2400
500-2400

yesyes-17 Stolp, FV Lorenz-Rohren-Sd. 300 500-2400 -18 Stuttgart, FV Lorens-ROhren-Sd.
(Rehren -tubes) 300 500-2400 yes

In aircraft radio service, only undamped waves may be used and
these are:

pure undamped waves
tone -modulated undamped waves
speech -modulated undamped waves

Under no circumstances will spark (damped) waves be permitted.
Radio communication may take place on the following waves:

TABLE V '

Aviation Weather Flight Radio Airplane Radio
Radio Service Service Service

ko per sec. m ko per sec. ra kc per sec.
Long waves 207.5 1444 217.5 1380 323 930

228 1316 243 1235 333 900
233 1288 248 1210 345 870
238 1260 273 1100 -- -

Short waves 2830 106 2804 107 5660 53
6977 43 5455 55 6593 45.5
9380 32 7407 40.5 11111 27
11494 26.1 12000 25 16750 17.9

In the airplane radio service, the waves given in the table will be
used under the following conditions:

Calling wave, 333 kc per sec. (900 m) pure undamped, tone and
speech -modulated undamped;

Main communication and bearing wave 333 kc per sec. (900) pure
undamped, tone and speech -modulated undamped;

Modulation and compass bearing wave, 345 kc per sec. (870 m) pure
undamped and tone -modulated undamped.

Modulation and compass bearing wave, 323 kc per sec. (930 m)
speech -modulated undamped.
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In communication with radio stations of the naval radio service,
there will be used the wave 500 kc per sec. (600 m) tone -
modulated undamped, and in bearing communication with the
same radio stations, the wave 375 kc per sec. (800 m) tone -
modulated undamped.

In the service of aviation radiobeacons (radio stations whose trans-
mitting makes it possible for a receiving station to determine
its location or a direction in relation to the beacon) there will be
used waves in the frequency range 285-315 kc per sec. (1050 to
950 m) pure -undamped and tone -modulated undamped.

Radio communication between airport radio stations is developed
fundamentally on telegraphy with undamped, unmodulated
waves. Radiotelephony can be used in emergency.

Radio communication between airport and airplane stations is
developed fundamentally as follows:
(1) On aircraft whose radio apparatus is not operated by a radio

operator: radiotelephony (calling and communication);
(2) On aircraft that have a radio operator: radiotelegraphy on

undamped waves as follows:
Airplane station: calling is tone -modulated undamped,

communication wave is pure undamped;
Ground station: calling and communication wave, pure

undamped.
As regards the use of tone-modulated'undamped and speech -mod-

ulated undamped transmitting in practice, we wish to refer to the
statements made in Section II.

For the purpose of safety in flight, Germany has been divided into
fourteen radio communication districts, the radio stations of which
have been indicated by "FV" in the table. The airplane will only
communicate with the airport radio station in whose radio communica-
tion district it is flying, or believes it is flying.

In direction -finding by fixed stations (Frendpeilung) three types of

aircraft radio bearings are differentiated:
(a) Target bearing, which is for the purpose of guiding aircraft,

by means of an aircraft radiobeacon, from any point to the
port 'at which this beacon is located, by transmitting the
deviating course to the objective, once or several times to
the airport.

(b) Course bearings, by which the course to any location is
communicated after determining the location by two or
more direction -finding stations, the course to another loca-
tion is transmitted to the aircraft.
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(c) Location finding in which the location of the aircraft is
determined by ground direction -finding stations, and is
transmitted to the aircraft by radio.

The radio communication districts of the airport radio stations
serve as aircraft radio direction -finding districts.'7 The chief beacon
guide station is that airport radio station in whose district the aircraft
is flying or in which it believes it is flying.

In direction -finding from radiobeacons, one must differentiate
between flight toward a fixed point and the determination of location.

Flight to a fixed object is done very simply with the aid of the radio -
compass and requires no special calculations in the airplane. But, on

8
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Fig. 34-Time loss in a pure target flight as compared with the great -circle flight.
Curve .1-Flying time without correction angle.
Curve 2-Flying time with correction angle.
Curve 2-Per cent time loss in a flight without correction angle as com-

pared to a flight with correction angle.
Assumptions: flying distance 500 km

airplane speed 140 km per hour
wind speed 70 km per hour

the other hand, it is necessary that a transmitter be in operation at the
airport to which the airplane is flying. This can be the airport trans-
mitter, or a special transmitter (radiobeacon for aircraft). If an air-
plane is to make a flight to a fixed point using its radiocompass, the
radio operator sets the loop perpendicular to the longitudinal axis of the
airplane after he has first determined the course to be followed by tak-
ing bearings on the beacon. If the airplane proceeds on this course, the

17 Nachrichten fur Luftfahrer, 17, 2231, 1928.
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operator need only observe that reception is always a minimum in the
head piece, and then the airplane is certain to approach its port. Drift,
due to wind, keeps it from following the shortest path, but it can be
compensated by suitable preliminary setting of the loop. Since the loss
in time is very little when the drift is not considered, this compensation
is not generally necessary. Fig. 34 shows the loss in time for true target
flight as compared with a great -circle flight.

The location of position on an airplane requires bearings from two
ground transmitters. The location of the airplane must be calculated
from the angles that are measured. The determination of location
requires rapid work and considerable calculation on the airplane, so
that it is only used when, as in large airplanes for transoceanic flights,
there are available other members of the crew experienced in navigation
in addition to the radio operators.

Up to the present, direction -finding has been of particular import-
ance in the trips of the zeppelins which are equipped with such radio -
compass apparatus.

CONCLUSION

From the above it can be seen that radio engineering plays a very
important part in German aviation. Radio sets are required in
increasing numbers for transmitting information, for the determina-
tion of location and course for safety in flight. Many flights cannot be
completed at all without the aid of radio. It can probably be asserted
that although one can fly without aircraft radio sets, well -planned air
transportation is hardly possible without aircraft radio, and regularity
of air transportation cannot be attained without the aid of radio. Air-
craft radio engineering serves not merely the flying industry, but it can
also be useful in the development of wireless telegraphy in many ways.
For example, the aid of the airplane made it possible to take rapid and
reliable measurements of attenuation constants, and only with the
airplane was it possible to determine the characteristic curve of a short-
wave directional antenna, both problems which were taken up by the
Deutschen Versuchsanstalt ftir Luftfahrt E. V. and the results of which
are of very general importance for radiotelegraphy.
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THE CONSTANTS OF AIRCRAFT TRAILING ANTENNAS*

BY
L. A. HYLAND

(Aircraft Section, Radio Division, Naval Research Laboratory, Bellevue, Anacostia, D. C.)

Summary-This paper constitutes a report on the results of the measurement
of the trailing antenna constants on several types of aircraft including the dirigible
Los Angeles. A brief description of the apparatus and method is given. Curves
for a typical airplane and dirigible are presented and from these curves conclusions
are drawn as to the center of radiation and the relation between antenna resistance
and the center of radiation. The uniformity of antenna constants of heavier-than-air
craft is noted, also the negligible effect of structural differences, speed, and weight
on antenna characteristics.

SINCE the available quantitative information concerning airplane
trailing antennas has been limited to constants derived from
types of aircraft now obsolete,' it seemed desirable to make new

determinations with a view to the modernization and extension of the
knowledge of this phase of the radio art. Changes in airplane struc-
tural design especially in the amount and disposition of conducting
elements together with the re -allocation of frequencies, have contrib-
uted to the need for accurate antenna information for all types of
aircraft.

A survey of the equipment usually employed for the measure-
ment of antenna constants disclosed that none of the existing appar-
atus could meet the major requirements of space, ruggedness, fre-
quency range, ease of manipulation, and accuracy. Hence, it was nec-
essary to design new measuring equipment, limiting the dimensions
to the available space in the smallest of the types of aircraft to be
measured.

In its final form the driver, two views of which are shown in
Fig. 1, took the form of a 7 1/2 -watt Hartley oscillator. The antenna
inductance, coupling, resistance, and indicating devices are contained
in the unit shown in Fig. 2, which is similar in size to and intended to
be clamped on the driver box.

A dynamotor and battery supply power to the driver in the usual
case, but in the smaller types of aircraft where space is at a premium a
wind or engine -driven generator is employed.

The switching, metering, and regulation of the power supply
* Dewey decimal classification: R525. Original manuscript received by the

Institute, August 21, 1929; revised manuscript received, September 19, 1929.
' J. M. Cork, "Airplane antenna constants," 15, Scientific Papers, Bureauof Standards, p. 199.
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Fig. 1-The driver unit, a 7 1/2 -watt Hartley oscillator.
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Fig. 2-The antenna unit, with coupler resistors, meter, and jacks for
plug-in coils.
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is centralized in a small control box adapted to take and distribute
the current from any of the several sources.

The entire equipment including wind -driven generator weighs
40 lbs. installed. Control box dimensions are 7 in. x 6 in. x 5 in., while
the combined dimensions of the driver and antenna units are 13 in. x
8 in. x 8 in.

By reference to the schematic diagram, Fig. 3,the simplicity of the
electrical circuits will be noted. The driver is variable over the range
160 to 4000 kc through the medium of a 0.0015-pf condenser and three
plug-in coils. Plug-in coils provide antenna loading inductance vari-
ation between 5 and 2500 µh. Considerable care was taken in the de-
sign and location of the coils and terminals with the viewto eliminating
as much of the parasitic capacity, resistance, and coupling as possible.

I 177.: -7.1

1

gyp]

RADIO FREQUENCY dt/VER AIRCRAFT ANTEMW HEASUR/Ne GOV/T

Fig. 3-Schematic diagram of the driver and antenna units.

Tap and dead end losses are avoided through the use of plug-in
coils, both in the driver and antenna circuits. These coils, calibrated
in the circuit for inductance and resistance over the frequency range
in which they are to be used, have proved well suited to the work.
Where a minute search of a frequency range is required a variometer
is employed. In this case the inductance and resistance calibration
are made with the complete instrument set up in operating position.

A novel arrangement of the loading and coupling coils gives a
wide variation of coupling, from maximum to zero, simplifies operation,
and permits a single coupling coil to be used for the entire frequency
range.

Resistance measurements are made by the variation method,
three values of non -inductive resistance being successively inserted
in the circuit by a switching mechanism controlled from the panel.
These resistors are so chosen that in nearly all cases at least one of the
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inserted values is approximately the same as the combined antenna
and circuit resistance to be measured.

On each of the types of aircraft it is the practice to measure the
characteristics of the ten lengths of antenna between 50 and 500 ft.
in increments of 50 ft. Each length is loaded over the range 5 to 2500

and the resistance and frequency measured for each loading. Flight
operations are restricted to the notation of dial and meter readings, all
computing being done on the ground. Such an arrangement requires
a minimum of flight work -2 hours in the ordinary case where about
250 readings are taken-at no sacrifice in accuracy.

O
000 000 /000 ea, /400 1400

17.14/0.411E/VTAL. FREQUENCY -KC

Fig. 4-Fundamental frequency. Ford trimotor all -metal airplane.

/800 "900 el'Oc

Repeated measurements made with the instruments described
above agree very closely even when flight conditions vary between
a flat calm and strong gusts.

Twelve types of aircraft, varying in size from the single seater
pursuit plane to the largest of the patrol flying boats and the diri-
gible Los Angeles, have been covered by the investigation to date.
The resultant curves form a voluminous collection not suitable for
publication. Instead, a condensed series of curves for the Ford tri-
motor all -metal ship are shown herein as representative of heavier-
than-air ships, while a few of the unique Los Angeles curves are given
for comparative purposes.

The data obtained from the measurements on the Ford plane and
the Los Angeles are presented in the form of five series of curves.
Two of these are conventional; that is, fundamental frequency
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vs. antenna length (Figs. 4 and 5), and resistance (Figs. 6 and 7). Figs.
8 and 9 show the loading inductance plotted against frequency of
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Fig. 5-Fundamental frequency. Rigid dirigible Los Angeles.
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resonance. This curve varies from usual practice though it is similar
in scope to the equivalent capacity curve ordinarily given for an

° 4
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Fig. 6-Antenna resistance. Ford trimotor all -metal airplane.

antenna. Loading curves have been chosen, however, as more nearly
representative of true conditions and as being more informative to

Ater -tax,
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the designing engineer. The "equivalent capacity" of an antenna is,
at best, a nebulous quantity which must be calculated or measured by
substitution. At and near the natural period the substituted capac-
ities become large, are not readily obtainable in a form suitable for
field use, and are cumbersome and of doubtful accuracy in the labor-
atory. A substantial variation in the substituted capacity makes little
change in the resonance indication due to the low L/C ratio. On the
other hand, the inductive load necessary to resonate the antenna at
a certain frequency is a finite quantity susceptible to accurate measure-
ment and permanent calibration. In the form of plug-in coils such load-
ing inductances are rugged, compact, and lend themselves readily to
field use.

230' AN TENA/A

oo oo
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FREW/CAGY -Ira

aw

Fig. 7-Antenna resistance. Rigid dirigible Los Angeles.

Equivalent and effective capacities and effective inductance may
be derived from the loading curves.

In the curves of Figs. 10 and 11 the length of the antenna is plotted
against the ratio between one -quarter of the natural unloaded wave-
length as measured and the antenna length. Where the ratio is unity
the center of radiation is considered to be at the junction between the
antenna and the aircraft structure. A larger ratio indicates that the
center of radiation2 lies within the aircraft structure while a ratio
less than one points to a current loop somewhere out on the antenna
wire. The values which this ratio may assume are proportional

2 For the purposes of this paper the center of radiation is defined as the point
in the quarter wavelength antenna -counterpoise system where there is a current
loop (voltage node).
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roughly to the physical size of the aircraft and may be considered
as a good index of electrical size. The table given below shows the
length of the trailing antenna at which unity ratio is found on each of

am 800
rnewEnce

00 MOO

Fig. 8-Inductance loading. Ford trimotor all -metal airplane.

several types of heavier-than-air craft. This table forms a convenient
means for comparing the "electrical size" or "effective counterpoise"
of aircraft.

Type
Antenna Length for

Unity Ratio X/41

Naval Aircraft Factory H-16 Flying Boat
Loening Amphibian

173 ft.
1200

Sikorsky Amphibian 12°
Ford Transport 113
Vought Corsair 102
Curtiss Two Place Fighter 97.5"
Vought Observation (Whirlwind) 93

It will be noted that the antenna resistances at the natural
period as shown in the curves of Figs. 6 and 7 vary between wide limits
for different lengths of antenna on the same aircraft. The values for
similar lengths of antenna for different aircraft also disagree. These
variations are due to the locations of the center of radiation. In
general, where the current loop is at the junction between the antenna
and the airplane structure, the resistance at the fundamental frequency
will approximate 12 ohms. With the current loop out on the antenna
the resistances will be higher and vice versa.
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There is a definite relation between the antenna resistance and the .

length of the trailing wire. If the length of the antenna divided by its
natural wavelength be plotted against antenna resistance, both on a

230' AN 7-CAOYA
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Fig. 9-Inductance loading. Rigid dirigible Los Angeles.

logarithmic scale, the result will be a series of points along a straight
line as shown in the curve of Fig. 12.3 From the slope of the line
an empirical formula may be developed to show resistance in terms of
frequency and antenna length.
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Fig. 10-Center of radiation. Ford trimotor all -metal airplane.

12

A striking feature of the measurements made on heavier-than-
air craft has been the uniformity of the results and the regularity of

3 For convenience in plotting the value 10 //X has been taken instead of 1/X.
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the curves drawn from the data. Resistance curves compiled from
measurements made on the rigid dirigible USS Los Angeles bear small
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Fig. 11-Center of radiation.
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dirigible Los Angeles.

Fig. 12-The relation between the center of radiation and antenna resistance.
Ford trimotor all -metal airplane.

resemblance, however, to corresponding airplane curves. Several
irregularities are present, and it is believed that the closed loops formed

/J e
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by the metal framework are the absorbing mediums responsible for
the unique results.

It will be noted also that the curve of Fig. 11 of the USS Los Angeles
(length vs. ratio length to natural period) is never unity even when
the curve is extrapolated to infinity. This is taken to mean that
the center of radiation for a structure of such size and type is always
within the hull.

An interesting fact developed from this study is the negligible
effect of structural differences on antenna constants. The three
structural types-all metal, metal frame fabric covered, and com-
posite wood and wire frame fabric covered are interchangeable
(when properly bonded) insofar as major effect on antenna constants
is concerned. Since the fuselage and wings form a counterpoise of
similar proportions, regardless of type, it can be readily seen that the
substitution of metal plates for a metallic network should make but
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Fig. 13-The relation between the center of radiation and antenna resistance.
Rigid dirigible Los Angeles.

little change in counterpoise characteristics. A common ground anal-
ogy is met with in large high -voltage condensers where the pipe rack
type have nearly the same capacity as plate condensers of the same
dimensions.

Some data were obtained on the effect of speed and weight changes
on antenna constants. It is well known that changes in the shape
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and position of the antenna resulting from speed and weight variation
produce marked directional effects due to shifts in polarization.
Whether there is a corresponding change in antenna characteristics
has been a controversial point. In a large plane having a wide speed
range a measurement was taken at a speed of forty knots per hour
followed immediately by another at 120 knots. A second series of
measurements was made with various weights attached to the antenna.

With the longer antenna lengths where shifts in polarization are
comparatively large, no measurable change in antenna constants
was found under any conditions of speed and weight. A noticeable
shift in the resonant point and resistance became evident at the
200 -ft. length and was well defined below 100 ft. Apparently the shift
in position of that portion of the antenna nearest the plane, say the
first 20 or 30 ft., is the cause of the change of characteristics. Such
a shift is greater in its percentage change at the shorter antenna
lengths but is present without doubt at all lengths of antenna. A case
in point was the attempt to measure the characteristics of a Loening
amphibian on a very gusty day. Determinations were impossible on
the 50 -ft. length, but little difficulty was met with in the investi-
gation of the longer antennas.
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ON THE DAYLIGHT TRANSMISSION CHARACTERISTICS OF
HORIZONTALLY AND VERTICALLY POLARIZED

WAVES FROM AIRPLANES*

BY
F. H. DRAKE AND RAYMOND M. WILMOTTE

(Aircraft Radio Corporation, Boonton, N. J.)

Summary-The investigation described below was carried out for the purpose
of comparing the transmission characteristics from an airplane of horizontally and
vertically polarized waves in daytime. A frequency of about 6 megacycles was
arbitrarily chosen. In view of the fact that modern practice is tending towards the
elimination of the trailing wire antenna, an antenna producing vertically polarized
waves must of necessity be of small dimensions. The transmissions were therefore
compared using a doublet antenna, each arm of which stretched from wing tip to
tail for the horizontally polarized wave, and a rigid antenna six feet high for the
vertically polarized wave. It was found that the sky ray began to be appreciable
with the horizontally polarized wave at a distance of 20 miles, while on the vertically
polarized wave it became important at a distance of 50 miles. The signal from the
sky ray for distances of the order of 150 miles was always stronger with horizontal
polarization than with vertical. The result with the direct ray was different. The sig-
nal from the vertically polarized wave was stronger than that from the horizontally
polarized wave over highly conducting ground, while the reverse was the case over
badly conducting ground. For this reason, the signal from the vertically polarized
wave sometimes became very weak at a distance of 40 to 50 miles, before the sky ray
was able to arrive with sufficient strength. This occurred particularly on badly
conducting ground and when the airplane was flying low. From the horizontally
polarized wave, strong signals were received in all conditions continuously for
distances up to 600 miles, and there did not appear to be any tendency for the signal
to decrease in intensity as this distance was approached.

A very effective ground antenna was investigated, which possesses the property,
when used horizontally, that the signal received is little affected by the height of the
antenna above the ground. This permits the use of a very low antenna.

The effect of the conductivity of the ground was considered and, in the appendix,
a method is described by which it is possible to deduce the transmission character-
istics for flights at any altitude, when those at given altitude are known. The results
of the experiments are qualitatively explained on the basis of the present knowledge
of transmission phenomena.

WITHIN recent years much data have been accumulated re-
garding the propagation of electromagnetic waves. Most of
the data have been obtained by investigating the variations

of the signals received at a given distance from one ground station to
another. Where the distance between the stations has been a variable,
the results were obtained largely by statistical means from a number of

Dewey decimal classification: R115. Original manuscript received by the
Institute, November 5, 1929.
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ground stations. Such a method is not very satisfactory, for the
variations in the ground conditions at the various stations may cause
considerable differences in the results, and these differences may often
be wrongly attributed to the effect of the distance from the trans-
mitting station. An ideal way of obtaining data giving the variation
of signals with distance over land is to employ an airplane as one of the
stations. Significant distances can thus be covered in comparatively
short time, and the antenna at both the receiving and the transmitting
stations is exactly the same at all distances. The data obtained by
two methods are not quite the same. The sky ray from a ground sta-
tion can be expected to be identical in nature with that from an air-
plane, but the attenuation of the direct ray is very different in the two
cases.

In order to obtain as useful data as possible, it was considered de-
sirable to choose a wavelength such that the sky ray could be expected
to appear before the direct ray fell to an undetectable value. Then from
the results available, the effect of varying the wavelength above or be-
low that employed might be predicted with a fair degree of certainty.
An airplane is a comparatively small structure, and it is impossible
to install on it a rigid antenna which would be efficient at long wave-
lengths. On this score it is desirable to use short waves. On the other
hand, the sky ray on very short waves does not make an appearance
for some considerable distance, while the direct ray is much more
rapidly attenuated on short waves than on long waves. A compromise
had to be reached, and a wavelength in the neighborhood of 50 meters
was finally chosen for the investigation. A longer wavelength might
have been chosen if a trailing wire antenna had been employed on the
airplane, but, as modern practice seems to be tending towards the
elimination of this type of antenna, it was not considered desirable
to employ it. If a trailing wire antenna is not used, the antenna for ver-
tically polarized waves is necessarily of very small dimensions. In
this investigation, the properties of the horizontally and vertically
polarized waves were compared, not with similar antennas on the
airplane, but with such antennas as could be reasonably employed
in practice. The vertical antenna was a small self-supporting mast
6 ft. high above the fuselage, while the horizontal antenna was a
doublet, each arm of which stretched from wing tip to tail of a Fokker
Super -Universal monoplane having a wooden wing and a fuselage
framework of metal. The general dimensions are shown in Fig. 1. All
the results were obtained during the daytime.

Among the data already published, which have a bearing on this
investigation, may be mentioned the work of R. A. Heising, J. C.
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Schelleng, and G. C. Southworth,' between ground stations at various
wavelengths. Their results differ from those given below essentially
in the distance at which they found the sky ray to become greater
than the direct ray. This distance in daytime they found to be of the
order of 100 miles, while from an airplane it was found to be 50 miles.
The discrepancy is the more astonishing as the direct ray is likely to
be more attenuated between ground to ground stations than between
ground to airplane.

Not much data have been published for transmissions from air-
planes. K. Kruger and H. Plendl2 made rough audibility tests on low

fia,,,ronts/ /7/enno
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Fig. 1-Antenna arrangement on test plane.

power up to WOO -km distance using a horizontal antenna on the air-
plane. Their results differ from those given below only in their state-
ment that the altitude of the airplane had no effect on the signal
strength. This result, though confirmed by F. Eisner, H. Fassbender,
and G. Kurlbaum3 on long waves, is contradicted by D. K. Martin.4
On very short waves of 3.7 m, H. Fassbender and G. Kurlbaum ob-
tained results on local flights. The difficulties of measurement at such
wavelengths probably account for their failure to obtain agreement
between theory and experiment.

APPARATUS AND METHOD

The vibrations and other physical disturbances associated with
airplanes made it advisable to carry out the measurements of the

1 PROC. I. R. E., 14, 613-647; October, 1926.
2 "Propagation of low power short waves in the 1000 -kilometer range,"

PROC. I. R. E., 17, 1296-1315; August, 1929.
3 Zeits. f. Hochfreq., 31, 109-116;. 1928.

"Laying the foundation for aircraft communication," Bell Laboratories
Record, 7, 315-318, 1929.
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signal strength on the ground and transmit from the airplane.. The
transmitter used was the same for both the vertical and the horizontal
antennas. The antennas were excited at the smallest level of power
input, as found by experiment, which would produce a conveniently
measurable field intensity at the receiving point, throughout the zones
of distance at which successively the ground ray predominated, the
ground and sky rays were comparable, and the sky ray predominated.
The use of larger currents in the transmitting antennas would not
alter the relative extent of these zones. The current at the center of
the horizontal doublet antenna was 0.3 ampere corresponding to
a power dissipation of approximately three watts, while in the ver-
tical antenna the current was of the order of 0.5 ampere, throughout
the experiments. This current was tone -modulated at approximately
200 cycles for convenience in aurally identifying the transmitted
signal.

Two methods are available for measuring signal or field intensities
at 6 megacycles. A radio receiver and output instrument may be used
as a comparator of received voltage with known voltages from a local ad-
justable source; or a receiver of suitable design provided with an
adjustable sensitivity control and an output meter may be calibrated
in voltage sensitivity as a function of the sensitivity control and used
directly as a measuring device. Both methods derive their ultimate
accuracy from the original calibration of a local signal source. The
latter involves two calibrations and is subject further to accidental
variations. It is experimentally cumbersome on this account, but
this disadvantage is offset by the highly important consideration that
during an experimental run readings may be taken much more rapidly
than with the comparator scheme. Since the present measurements
were made under simultaneous conditions of fading and rapidly
changing distance, preliminary experiments quickly emphasized the
desirability of the direct -measurement method. The simplicity of
the apparatus was another desirable feature.

A tuned carrier -frequency amplifier was designed for the measure-
ments, comprising four one-way tetrode stages feeding a triode detec-
tor. The output indicator was a microammeter in the plate circuit of
this detector, and a single low -frequency amplifier stage was included,
for aural identification of incoming signals and interference. The
amplifier input circuit was untuned, and the apparatus was calibrated
in carrier microvolts impressed on the input circuit required to produce
a suitable reading (usually 10µa) upon the output instrument, for
various settings of the gain control. This gain control covered a range
of about 6000 to 1 in sensitivity, which was adequate for the measure-
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ments in hand. For facilitating measurements with various types of
antennas, an untuned input circuit was employed.

A voltage of 20µv applied to the input of the receiver produced a
deflection of 10/.1a on the output instrument when the gain control was
set at maximum sensitivity. A 30 per cent modulated input voltage
of this magnitude produced a potential difference of 8 volts across the
telephones.

The quantity measured was the high -frequency voltage impressed
upon the input terminals of the receiver from an antenna of known
geometry exposed to the wave field as described below. The process
of taking readings consisted of manually adjusting the gain control to
maintain the reading of the output instrument constant, and observing
these gain control readings as a function of time or distance to the
transmitting source during flights away from and toward the receiver.

THE GROUND ANTENNA

The most suitable type of antenna which can be used on a receiving
set depends upon the impedance of the input circuit. With a high re-
sistance input circuit, such as employed, the most suitable antenna has
its maximum impedance when the receiver input current is a minimum :
it is then very nearly half a wavelength long. Such an antenna has
particularly interesting properties.

The current distribution along an open-ended straight wire is very
nearly sinusoidal, as shown in Fig. 2. This figure is not quite correct,

Fig. 2-Current distribution along a straight wire.

for the current never falls absolutely to zero. In the neighborhood of
the anodes of current there is a very rapid change of phase of the cur-
rent through 180 deg., but the amplitude of the current never falls
absolutely to zero, although it reaches a very small value. This is a
result of the resistance of the antenna. In the ideal theoretical case of
an antenna having no resistance the current would fall to zero. The
so-called effective height of an antenna is equal to the integral of the
current along its length divided by the input current. Many writers
prefer to refer the effective height to the maximum current in the
antenna, but there appears to be very little reason for this, as any
apparatus connected to the antenna is independent of the fact that
the current reaches a mathematical maximum. It is only concerned
with the constants of the antenna measured at the point at which the
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apparatus is connected. We shall therefore refer the constants of the
antenna to the current flowing from it into the receiver. In this case,
the effective height of the antenna is approximately equal to

U: sin (27rx/X)dx 1/sin (270.)
It will be seen that this becomes infinite when 1=X/2. That is so

because we have not taken into consideration the effect of the resistance
of the antenna. This is a more complicated problem than appears at
first sight, for the resistance of the antenna per unit length is by no
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Fig. 3-Variation of effective height of antenna with length A =49 meters.
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means constant. The radiation resistance will vary considerably with
the length of the antenna.

The variation of effective height with the length of a horizontal
antenna was investigated experimentally by finding the effect of the
variation of the length of the antenna on the signal received from a
steady source situated at a distance which was large compared to the
length of the antenna. The results are shown in Fig. 3. The antenna
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used was horizontal and set at a height of 3 ft. above badly conducting
ground. The receiver was connected at one end of the antenna and
kept at a height of 3 ft. above the ground. No ground connections
were used. The full line shows the experimental result, while the
dotted line is the curve

Li: 'sin (0.9  2x-x/X)dx ]/sin (0.9  27d/X)

The factor 0.9 occurs probably because of end effects and the difference
in the speed of propagation of electromagnetic waves along a wire in
the above conditions and in vacuo.

The very large effective height obtainable is noteworthy. The
agreement with the theoretical calculations is very good except near
the nodes of current as was to be expected. The peak P corresponds to
an antenna of length OP. (Fig. 2) The area A is greater than the area
B, so that when the length of the antenna is equal to OQ the signal is
not zero. The fact that the effective height reaches a mathematical
maximum at Q shows that the decrease in current as the point Q is
approached more than counterbalances the decrease in the effective
current area. The maximum at the point Q is small, however, as is to
be expected. The next maximum R is large, though not so large as the
first maximum. If the length were increased still more the effective
height curve would be found to consist of a series
and small maxima. From the experimental curve, if we take the
effective height of a small antenna to be equal to half its length we de-
duce that the maximum effective height is of the order of 55 meters.

A vertical antenna was briefly investigated in the neighborhood of
the optimum condition by adding short horizontal lengths. This method
is very approximately correct, because the e.m.f. induced in the an-
tenna in the neighborhood of a node of current produces very little ef-
fect on the total effective e.m.f. The results were of the same order as
those obtained for the horizontal antenna.

From the nature of the curve obtained it is evident that the con-
trolling factor of the effective height at the optimum length is the cur-
rent at the foot of the antenna rather than the integral of the current
along the length. It can be shown by applying the simple transmission
line theory that the ratio of this current to the maximum current flow-
ing in the antenna is very approximately proportional to the resistance
of the antenna (measured with respect to the maximum current).
The effective height of the antenna of optimum length will therefore
be inversely proportional to the resistance, so that the signal received
will be proportional to

E/(R+R)
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where (R+Ra) is the total resistance of the antenna, Ra is the radia-
tion resistance, and E is the electric intensity of the oncoming wave.
When the antenna is a small fraction of a wavelength above the ground
the radiation distribution from it will be very nearly of the same shape
for all heights above the ground. In these conditions Pis proportional
to Ra. If Ra is large compared to R, as will occur, when the height of
the antenna above the ground is not very small, the signal will become
smaller the greater the value of Ra, that is, the higher above the ground
the antenna is laid, the weaker the signal. Very near the ground R
begins to preponderate, not only because Ra is smaller but also because
of increased losses; the signal in that case should decrease as the an-
tenna is lowered. These two effects may counteract each other. It was
actually found that increasing the height of the antenna from 0.65 m
to 1.7 m produced only a 56 per cent increase of the signal strength
when the antenna was stretched over ground of high conductivity, both
for the sky ray, which must arrive at a high angle of elevation, and for
the direct ray, which was generally at an angle of elevation of but a
few degrees.

It must be realized that the signal received is produced by the re-
sultant of the oncoming wave and the reflected wave on the ground.
A signal is received only by virtue of the fact that these two waves are
not of the same amplitude and phase, owing to the imperfect conduc-
tivity of the ground, and also because the finite distance between the
antenna and its image in the ground produces a difference of phase be-
tween these two waves. On highly conducting ground, the phase dif-
ference between the two waves produced by the distance between the
antenna and its image is probably the predominating factor in pro-
ducing a signal in the antenna, while on badly conducting ground the
most important factor is probably due to the poor reflecting properties
of the ground. Over badly conducting ground one would expect, there-
fore, that the radiation properties of the antenna would be practically
independent of the height of the antenna above the ground. This was
found to be the case. The height above the ground for these conclu-
sions to hold must never be more than a small fraction of a wavelength.

PROPAGATION MEASUREMENTS

The variation of signal strength with distance can be divided on any
one run into two and sometimes three very definite stages. In the first
stage, the signal received is produced by the direct ray. There is no
fading, and the signal strength varies rapidly with the distance. In
the last stage the sky ray is very much stronger than the direct ray,
there is strong fading but the variation of the average signal strength
with distance is very slow. It may sometimes happen that the direct
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ray falls to inaudible values before the sky ray appears. When it does
appear it comes very suddenly. From a barely audible signal the
strength rises to a strong signal in the course of only. lour or five miles.
This phenomenon is a well-known characteristic of the sky ray. The
intermediate stage that occurs between the point when the direct ray
is too weak to be heard and the sky ray has not appeared is commonly
known as the skip distance. It is evidently not an actual distance, for
although the sky ray makes its appearance at a fairly definite distance
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Fig. 4-Radiation distribution diagram in horizontal antenna on airplane.

depending on the wavelength,the line of demarcationwhere the ground
ray stops is very indefinite. This line depends entirely upon the power
of the transmitting apparatus and the sensitivity of the receiving sys-
tem.

The curves to be shown were not all obtained under quite identi-
cal conditions, the antennas used for reception being slightly different.
For the purposes of comparison, the values obtained were adjusted for
the case of an antenna of optimum length using a reduction factor
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deduced from the curve shown in Fig. 3. Some twenty flights were
made under various conditions.

The radiation distributions of the airplane antennas in the horizon-
tal plane were found both on the ground and in the air. Measurements
were made as the airplane flew in different directions over a given
point some five miles distant. In Fig. 4 is shown the result for the hor-
izontal antenna. The crosses correspond to the points found with the
airplane on the ground, while the circles correspond to the readings
made in the air. It will be seen that the two sets of readings lie fairly
on the same curve, a satisfactory result, considering the difficulty of
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Fig. 5-Variation of strength of direct ray with distance, using horizontal an-
tenna on badly conducting ground.

flying the airplane accurately over a given point and in a given
direction. The 0 -deg. position corresponds to the airplane facing the
ground station, positive angles being measured as the airplane is ro-
tated in a clockwise direction looking from above it. The radiation dis-
tribution in the horizontal plane of the vertical antenna was found to
be accurately circular.

The first experiments referred to the direct ray. In the appendix a
method supported by experimental evidence is given by which the ef-
fect of the altitude of the airplane can be calculated, when the varia-
tion of signal strength with distance is known at a given altitude. This
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refers essentially to the direct ray, for the altitude has practically no
effect on the sky ray.

Typical curves for the direct ray are shown in Fig. 5. This figure
shows two curves corresponding to altitudes of 1000 ft. and 5000 ft.,
respectively, using a horizontal antenna over poorly conducting ground.
The crosses correspond to readings taken with the antenna 2 ft. above
the ground, while the enclosed dots are the readings taken with the
antenna 15 ft. above the ground. It will be seen, as mentioned above,
that the height of the antenna above the ground does not materially
affect the signal strength.
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Fig. 6-Variation of signal strength of direct ray with distance.

Similar curves were obtained for the horizontally and vertically
polarized rays over both good and poorly conducting ground. The
average results of a number of flights reduced to a common attitude of
flight of 5000 ft. are shown in Fig. 6. In this figure four curves are
shown giving the relative signal strength of the direct ray for vertically
and horizontally polarized waves on both high and low conductivity
ground.

A typical curve for a longer distance flight is shown in Fig. 7. Many
such curves were obtained and were chiefly remarkable for the simi-
larity. In this figure, which corresponds to reception of the horizon-
tally polarized ray over bad ground while flying at an altitude of 5000
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ft. the two stages referred to alone are well brought out. In the first
stage up to a distance of 20 miles, the signal is very steady but decreas-
es very rapidly with the distance. In the second stage, the signal is
very unsteady, varying over a large range of amplitudes in the course
of a few seconds. In order to show this fading effect on the diagram,
each reading covered a period of 5 to 10 sec., and the maximum and
minimum values of the signal during that period were noted. These
values are plotted and joined by a vertical line. It will be noted that
the mean signal strength is remarkably constant over the distance
investigated. Flights as long as 600 miles were undertaken; measure-
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Fig. 7-Variation of signal strength with distance, using horizontal antenna on
badly conducting ground.

ments were not carried out over the whole distance, but signals were
received continuously on telephone and there did not appear to be any
very large variation of the mean signal strength. In fact, the signal
seemed to tend to increase in intensity towards the end of the flight,
that is, at distances of 400 to 600 miles.

The altitude of the airplane was not found to have any appreci-
able effect on the intensity of the signal received by the sky ray.

The test was repeated over high conductivity ground, and the sig-
nal was found to be considerably weaker, the mean being of the order
of 25-pv input to the receiver. With the vertical antenna, the sky ray
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became appreciable only at a distance of 50 miles. From that distance
up to 150 miles the mean signal was fairly constant in value, but its
intensity was only about 20 µv. The effect of the conductivity of the
ground on the signal received on the vertical antenna is small. When
flying at very low altitudes, of the order of 500 ft., a skip distance is
liable to occur on the vertical antenna, because of the fact that the sky
ray is comparatively weak. This distance is, however, small, lying
between 40 and 50 miles, and would disappear if greater power were
used in the transmitter.

The explanation of these results is to be found in the difference
in the radiation distribution in the vertical plane of the horizontal
and vertical antennas both on the airplane and on the ground.

'to

Fig. 8-Approximate radiation distribution in the vertical plane of antennas on
ground and on airplane.

The direct ray is incident at the ground antenna at a very low
angle of elevation. In Fig. 8 is shown roughly the radiation distribution
diagram in a vertical plane of the vertical antenna (shown by the
dotted lines) and of the horizontal antennas (shown by the full lines)
both on the airplane and on the ground. It is readily seen that on the
vertical antenna the effect of the sky ray is weak compared to that of
the direct ray, while on the horizontally polarized wave the opposite
is the case. This is in complete agreement with the experimental re-
sults obtained.

The effect of the conductivity of the ground is also in agreement
with the theory. Over good ground the image of the horizontal anten-
na very nearly neutralizes the effect of the antenna itself, so that any
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decrease in the conductivity is likely to have a very appreciable im-
provement in the strength of the signal received. With the vertical
antenna, the image in the ground actually helps the antenna (unless
the ray is coming at very nearly grazing incidence) so that, though an
improvement is to be expected when the antenna is set over highly
conducting ground, the extent of this improvement is not likely to be
very appreciable.

CONCLUSION

The results obtained can be conveniently summarized by means of
the following table:

Ray Type of Ground Signal Strength (Aar on input)
Horizontally Polarized Vertically Polarized

Direct Ray at 20
miles and 5000 feet
altitude

Bad Conductor 500 280

Good Conductor 40 320

Sky Ray
Bad Conductor 120 20

Good Conductor 25 20

Sky ray becomes appreciable at a distance of 20 miles 50 miles

In reading this table it must be remembered that the figures refer
to reception with a particularly effective antenna, the effective height
of which is about 55 meters, and that transmissions from the airplane
were carried out on an antenna only 6 ft. high for the vertically polar-
ized and with a horizontal antenna, which, from its size, may be ex-
pected to be fairly efficient. There is little doubt that, if it were prac-
ticable to employ on the airplane a vertical antenna as efficient as the
horizontal antenna, transmissions with verticaly polarized waves
would be far more favorable than those with horizontally polarized
waves. As it is, the preference between the horizontally and vertically
polarized waves for the direct ray depends on the ground constants,
while for the sky ray the horizontally polarized ray seems to be pref-
era,ble. All these results refer to a frequencyof 6155 kc. If this frequency
were decreased, the short vertical antenna would be slightly less effec-
tive, while the horizontal antenna would lose much of its efficiency.
This applies not only to the airplane antenna, but also to the hori-
zontal ground antenna. At lower frequencies we might well expect
the vertical antenna to be more suitable than the horizontal_ At higher
frequencies, the airplane antennas could both be improved, the hori-
zontal only to a small extent and the vertical one quite appreciably,
while the horizontal ground antenna would also be improved. Another
factor would, however, enter into consideration. The sky ray would
make its appearance only at a considerably greater distance, and the
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phenomenon of the skip distance might occur. If it is desired to work
on the direct ray only to eliminate fading, specially designed antenna
which will radiate very poorly at high angles of elevation will be neces-
sary.. It is gratifying to find that such intense signals can be received
with suitably designed apparatus using only two to three watts in the
transmitter for distances as large as 600 miles without the signal giv-
ing signs of failing, and it is even more gratifying to find that, at any
rate during daytime when all the above measurements were made, no
period was found during which a telegraph signal disappeared or be-
came too weak to be read.

The results given in this paper, though obtained with very small
powers, will apply in proportion to higher powers, for the sky ray will
be increased in the same ratio as the direct ray. Fading will begin to
appear when the direct ray falls to a value comparable with the sky
ray, and, since the ratio of the two is independent of the power of the
transmitter, fading will start at the same distance away regardless of
the power transmitted.

In conclusion, the authors wish to thank L. M. Hull for very
helpful suggestions made during the whole course of this investigation.

,1)

r

;//////// ////// /

Fig. 9-Effect of conductivity of ground on image.

Appendix

REDUCTION OF AIRPLANE TRANSMISSION CHARACTERISTICS
FROM ONE ALTITUDE TO ANOTHER

The method described here for reducing a signal strength vs. dis-
tance curve for a flight at a known altitude to another at another al-
titude is based on the theory put forward by T. L. Eckersley', and am-
plified in the discussion by one of the present authors. In this theory
which has been used by S. Ballantine for computing a special case2

1 "Short-wave wireless telegraph," Jour. I. E. E. (London), 65, 600-638;
1927.

2 PROC. 1. R. E., 16, 513-518; April, 1928.
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it is pointed out that the image of an antenna element I is KI , as shown
in Fig. 9, that the value of K is usually a complex number and depends
on the angle 0 and the electrical constants of the ground in the neigh-
borhood of the point P. If this theory is correct and only the direct
ray reaches the point P, the signal strength as the antenna element is
moved along any radial line such as PO will be inversely proportional
to the distance r of the element I. That is, when 0 is kept constant, the

AMA

z
oto

/Pertorocol ofnatonces-Okagercial.0

Fig. 10-Signal strength plotted against reciprocal of distance for various
inclinations to the vertical.

signal strength will be inversely proportional to the distance. If the
element is moved horizontally the signal will decrease more rapidly,
the law tending to an inverse square law.

These results were confirmed from the careful data accumulated by
D. K. Martin'. In these experiments the signal strength was measured
with the airplane traveling horizontally at various heights above the

3 "Laying the foundation for aircraft communication," Bell Laboratories
Record, 7, 315-318, 1929.
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ground for distances as great as 120 miles from the ground station.
From the data published Fig. 10 has been obtained. This shows the
variation of field strength, with distance for various inclinations to
the vertical of the line joining the airplane to the ground station. It
will be seen how accurately the values lie on straight lines even for
such smaller angles of elevation as 1/2 deg. as the theory outlined
would lead one to expect.

An examination of Fig. 5 leads to an identical result. From this
inverse distance law, it is not difficult to reduce any curve for a flight
at a given altitude to one at another. Suppose we have the curve for
a flight at an altitude of 1000 ft. and we require to know the result at
an altitude of 5000 ft. The signal strength at a distance of five miles
at 1000 ft. will be five times the signal strength at a distance of 25
miles at 5000 ft., and so on for other distances.

The fact that this law appears to hold with such accuracy would
tend to show that it is only the constants of the ground in the immediate
neighborhood of the ground station that produce attenuation of the
waves, in excess of the inverse distance law,for otherwise one would ex-
pect the constants of the ground at a distance from the ground station
to become effective as the distance of the airplane from the ground
stations is increased, even though the angle 0 remains constant.

This inverse distance law holds, of course, only for the direct ray,
and in reducing curves from one altitude to another the reduction must
be applied only to that part of the curve for which there is no fading.
When fading occurs, that is when the sky ray becomes predominant.
The altitude of the airplane produces no effect on the signal strength.
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TEMPERATURE RATING OF WIND -DRIVEN
AIRCRAFT RADIO GENERATORS*

BY
C. B. MIRICK

(Naval Research Laboratory, Bellevue, Anacostia, D. C.)

Summary-Measurements of temperature rise of generator under load are
given for still air and in flight. Theory of heat emission is briefly reviewed, constants
of emissivity are given from which rising and final temperatures of generators can be
approximated. Conditions governing the rating of wind -driven aircraft radio gener-
ators are discussed.

IN the past the usual source of power for aircraft radio transmitters
has been the wind -driven generator, which is mounted on the
wings or other structure of the plane, usually in such a position

that it comes in the slip stream of the main propellers. Exact knowl-
edge of the cooling conditions which exist in generators operated in
this manner has not been hitherto available, which fact has led to some
uncertainty in their ratings.

In order to throw light on this condition it was undertaken to
determine the relative temperature rise in such generators in flight and
in still air. As a means of measurement thermocouples were applied to
various points of the generator under test. Through the kindness of
Dr. E. G. Lunn, of the Naval Research Laboratory, a number of group
thermocouples were made up for use with a standard Leeds and
Northrup temperature bridge. Each group consisted of six elements in
series, each element being made of No. 28 iron and constantan wire.
The cold junctions were in glass tubes to permit use of ice in thermos
bottles to fix temperature at cold junction. The apparatus for use in
flight is shown in Figs. 1, 2, and 3 as installed in a standard 02-U land
plane.

A generator selected for test was given a run in the laboratory at
three values of loading during which temperature was recorded as
shown in Figs. 4, 5, and 6. The generator was then installed on plane
and temperature runs made in flight with the same load conditions, as
indicated on Figs. 7, 8, and 9.

To review briefly the physical conditions which govern temperature
rise and heat emission, heat develops in the structure of a generator at
various points in proportion to the losses. These may be !2R losses in
the windings of the armature and field, or a result of eddy currents,

* Dewey decimal classification: 621.313.23. Original manuscript received
by the Institute, October 7, 1929.
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Fig. 1-View down into cockpit showing temperature bridge, instruments, and
switching arrangement.

Fig. 2-Generator mounted on upper wing showing leads to thermocouples.
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hysteresis, losses in the iron core, friction losses, etc. From the point of
formation, the heat flows toward the surface of emission following the
laws of conduction and is there emitted. The temperature gradient
between the points of heat generation and the emitting surfaces is
proportional to the length of the path, the conductivity of the ma-
terial, and is inversely proportional to the cross section of the path.

At the surface the heat is emitted in three ways. A certain amount
passes by conduction to the supports of the machine. A certain other

Fig. 3.-Rheostats for generator load.

amount passes directly to surrounding bodies by radiation. This is
proportional to the difference in fourth powers of the absolute tempera-
tures of the heat emitting and the heat receiving bodies. It is inde-
pendent of the temperature of intervening air, but varies greatly with
the nature of the heat emitting surface. A certain other amount of
heat is taken up by convection in warming the air which comes in
contact with heat emitting body. Dr. Langmuir' has shown that in
still air the emission by convection about equals the heat flow, which
would be occasioned through an air film 4.3 mm in thickness by the
temperature difference between hot body and the cooling air. The

1 Laws of heat transmission in electrical machinery, Trans. A.I.E.E., XXXII,
301.
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emission by convection is probably independent of the nature of the
emitting surface.

The heat given out in these three ways comprises the total emission,
and is related to the dimensions of the cooling body by Newton's well-
known law of emissivity, which may be stated as follows:

Where:
T =Tf'-Tre-(Calmh)e.

T =temperature at any time
Tf = final temperature
Tr= temperature rise
e = naperian base
a = area of emitting surface

m = mass
h =specific heat of material
t =time

C = constant of emissivity

(1)

When final temperature is reached a state of equilibrium exists, in
which the heat emitted equals the heat supplied from losses.

CaT,=W

Ca

or

(2)

An attempt has been made to apply this theory to the experimental
curves here given with a view to establishing constants for the pre-
determination of temperature rise. In making the preliminary attempt
several assumptions are made.

(a) Owing to the small mass the temperature rise in test gener-
ator will be relatively fast.
(b) Owing to the small dimensions, the temperature gradient be-
tween internal points and surface, as equilibrium is approached,
will be relatively small.
(c) Under flight conditions the very intense convection will take
up the greater part of the emission. The heat transferred by
conduction will be small as the mass and conductivity of gener-
ator supports are small.

Considering the generator under test as a cylinder omitting the
stream line tail piece, dimensions were found as follows: weight in
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pounds, 18.75; weight in grams, 8500.; area in square inches, 161.9;
area in square cm, 1042. Using these values in (1) and using the
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temperature limits as observed in Fig. 4 a value of C was determined
as 0.0287. Using this value computed values were found as shown by
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circles in Figs. 4, 5, and 6. The close agreement with the observed
curves is obvious.

Equation (2) indicates means of estimating the final temperature
which generator will reach at which heat emitted equals the heat
generated by losses. By means of a transmission dynamometer, the
overall efficiency and losses in the machine were determined.

A -C armature
Losses in Watts 6 -ampere load

18.

5 -ampere load

12.5
4 -ampere load

8.
Friction and windage 28.8
Brush friction 18.
Field loss

Copper 26.
Iron 44.

Exciter arm 3.2 120 120 120

Total watts lost 138 132.5 128
Total gram cal. per minute 1980 1915. 1835

One watt is equivalent to 14.33 gram calories per minute. The
specific heat of generator is taken as 0.1. Temperatures are in degrees C.
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50 60

Weight is used for mass, and constants found should be interpreted
accordingly.

Final Temp. rise 6 -ampere load 5 -ampere load 4 -ampere load
For still air computed from

equation (2) 66 deg. 64 deg. 64 deg.
Observed, Figs. 4, 5, and 6 46 " 45 " 46

The calculated final temperatures resulting
higher than the observed curves of Figs. 4,
However, a value of 0.04 for C when used in
measured gives a final temperature which
observed data.

by this procedure were
5, and 6 would indicate.
(2) with losses as above
agrees closely with the
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Extending this method to observations on several other ma-
chines, both in still air and in flight, average values for emissivity
constant were found as follows: in still air, 0.033; in flight, 0.0925.
It is found that both rising and final temperatures agree with the com-
puted temperatures derived from these constants within about 20
per cent, sometimes much closer.

Several unusual features affect the rating of wind -driven aircraft
radio generators. The load during transmission of radio code is inter-
mittent as the key is open about 1/3 of the time even during sending.
The periods of use in aircraft service are short, a 10 -minute message
being a rather long one. The temperature of surrounding air normally

30
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CALCULATED -0- -0- -C-

ESTIMATED 114.41. TEMP

20 30 40 50 60 10 80
TIME - MINUTES

Fig. 7

decreases with the altitude of the plane at about 2 deg. per 1000 ft.
All these conditions are favorable. Against this is the effect of the
reduction in atmospheric pressure on cooling conditions. At first
this might seem important since the cooling effect of rarified air is
materially reduced, a fact which is taken account of by builders of
stationary machines which are to be used at high altitudes.2 It must
be remembered, however, that wind -driven aircraft generators are
usually mounted in the direct blast from the slip stream of the main
propellers. As the air becomes rarified as a result of increasing alti-
tude, the driving propeller of the plane turns faster, forcing a greater
volume of air past the wings. While the volume is greater the mass
tends to remain constant, for it is the action of the mass of air passing
the wings which keeps the plane up. The cooling effect on the generator

2 Carl Fechheimer, Trans. A.I.E.E., p. 124, February, 1926.
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is also proportional to the mass of air, and as long as sufficient air is
passed to keep the plane in flight the cooling cannot be seriously de-
creased. This is a different condition from that which prevails when
a stationary generator at high altitude is cooled by exhaust fans.
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Fig. 8

Then the volume of air driven through ducts tends to remain con-
stant, while the mass diminishes.

As a conclusion, from the preceding work it seems evident that
the cooling of aircraft wind -driven generators in flight is about three
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times as great as it is in still air. Because of this and the favorable
conditions of operation just cited, it is believed that in the past such
generators have been consistently underrated. One point, however
must be taken into consideration. It is evident from Fig. 7 showing
temperature measurements in flight that there was a sudden rise
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of temperature immediately after the plane landed. This accom-
plished the sudden stoppage of forced cooling, which permitted a
momentary increase in temperature of 30 per cent over that prevailing
during flight. A similar momentary rise in temperature also takes
place in the adjacent motor of the plane, which may have some re-
action on the generator. Though of short duration, the effect must be
taken into account.

It is desired to acknowledge the valuable cooperation of Assistant
Radio Inspector A. H. Johnson, of the Naval Research Laboratory,
who made the installations and took the measurements in flight.
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APPLYING THE RADIO RANGE TO THE AIRWAYS*

BY
F. G. KEARt AND W. E. JACKSONt

(tBureau of Standards, Washington, D. C.; :Bureau of Lighthouses, Washington, D. C.)

Summary-In pursuance of the program of radio aids to flight undertaken by
the Department of Commerce, experimental and installation work has progressed
in the application of the radio range (directive radiobeacon) along the airways.
To date, only the aural type has been put into routine daily operation, and it is the
only type of beacon considered in this paper, which discusses methods of adjusting
the space pattern of the beacon system in order that the courses may align with the
fixed airways. These beacons also need to be readily distinguished from one another,
and so designed that a minimum of interference is met.

By using a vertical wire antenna in addition to the loop antennas and varying
the relative power in the two loop antennas it was found possible to secure practically
any array of courses desired. The radio ranges at Hadley Field, N. .1., and Belle-
fonte, Pa., were employed in the experimental work with excellent results. The
field -intensity measurements made gave space patterns which checked very well
with the theoretical patterns for such antenna systems.

Careful spacing of the radio ranges within the frequency band, as well as
distinctive coding of each beacon, solved the problem of interference.

In selecting the proper coding for the beacons a study of the physiological effects
of various sound groups was made, and the final coding chosen was such as to give
a signal of equal time duration on each side of the course. The signals still
interlock to give the customary long dash when on the course.

The technique of applying these modifications was developed to the point where
the adjustments could be made by the installation crew in the field without the aid
of an engineer.

INTRODUCTION

e I HE aural type of radio range' was installed by the Depart-
ment of Commerce at Hadley Field, N. J., Bellefonte, Pa., and
Cleveland, Ohio, in 1927 and 1928. After the first tests, it be-

came necessary to adjust the beacon system in order to make the
courses provided coincide with the fixed airways. The original aural
type radio range established an equisignal zone of about 3 deg. width
extending in a straight line through the beacon approximately 100
miles either way. Another equisignal zone, at right angles thereto,
approximately 12 deg. in width, was also present, but on account of

'Dewey decimal classification: R526.1. Original manuscript received by the
Institute, October 7, 1929. Publication approved by the Director of the Bureau
of Standards of the U. S. Department of Commerce. To be published in a forth-
coming issue of the Bureau of Standards Journal of Research.

F1 F. H. Engel and F. W. Dunmore, "A directive type of radio beacon and its
application to navigation," Scientific Paper, Bureau of Standards No. 400, Jan-
uary,1924. Murphy and Wolfe, "Stationary and rotating equisignal beacons, "Jour.
S.A.E., 19, 209; September,1926. J.H. Dellinger and Haraden Pratt, "Development
of radio aids to air navigation," PROC. I. R. E., 16, 890; July, 1928.
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its excessive width was not usable. An airway extending 200 miles
in a straight line with a field at its center is a situation seldom encoun-
tered. The use of lower power beacons at more frequent intervals,
and between fields, might solve this difficulty, but would raise prob-
lems of interference and economy. In the actual use of -the beacons
along the airways the following problems had to be solved.

(a) Interference had to be kept to a minimum in order to prevent
confusion.

(b) The course outlined had to be easily recognizable so that a slight
deviation might be noticed.

(c) Radio ranges had to be so designed that they could be located
at bends in the airway route; that is, the course given by the
beacon must not be a straight line through the beacon but
an obtuse angle of controllable magnitude. Furthermore,
both.legs of the angle must be capable of simultaneous opera-
tion in order to accommodate increasing air traffic.

(d) Finally, it was necessary to service more than one course
from a single radio range, a further development of the pre-
vious idea. Terminals in larger cities have many air routes
entering, and each of these routes should be outlined by a
beacon course. Since it would not be economically possible
to install a separate beacon for each route the previous system
had to be modified, to accommodate multiple routes.

These conditions have all been satisfied on the radio range system
as now in use on the airways, if the number of courses to be served
does not exceed four. The purpose of this paper is to give a detailed
account of the means employed to meet these conditions.

I. INTERFERENCE BETWEEN RADIO RANGES

Two methods have been successfully adopted to differentiate be-
tween radio ranges. The first method was to allocate different fre-
quencies in the band from 285 to 315 kc to each radio range. Partic-
ular care was taken to separate adjacent beacon frequencies as much
as could consistently be done in the limited available frequency range.
In no case were adjacent radio range station frequencies selected
closer than 8 kc. When utilizing the ordinary aircraft receiver using
two stages of shield -grid tube, radio -frequency amplification, detector
and two stages audio with a 6 -ft. rod antenna, it was possible to tune
in either a beacon 100 miles ahead or 100 miles behind, when both
were operating simultaneously on frequencies separated by 8 kc.
The average power output from a beacon installation is 2 kw.

The second method used to eliminate possible confusion between
radio ranges was to establish a system of distinctive code signals.
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The signals of necessity had to be such that they interlocked and gave
the resulting long dash when on the course. The first group of signals
adopted were (-. and .-); (-.- and .. ); (-..- and . . . ) ;
and (- - and .. ); two characteristic signals being required for
each interlocking radio range. Results showed that radio ranges using
the -. and . - characteristics gave very distinctive courses. However,
when the characters -. - and .. were used as interlocking signals,
a peculiar physiological offset was observed. Tests indicated that the

Fig. 3-Theoretical field -intensity pattern of a single phantom loop antenna
without the use of a vertical antenna.

course was apparently bent slightly in an S shape. In reality, field-
strength measurements proved the course to be straight. When
close to the range and on the course as indicated by field -intensity
measurement, the character -.- would apparently predominate,
causing the pilot to bear toward the . . side of the course. When at
approximately 100 miles from the range, tests indicated that the
.. character would predominate while on the course, thus causing
the pilot to compensate for this effect by flying on the -.- side of
the course. As a result the pilot does not fly on the true course but
flies on a curved course which does not coincide with the airway.

In order to eliminate this confusing effect it was found necessary
to use characteristics that had equal time durations and were the in-
verse of each other. This plan was adopted since the -. and .- were
found to give such excellent results. The characteristics chosen were
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(-. . and . .-); (-. . and .. .-). These have been used for some
time and have eliminated difficulties encountered with dissymmetrical
arrangements, but are not favored by the pilot.

Recently the Airways Division changed signals to -. and .- com-
binations, transmitted in groups of 2 to 12 signals per cycle. By count-
ing the number of signals the station may be identified, this system
being similar to a clock tolling the hour. In addition, beacons are
identified by station announcement every 15 minutes.

Fig. 3a-Observed field -intensity pattern of a single phantom loop antenna
without the use of a vertical antenna.

II. ALIGNMENT OF COURSES WITH AIRWAYS

It has long been appreciated that a limitation of the radio range in
its early form has been the fact that the four courses emanating from
a single radio range have been at fixed angles of 90 deg. to each other.
It is obvious that such an arrangement could serve only one course
at a time situated at an airport except where by rare coincidence two
courses extended at 90 deg. or 180 deg. fron an airport. In order to
make at least two of the four available courses useful, the radiobeacon
installations could be situated half -way between points on the straight
airways at distances of approximately 200 miles. This would make it
possible to use two of the four courses, and at the same time to reduce
the angular width of the equisignal zone since the two courses were
displaced 180 deg. This is accomplished by increasing the angle be-
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tween the two primary coils of the goniometer to about 120 deg.
instead of 90 deg. See Fig. 4. Some installations of this type were
made along the Transcontinental Airway.

Placing radio ranges in this manner has one particularly annoying
feature in that the course is usually broadest where it should be nar-
rowest. To make this statement clear, it should first be understood
that an equisignal course is a true angular function, i.e., directly over

COURSE

12'

Fig. 4-Observed field -intensity patterns of each phantom loop antenna energized
separately; goniometer primaries set at 120 deg.

the center of the loop antenna the courses have an infinitesimal width,
and gradually the width increases to approximately 6 miles at a hun-
dred mile distance from the radio range. When a pilot flies from a point
at a distance from the radio range, it is evident that his course gradually
becomes sharp and narrower as he approaches the beacon installation,
and if he keeps on his course it will take him directly over the radio
tower. This feature alone is one of paramount importance and cannot
be neglected, since experience has shown that when the radio range is
located adjacent to the terminal airport, pilots are able to locate the
airport and make safe landings when conditions are such that they
would otherwise be unable to find the terminal airport. Hence, when
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a radiobeacon is located at a terminal airport there are two very dis-
tinct advantages: first, the course becomes narrower as the pilot
approaches the beacon; secondly, the beacon informs the pilot defi-
nitely when he has passed over the tower. Therefore, it practically
fixes a point in space directly over the antennas. It is apparent that
such a point in space would be of unquestionable value if located
adjacent to a terminal airport instead of halfway between two air-

COup5c

Fig. 4a-Theoretical field -intensity patterns of each phantom loop antenna
energized separately; goniometer primaries set at 120 deg.

ports. It was with these particular features in mind that the problem
of fitting radio ranges to the airways was attacked.

Two fundamental schemes have been developed which permit
the use of two fixed courses displaced at any angle varying between
45 deg. and 180 deg. Courses emanating at angles less than 45 deg.
cannot practically be serviced with one installation, because an ex-
cessive decrease in power results from such an attempt.

Method Used for Courses Emanating at Angles between 45 Deg.
and 135 Deg. The method used to serve courses emanating from
an airport at angles varying between 45 deg. and 135 deg. is as follows:
a non -inductive resistance is inserted in the link circuit in series with
oneof the goniometer primaries. This reduces the power in one phantom
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loop antenna' while the power in the other phantom loop antenna is
left unaffected. By varying the ratio of power in the two phantom
loop antennas by means of resistance the courses may be made to
shift from their normal 90 -deg. displacement to any angle between
45 deg. and 135 deg. See Fig. 5. It should be carefully noted that this
variation depends upon several variables including loop antenna
resistance, mutual induction between primary and secondary of goni-

Fig. 5-Observed field -intensity patterns of each phantom loop antenna with
32 ohms resistance inserted in series with one goniometer primary; goniom-
eter primaries set at 90 deg.

ometer, and power factor of link circuits. These should be taken care
of jointly in each particular installation.

Method Used for Courses Emanating at Angles between 135 Deg.
and 180 Deg. The normal polar pattern of crossed loop antennas is
a pair of figures -of -eight at 90 deg. This gives four equisignal zones
which are referred to as "courses" in beacon terminology. See Fig. 6.
In order to increase the sharpness of the course the goniometer
primaries are frequently set at 120 deg. instead of 90 deg. This gives

2 A phantom loop antenna is the resultant figure -of -eight space pattern
occurring when both loop antennas are coupled to one goniometer primary.
The angular relation of the phantom loop antennas is the same as that of the
goniometer primaries. For a further treatment of this subject see Murphy and
Wolfe, "Stationary and rotating equisignal beacons," Jour. S. A. E., 19, 209;
Sept., 1926.
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four courses, two of which are about 3 deg. wide, while the remain-
ing two are 12 deg. wide. See Fig. 4.

If a vertical wire is now permitted to radiate in time phase with
the radiation from the phantom loop antenna the field -intensity pattern
will be distorted as shown in Figs. 7 and 8. It will be noted that two
lobes diminish and two increase. This changes the relative position
of the equisignal zones so that the course approaching the beacon is
no longer 180 deg. from the one leaving. The amount of this shift

Fig. 5a-Theoretical field -intensity patterns of each phantom loop antenna with
32 ohms resistance inserted in series with one goniometer pnmary; goniom-
eter primaries set at 90 deg.

may be controlled by adjusting the magnitude of the current in the
vertical wire. This shift is limited only by the disappearance of two of
the lobes,' forming two cardioid patterns at right angles, thus giving
two equisignal zones displaced 180 deg. instead of four displaced at
various angles.

It has previously been mentioned that in the original beacon system
the goniometer primaries were set at an angle of 120 deg. to secure
a narrow course. When means are employed to bend the course, this
is not advisable. There is danger of one lobe shrinking so far that it
intersects the adjacent lobe on the wrong portion of its contour. This
will be apparent from Fig. 9. Four courses are present so far as the
ear can detect, but as the lobe decreases the course will no longer

3 E. Z. Stowell, "A unidirectional radio beacon for aircraft," Bureau of
Standards Journal of Research, December, 1928.
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shift properly. Furthermore, the course at this intersection is not
sharp enough to be used. In order to prevent this in beacon installa-
tions the primaries are frequently set at 90 deg. when the courses are
to be bent.

III. APPLICATION OF THEORY

Having decided upon a method for aligning the courses of the radio
range with the airways, the next problem was to develop a means of

Fig. 6-Theoretical field -intensity patterns of each phantom loop antenna ener-
gized separately; goniometer primaries set at 90 deg.

applying it to the beacon installations. The radio ranges at Hadley
Field, New Brunswick, N. J., and Bellefonte, Pa., were selected for
these tests.

The airway route through Bellefonte has a 14 -deg. bend at Belle-
fonte, and consequently, the antenna effect method was employed.

A vertical wire antenna was installed on the radio range tower and
this was tuned to resonance by a suitable series inductance. The
circuit was of sufficiently high resistance to have a broad resonance
curve.
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The antenna was at first excited by coupling it to the master oscil-
lator. The results from this were poor, and analysis showed that a
pronounced phase shift occurred between the master oscillator and the
goniometer, due to the particular coupling circuits employed. To
eliminate this, a coupling coil was inserted in the common goniometer
primary circuit, and the antenna coupled to this. This resulted in
excellent control of the amount of shift, displacements of 28 deg.

Fig. 6a-Observed field -intensity patterns of each phantom loop antenna ener-
gized separately; goniometer primaries set at 90 deg.

being readily obtainable. The goniometer primaries were set at 90
deg. for this work.

The final adjustment of antenna current was made by controlling
the degree of the antenna coupling. It is necessary that the antenna
be in tune to prevent dephasing; consequently, detuning will not
accomplish the desired result.

It was also necessary to have an accurate knowledge of the amount
of shift, in order that the course might be properly oriented. For
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Fig. 7-Observed field -intensity pattern of one phantom loop antenna and
vertical antenna energized simultaneously.

first adjustments a receiving set using a six-foot vertical antenna was
mounted in a truck and driven around the loops at a distance of about
100 yards from the base of the tower. Readings were very sharp at

Fig. 7a-Theoretical field -intensity pattern of one phantom loop and
vertical antenna energized simultaneously.
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this distance and the 14 -deg. bend was easily checked. By locating
landmarks from compass bearings it was possible to align the course
with the airways.

In order to secure the observed field -intensity patterns shown, the
same receiving set was employed with its vertical pole antenna. The
output was connected to a calibrated thermoelement and the signal
intensity adjusted to keep the tubes under saturation at all times.
In employing the vertical wire antenna for distorting the pattern the

Coo RSE-

Fig. 8-Observed field -intensity patterns of each phantom loop antenna and
vertical antenna energized separately; goniometer primaries set at 60 deg.

receiving set was stationary and the goniometer rotated through 360
deg. With the series resistance method, the set was moved around the
beacon tower.

Discrepancies between observed and theoretical patterns are due
chiefly to phase shift between the loop antenna currents and the
vertical wire antenna current.

For a further check the truck was taken to Snowshoe Junction to
the west and to Aaronsburg to the east. (These are, respectively,
ten and twenty miles from the radio range). The readings here checked
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with those taken at the beacon tower to within half a degree, which
is well within the accuracy of measurement. As a final check, the course
was flown again, and once more the readings checked those
taken at the beacon. From this and from data secured on later occa-
sions, it was decided that an accuracy of 1 deg. could be expected from
measurements made at the beacon tower, in spite of the predominating
induction field.

Fig. 8a-Theoretical field -intensity patterns of each phantom loop antenna and
vertical antenna energized separately; goniometer primaries set at 60 deg.

Hadley Field, besides being the eastern terminus of the Trans-
continental Airway, has two other air lines entering it. Hartford to
the north, and Washington to the south, need to be served by the same
radio range. Washington and Hartford lie in a straight line through
Hadley Field, but the course to the west is not at 90 deg. to these.
This presented an opportunityto usethe first method described, namely
that of inserting resistance in the link circuit of one of the goniometer
primaries, which, as before explained, shifts the 90 -deg. courses.

With the current in one goniometer primary approximately one-
half the value of the other, the courses were shifted the desired amount.

Here also it was found desirable to adjust the goniometer primaries
to 90 deg. in order that the courses might be of equal power. This
change in relative field intensity of the two phantom loops has another
advantageous effect in that it sharpens the course to a considerable
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degree. By referring to Fig. 5 it will be seen that since the intersection
of the smaller figure -of -eight comes at the point of rapid change of
the large figure -of -eight, the resulting course is quite sharp. By
measurement the courses have been found to be approximately 3 deg.
wide. This is much sharper than the usual course resulting from a 90 -
deg. separation of the goniometer primaries.

The courses were checked here in a manner similar to that used at
Bellefonte.

Fig. 9-Result of incorrect time phase of vertical antenna.

Another modification of the system is possible. When using a
vertical wire antenna it may be keyed by a relay in the same circuit
as the one goniometer primary. The result of this will be to affect
only one phantom loop and thus shift both the 90 -deg. and the 180 -deg.
courses.

With these three means at hand it becomes a relatively simple
matter to satisfy almost any requirement where the number of courses
to be served does not exceed three, and also a great number of four -
course air terminals. The adjustments are not so critical as to be un-
stable, and once made remain indefinitely. Very little extra apparatus
is required and the maintenance is not difficult. All the requirements
for the aural type of radio range, as listed in the early part of this
paper, are therefore fulfilled.
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EFFECT OF FLIGHT ON HEARING*

BY

C. B. MIEICK
(Naval Research Laboratory, Bellevue, Anacostia, D. C.)

Summary-The unusual conditions imposed by flight on the sense of hearing
are stated, showing the need of audiometric study. After brief review of the theory
of the audiometer, data are submitted covering: (a) fatigue as indicated by measure-
ments before and after flight, (b) fatigue as indicated by measurements taken during
flight, (c) initial impairment coincident with flight, (d) group measurements of
fliers and non -fliers as a test for permanent impairment. The results are discussed
with particular view to their bearing on aircraft radio operation.

OF the senses engaged in flying probably none is subjected to
more unusual conditions than that of hearing. The ears re-
ceive during flight a continuous and intense bombardment of

complex sound caused by the motor exhaust, propeller, and wind ncises.
There are also changes of pressure and temperature of greater range
and rapidity than are usually encountered elsewhere. Because of
these conditions, conversation can he carried on in a closed cabin
plane with greatest difficulty only, while in an open cockpit during
normal flight it becomes utterly impossible.

This condition was early recognized as a dominant factor in the
use of radio in airplanes, and it was at first doubted if such use was
possible except with visible means of reception. However, by employ-
ing special telephones and protective covering to the ears, remarkable
success has been attained in spite of the highly adverse conditions.

In addition to the initial reduction in efficiency of the flight radio
operator due to flight conditions, there is a cumulative effect due to
fatigue as evidenced by the temporary deafness of fliers noticeable
immediately after flight. It was suggested after the memorable trans-
atlantic flight of Commander Byrd that one reason for the ineffec-
tiveness of the radio during the last critical hours of this flight was
the result of this fatigue over a long period.

As this subject appeared to be one of immediate practical impor-
tance, as well as of some scientific interest, an investigation was under-
taken by the United States Naval Research Laboratory beginning in
July, 1927. This work was authorized by the Bureau of Medicine and
Surgery, and carried out at the Anacostia Naval Air Station.

The tool for making the study was available in the form of a stan-
dard Western Electric audiometer. This instrument is based on re-

* Dewey decimal classification: R529. Original manuscript received by
the Institute, October 28, 1929.
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search work of the Bell Telephone Laboratories which is covered in a
comprehensive paper by Harvey Fletcher.' In order to make the
results here presented more easily interpreted by those unfamiliar
with this instrument, a brief outline of the underlying theory is of-
fered.
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(a) 11/7/27; before.
(b) 11/8/27; before.
(c) 11/9/27; before.
(d) 11/9/27; after. Time, 40 min. Plane, D. H. Motor, Liberty. Position,

front cockpit. Altitude max., 3000. Altitude avg., 2500. Motor speed, 1400.
(e) 11/9/27; after. Time, .2 hr. 20 min. Plane, D. H. Motor, Liberty.

Position, front cockpit. Altitude max., 8000. Altitude avg., 7500. Motor
speed, 1300.

F,CqUenCy

Fig. 1

A pure sound has two qualities or dimensions which lend them-
selves readily to quantitative measurement, namely amplitude and
frequency. This suggests a plain figure or area to represent such meas-
urements. Experiment determines the limit of frequency to which
the normal ear will respond as from 16 to 16,000 cycles per second.
Likewise the maximum limits of intensity which lie in the mid fre-

1 Jour. Franklin Institute, 196, 289, 1923.
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quency region, when measured in dynes r.m.s. pressure on the ear
drum, fall between 0.001 and 10,000 dynes. This fixes the limiting
dimensions of the area of hearing.

The scale for such dimensions is next determined. From observa-
tion of the least discernible increment which the ear can detect, it

li 64 at 1St 1/4. u411 .10.16

r1.1.4.11.11cy

(a) 11/14/27; before.
(b) 11/16/27; after. Time, 1 hr. 50 min. Plane, 02B2. Motor, Liberty.

Position in plane, rear cockpit. Altitude max., 1600. Altitude avg., 1500. Motor
speed, 1500 R P M.

(c) 11/16/27; before.

Fig. 2

develops that such increments are not constant, but increase loga-
rithmically both for frequency and intensity. It is convenient to
choose for the intensity scale a unit which is twenty times the
common logarithm of the approximate ratio of least discernible
increments in the r.m.s. pressure on the ear drum. This unit is the
same as the decibel. For the frequency scale the logarithm of the

too_
one hundredth root of two (V2) is chosen. The area of audible sound
plotted in this fashion has a maximum amplitude dimension at 1000
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cycles per second of 270 increments, and a maximum frequency di-
mension near the one dyne pressure level of 1300 increments.

The entire area represents a total of some 300,000 sounds or sensa-
tion units, each differing from all the others in either frequency or
intensity. This is the sensation unit which is the basis of the audio-
metric chart used with the audiometer.
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(a) 9/13/28; before.
(b) 9/13/28; after. Time, 1 hr. 15 min. Plane, V01. Motor, Whirlwind

(J5). Position in plane, rear cockpit. Altitude avg., 4500. Altitude max.,
5000. Motor speed, 1700.

(c) 7/18/29; after. Time, 7 hr. 20 min. Plane, T4M1. Motor, Pratt
Whitney. Position in plane, radiocompass. Altitude max., 5000. Altitude
avg., 3000.

Fig. 3

The audiometer itself consists of a vacuum -tube oscillator for pro-
ducing sounds of different frequency, an attenuator for reducing such
sounds, and a telephone through which they are applied to one ear
of the person whose hearing is to be investigated. The frequency at
which the instrument operates is not continuously variable, but changes
by multiples of two from 32 cycles to 8192 cycles per second. The
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attenuator scale, modified for each frequency, reads directly in sensa-
tion units. In use, the attenuator is set for the weakest sound which
the subject can hear. The scale then reads loss of hearing in sensation
units at that frequency. Dividing by the total number of sensation
units discernible to the normal ear at said frequency gives the loss of
hearing in percentage .
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Fig. 4

mai Flea,

(a) Average, before 9/12/28; 9/14/28; 9/25/28; 9/28/28.
(b) 9/10/28; after.
(c) 9/14/28; after. Time, 1 hr. 30 mina Plane, Vol. Motor, Whirlwind -J5.

Position, rear cockpit. Altitude max., 5000. Altitude avg., 5000. Motor speed,
1800.

(d) 9/25/28; after. Time, 50 min. Plane VOI. Motor, Whirlwind -J5.
Position, rear cockpit. Altitude max., 5000. Altitude avg., 3000. Motor speed,
1750.

It was first undertaken to determine the effect of fatigue by taking
measurements before and after flying. The measurements before
flight were repeated on several days to check accuracy of procedure
and magnitude of variations due to causes other than flight fatigue.
The results of such preliminary measurements are shown in separate
dotted lines of Figs. 1 to 6, except that to avoid confusion the dotted
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line in Fig. 4 is the average of four separate measurements which
fell close together.

Each of the subjects for Figs. 1, 2, 3, and 4 had flown for a period of
years with total flight time approaching or in excess of 1000 hours,
and each has fairly normal hearing. Case one is for a pilot, while the
other three are aircraft radio operators of exceptional experience and

Fvaquency

(a) 9/17/28; before.
(b) 9/17/28; after. Time, 45 min. Plane, Vol. Motor, Whirlwind.

Position, rear cockpit. Altitude max., 5000. Altitude avg., 5000.

rreq *tray

Fig. 5

ability. Figs. 5 and 6 are given to show effect of flight where hearing
is abnormal. These cases were for observers who had done intermittent
flying for a period of years, but with less total flight time than any of
the first four. There is no direct evidence that the defects of hearing
in either of these cases are in any way due to flying. Fig. 7 shows the
results of measurements taken during actual flight to determine the
initial loss of hearing due to flight conditions as well as the cumulative
effect. Fig. 9 is the result of measurements of two groups, one consist-
ing of 22 men whose duties require regular flights of at least four hours
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per month, while the other includes 45 men whose duties require no
flying. They have, therefore, flown only occasionally if at all. The
purpose of this part of the survey was to determine whether or not
flying produced any permanent effect on hearing.

In discussing the results, it may first of all be noted that the method
of measurement before and after flight, as shown in Figs. 1, 2, 3 and

166 5n lots soar 4.1. 116/
Fritquenci

II It 14 111 154 611 14.16 1641 4646 5410
Frequency

Fig. 6
(a) 9/29/27; before.
(b) 9/30/27; before.
(c) 9/30/27; after. Time, 30 min. Altitude, 8000.

4, gives definite evidence of fatigue, though it varies widely with the
individual. On the other hand, method of measurement at successive
periods during a long continued flight, as shown in Figs. 7 and 8,
shows no evidence of fatigue. This might seem a direct conflict. How-
ever, in the first case the measurements were made on a single pure
tone in a quiet room, while in the second case the measurements are
at a high intensity level, in the presence of strong interference or
masking. Putting it another way, the ground measurements deal
with only the lower edge of the hearing area previously referred to,
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22 Fliers 45 Non Fliers

Hearing Loss Per cent Frequencies
Right ear

(a) Fliers
(b) Non -fliers

Left EarEar
(a) Fliers
(b) Non -fliers

64 128 256 512 1024 2048 4096

8.6 6.4 8.85 11.7 9.6 12.15 26.2
10.9 10. 11.7 11.9 7. 8.5 17.05

5.9 7. 7.75 10.8 8.6 14.2 25.5
12.9 8.7 9.8 11.35 7. 9.5 16.15

8192 Avg.

22. 13.19
15.7 11.59
diff. 1.60

21. 12.59
12.95 11.04
cliff. 1.55
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while the flight measurements deal with a region well up toward the
middle. There is evidently, then, a wide difference between the condi-
tions under which the measurements are taken, and the conception that
fatigue might be evident in one case and not in the other is not un-
tenable.

It is the second set of measurements, however, that are of the most
practical importance from the standpoint of aircraft radio comunica-
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tion, as these represent the actual conditions under which the operator
works; therefore, the evidence that the subject of this test had lost
none of his ability to hear signals after eight hours continuous flight
is considered of great interest. Again the personal equation must be
considered. The subject for this test was the same as for test of Fig. 4,
and the record in that case also shows no fatigue, except the loss at
500 cycles shown on curve (c), which is doubted, as there may have
been outside interference when this point was taken.

Another condition bearing on this case is that during the flight
measurements the subject was in the radio space of a bombing plane
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and was much better protected against flight noises than had he been
in an open cockpit, as were the subjects during most of the other
measurements. But these are the conditions which the radio opera-
tor on a long flight would be most apt to have.

Weighing all the evidence here presented, it seems doubtful that
flight noises alone will produce any cumulative action which would
effect the efficiency of a radio operator during even the longest flights.
However, there is still a possibility that such a cumulative effect may
result indirectly from the abnormally loud signals required in the
telephones to get through the masking of flight noises. It has been
noted that a voltage of 4 to 1 volt at telephones is required to be audible
in flight, and that during flight such a signal is barely audible, while a
signal of equal strength on the ground seems almost intolerably loud
to the normal ear. One of the experience_d operators used as a subject
during these tests remarked that he did not experience the buzzing
sensations and deafness after flight that he had previously noticed
after flights during which he had handled radio traffic almost contin-
uously. In addition to outside signals, his set would naturally be ad-
justed so that he could hear himself send on his own transmitter, which
was of a type confined to output on a single audible frequency. It is
then suggested that continued exposure to still more intense sound
confined to a single frequency may produce serious cumulative fa-
tigue, though a complex sound covering much of the soundspectrum
does not. This point is not covered by experimental work here re-
ported, and therefore remains for future investigation.

It is further to be noted that there is no evidence in Figs. 1 to 4
that fatigue is noticeably intensified at any particular frequency.
Neither is one conscious of any excessively pronounced pitch when
listening to the flight noises. Though the audiometer does not permit
measurement at all frequencies, but only at multiples of one particular
frequency, it explores enough of the total area of audition so that the
possibility that fatigue at any particular frequency could have ex-
isted without detection seems remote.

Figs. 5 and 6 were taken to show the effect of flight on an abnormal
ear. Fig. 5 is in line with those preceding it in that such change as is
shown in the measurements taken after flight is in the nature of a loss
of hearing. Fig. 6, however, is unique in that the right ear showed a
marked gain after a short flight at high altitude, though the gain is
not apparent in measurements of the left ear. This subject is known
to have a catarrhal condition of his right ear such as would very possibly
produce stoppage of the eustachian tube. It is suggested that the
rapid pressure variation due to the quick change in altitude may have
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cleared up this stoppage in much the same way that a physician would
have done by catheterizing the ear, which might well account for the
gain indicated. This case may throw some light on the claims some-
times advanced in the press of "cures" of deafness produced by flying.

Passing to the question of initial impairment of hearing under
flight conditions, irrespective of fatigue, Figs. 7 and 8 yield interesting
information. The subject for this test was chosen because of his
unusually normal hearing, which averaged for all frequencies prac-
tically 100 per cent. This is indicated on the charts for each frequency
by the dotted lines. The loss in sensation units during flight is shown
by the solid lines, while the average percentage loss of hearing is given
in Table I.

AVERAGE PERCENTAGE
Frequency

TABLE I
Loss oF HEARING DURING FLIGHT FROM FIGURES 7 AND 8

Right Ear Left Ear

64 46.6 56.4

128 42.5 46.

256 41.4 42.4

512 43.4 48.5
1024 37.6 32.3

2048 33.3 26.

4096 23. 14.5

8192 23.4 5.6

Average 36.4 33.9
Average both ears. 35.1

This shows that a normal operator during flight is equivalent in
aural efficiency to a man on the ground who has lost about one third of
his hearing. That is, one third the total number of sounds making up
the sensation area for the normal ear are inaudible to him. It further
indicates that the loss diminishes as the frequency increases. This is
in line with some of the work on masking? It immediately suggests
itself that a gain might result if radio communication in flight were
carried on at a high audible frequency. However, the normal ear is
most sensitive to pitches around 1000 cycles per second, and falls
off for frequencies both above and below this point.

Therefore, though the loss percentage at higher frequency may be
less, the efficiency at lower frequency may remain greater. In any
event code reception in planes is usually by continuous wave where the
pitch of the received note is under the ready control of the operator.
Therefore, he naturally makes the selection of pitch which best suits
the conditions and his individual ear. For telephone communication,
of course, no selection of audible frequency is possible.

Considerable irregularity in measurements is indicated in Figs.
7 and 8, particularly during the early part of the record. This may have

2 H. L. Wegal and C. E. Lane, "Auditory Masking and Dynamics of the
Inner Ear," Phys. Rev., February 1924; Proc., American Physical Society, April,
1923.
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been due to variation of flight noises with change of engine speed and
other conditions of flight, or it may have resulted from lack of exper-
ience in taking audiometric measurements under flight conditions.
As the subject became more familiar with the procedure he gave a
more uniform and positive response to the sound of the instrument. It
is not believed that these variations could affect the conclusions which
have been drawn from this part of the work.

An angle of the study of interest to all fliers, radio operators or
not, is brought out in Fig. 9. This deals with the question of whether
the hearing of aviators is permanently affected by continued flight.
It shows the measurement of thirty-two fliers as compared with forty-
five non -fliers. Many of the measurements were repeated one or more
times, so that about 150 sets were taken in all. Unfortunately, no
detailed information is available as to the total individual flight time
of the flying group, but they were most all experienced men who had
flown regularly and continuously for a period of years. The results
show an average loss by the fliers about 1.5 per cent greater than for
the non -fliers, most of this being at the higher frequencies. Thus at
4096 cycles the hearing of the fliers falls below that of non -fliers about
8 per cent. Whether this lowering of sensitivityat the upper frequencies
is a particular effect of flying, or because the general run of ear troubles
involve these frequencies first, is not determined. While there is this
evidence of a definite permanent loss of hearing resulting from flight,
it is quite clear that it does not always result. For example, the subject
of Figs. 4, 7, and 8, who, as previously stated, shows exceptionally
good hearing, is one of those who has done the most flying.

While it is felt that the subject is far from exhausted, and that the
work here described is by no means complete, fairly definite conclu-
sions on several important points seem to be justified:

(a) From the standpoint of the normal radio operator on the
ground the best operator in flight is at least one third deaf and his
receiving equipment should be designed with due reference to this
fact.

(b) While there is definite evidence of fatigue after flight, the
fatigue produced by normal flight noises does not appear to be
selective as to frequency.
(c) There is no evidence of fatigue produced by normal flight
noises during flight.
(d) There is evidence of a small but definite permanent loss of
hearing among experienced aviators, though such loss is not
universal and is limited to the high frequencies.
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(e) It would seem highly desirable that service men chosen for
training as aircraft radio operators be carefully selected by means
of audiometric measurements; to be sure that they possessed good
hearing, particularly at the higher frequencies. Moreover, such
measurements should be repeated from time to time as their
service progressed.

It is desired to acknowledge the cooperation of the officers and men
of the Anacostia Naval Air Station who became subjects for these
tests, and to express particular appreciation of the collaboration of the
medical officer, Lt. Comdr. W. W. Davies, under whose supervision
the work was carried out.

  4.  --wiD - < A.
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BOOK REVIEWS

Radiotechnik: VI. Die Elektrischen Wellen, by DR. F. EIEBITZ. Sammlung
Goschen, Berlin and Leipzig, Walter de Gruyter & Co., 1929, 125 pages.
Price 1.50 RM.
This excellent semi -popular account of electric waves forms the sixth

volume on radio to appear in the well-known Goschen series. Commencing with
the elements of electrical theory, the book deals successively with the Hertz
experiments, radiation resistance, the nature of electromagnetic waves, and wave
propagation around the earth. Considerable space is devoted to directive
antennas. Unfortunately but little attention is paid to the ionized layer, skip
distances, and echoes.

W. G. CADY t
1. Wesleyan University, Middletown, Conn.

Elements of Radio Communication, by JOHN H. MORECROFT, John Wiley &
Sons, Inc., 1929. 269 pp. 170 illus.
"The Elements of Radio Communication" is an adequate and compre-

hensive text book on radio communication stressing particularly the field of
broadcast receiver design. It develops the subject in a natural and conventional
progression using language suited to the needs of an elementary college course.
The fundamental principles of apparatus design are largely applied to the broad-
cast receiver and its associated equipment. The mathematical treatment, with
very few exceptions, does not range beyond the field of advanced algebra.

As one would expect from such an experienced teacher as Professor More-
croft, his scholarly style and workmanlike presentation have been skilfully
applied with the requirements of instruction purposes in mind. Practical prob-
lems for each chapter are given to test the student's mastery of the text. The
keynote throughout the work is practical application rather than theoretical
dissertation. Complete data descriptive of the vacuum tubes used in modern
receivers, radio -frequency amplifiers of conventional design used in broadcast
reception, and the full gamut of associated equipment, such as power supply
devices and reproducers, are adequately covered. Although broadcast trans-
mission equipment is naturally stressed in the consideration of that field, the
spark transmitter, the high -frequency alternator, and single sideband trans-
mission are not overlooked.

The work is a needed contribution to radio literature, successfully bridging
the gap between the more comprehensive studies of the subject, of which there
is no better example than the same author's "The Principles of Radio Com-
munication," and the "popular" works on the subject which confine themselves
to the generalities. It is suited to the needs of the embryo commercial engineer
and laboratory worker and as a text book for elementary college courses.

EDGAR H. FELIXt

Radio consultant, National Electric Manufacturers' Association, New York City.
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BOOKS RECEIVED
Transmission Networks and Wave Filters, by T. E. Shea, member of the

technical staff, Bell Telephone Laboratories. Published by D. Van Nostrand
Company, Inc., 1929. 470 pages, illustrated, 6 x 9 inches, cloth binding. Price
$6.50. Contents: Part I, principles of transmission networks; external per-
formance of networks-conditions for network equivalences-some important
network parameters; effect of impedance mismatching at the terminals of a net-
work-reflection factor-interaction factor; properties of two -terminal im-
pedance arms. Part II, electric wave filters: general-conditions for free
transmission and for attenuation; the more common types of filter sections; the
formation of multisection filters-low-pass, high-pass, band-pass, and band -
elimination types; terminal effects: reflection and interaction losses-total
insertion loss characteristics. Part III, composition of transient waves: resolu-
tion of steady state waves into frequency components by Fournier aeries analysis;
resolution of transient waves into frequency components by Fournier integral
analysis. Appendix A, bibliography; Appendix B, relation between decibels and
current, voltage and power ratios; index.

Fundamentals of Radio, by R. R. Ramsey, Professor of Physics, Indiana
University. Published by Ramsey Publishing Company, Bloomington, Indiana.
372 pages, illustrated, 6 x 9 inches, cloth binding. Contents: electricity, direct
current; batteries; measurement of resistance; alternating current; introduction
to radio; capacity; inductance; radio waves-radio current-transmission; de-
tectors; vacuum tubes; vacuum -tube constants; the vacuum tube used as a
detector; the tube as an amplifier; the tube as an oscillator; coupled circuits;
how raio messages are transmitted by the ether; radiation from an aerial;
aerials; radio -frequency instruments and apparatus; radio resistance; spark
transmission; long -wave CW transmitters; vacuum -tube transmitters; radio
telephone; receivers; audio amplification; balanced circuits; loud speakers;
rectified alternating current; applications f the vacuum tube.

BOOKLETS, BULLETINS, AND CATALOGS RECEIVED
The Central Scientific Company of 460 East Ohio Street, Chicago, Ill.,

has available for free distribution copies of its new technical publication, "High
Vacuum Engineering," which deals with vacuum pumps and their specific ap-
plication to the exhaustion of radio tubes.

The "Resistance Handbook" of the Gilby Wire Company, Newark, N. J.,
contains a considerable amount of data concerning nickel and its alloys, particu-
larly those used in radio equipment.

Two booklets, "About Vitreosil" and "Vitreosil for the Laboratory" are
available from the Thermal Syndicate, Ltd., 58 Schenectady Avenue, Brooklyn, '
N. Y. These describe the uses of, its characteristics, and the forms in which
vitreosil may be obtained.

"Rare Metals," distributed by the Fansteel Products Co., Inc. of North
Chicago, Ill., is a booklet devoted to the history, properties, and uses of tantalum,
tungsten, and molybdenum.

A booklet describing bakelite varnish can be obtained from the Bakelite
Corporation, 247 Park Avenue, New York City.

A very brief list of the physical and electrical characteristics of isolantite
may be obtained from the Isolantite Company of America, Inc., 551 Fifth
Avenue, New York City.

Hardwick -Hindle, Inc., of 215 Emmet Street, Newark, N. J., have recently
issued their new catalog No. 929 covering "Volume Faders" and catalog No. 429
on "Resistors." These may be had upon request.

A series of folders describing synthane, a laminated bakelite, may be ob-
tained by addressing the Synthane Corporation, Oaks, Pa.

The Shallcross Mfg. Co. will be pleased to supply without charge copies of
its catalog on Super Akra-Ohm, wirewound resistors which may be obtained
in values up to five megohms. They may be addressed at 700 Parker Avenue,
Collingdale, Pa.

The Supreme "Diagnometer" is described in a booklet issued by the Supreme
Instruments Corporation of Greenwood, Miss.

"Instructions for Servicing Radio Receivers" is the name of a new booklet
issued by the Jewell Electrical Instrument Co. of 1640 Walnut Street, Chicago,
Ill. It may be obtained upon request and contains service data in chart form on
more than a hundred standard commercial receivers.
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MONTHLY LIST OF
REFERENCES TO CURRENT RADIO LITERATURE

HIS is a monthly list of references prepared by the Bureau of Standards
and is intended to cover the more important papers of interest to pro-
fessional radio engineers which have recently appeared in periodicals,

books, etc. The number at the left of each reference classifies the reference by
subject, in accordance with the scheme presented in "A Decimal Classification
of Radio Subjects-An Extension of the Dewey System," Bureau of Standards
Circular No. 138, a copy of which may be obtained for 10 cents from the
Superintendent of Documents, Government Printing Office, Washington, D. C.
The various periodicals can be secured from their publishers and can be consulted
at large public libraries.

R100. RADIO PRINCIPLES

R113.4 Hulburt, E. 0. Ionization in the atmosphere of Mars. PROC. I. R. E.,
17, pp. 1523-27; September, 1929.

(The composition of the atmosphere of Mars to great heights is calculated on certain
assumptions and the electron density in the atmosphere due to the ultraviolet light of the
sun is theoretically found. Calculated skip distances indicate 47 meters as the shortest wave
for reliable long distance wireless communication over the surface of Mars. The improb-
ability of interplanetary radio communication is pointed out.)

R113.4 Hafstad, L. R. and Tuve, M. A. Further studies of the Kennelly -
Heaviside layer by the echo method. PROC. I. R. E., 17, pp. 1513-23;
Sept., 1929.

(Recent observations of the Kennelly -Heaviside layer by the echo method are reported.
Two 24 -hour series of observations showed a marked diurnal variation in the effective height
of the layer and in the echo pattern received for each transmitted "peak." The pattern was
most complex at night. Observations during magnetic disturbances showed an unusually
great effective height and a change in the echo pattern.)

R113.5 Anderson, C. N. Notes on the effect of solar disturbances on trans-
atlantic radio transmission. PROC. I. R. E., 17, pp. 1528-35; Sept., 1929.

(The effects of magnetic storms on 60-ko transatlantic radio transmission and also on
short-wave radio transmission are shown. In general individual storms fend to increase
60-kc daylight signal intensities and to decrease high -frequency signal field intensities.)

R113.6 Breit, G. Group velocity and long retardations of radio echoes. PROC.
I. R. E., 17, pp. 1508-12; Sept., 1929.

(van der Pol's hypothesis that group velocity may account for the retardations (up to
15 sec.) of echoes observed by Stormer is analysed. It is shown that only under special
circumstances can the electron distribution in the Kennelly -Heaviside layer be proper. A
favorable condition is obtained if the refractive index decreases exponentially with the
height.)

R113.6 Taylor, A. H. and Young, L. C. Studies of echo signals. PROC. I. R. E.,
17, pp. 1491-1507; September, 1929.

(Work reported in the PROC. I. R. E. for May, 1928, by the same authors has been con-
tinued as a more extended study of echo signals with particular reference to directional
characteristics and to diurnal variations. Attention has been given to the relations between
echo signals, frequency and the effective height of the Kennelly -Heaviside layer.)

R113.6 Pedersen, P. 0. Wireless echoes of long delay. Det. Kgl. Danske
Videnskabernes Selskab (Mathematical and Physics number, 48 pages),
9; 1929.

(Shows mathematically that radio echoes occurring after 10 seconds cannot be due to
propagation of waves within the earth's atmosphere, that echoes occurring after intervals
up to 30 seconds are due to propagation along or reflection from Stormer bands as explained
in Nature (122, p. 681, 1928) that echoes after several minutes must be from outside the
space in which the earth's magnetic field exerts appreciable effect. Transmissions at various
wavelengths are also treated.)
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R125 Zusammenfassender Bericht: Ueber Fehlweisung bei der Funkpeilung
(Summary report: On errors observed in direction -finder bearings).
Zeits. fur Hochfrequenztechnik, 34, pp. 60-65; August, 1929.

R130 Chaffee, E. L. Equivalent circuits of an electron triode and the equiva-
lent input and output admittance. PROC. I. R. E., 17, pp. 1633-48;
Sept., 1929.

(Two fundamental equivalence theorems concerning a triode and its circuits are derived.
They give the single circuits which are equivalent to the plate and grid circuits of the triode,
and contain only constant circuit elements and fictitious electromotive forces, the use of
which greatly simplifies the calculation of currents in the triode circuits when the electrical
variations are small. The equivalence theorems are used to obtain the equivalent input and
internal output admittances of a triode with its associated circuits.)

R130.4 Rockwood, A. C. and Ferris, W. R. Microphonic improvement in
vacuum tubes. PROC. I. R. E., 17, pp. 1621-32; September, 1929.

(The causes and effects of microphonic disturbances in small receiving tubes is discussed.
Methods of testing the microphonic qualities of tubes are described. A new type of tube with
low microphonic output but with low filament power for use when microphonic troubles may
be serious is also described and its characteristics are given.)

R131 Sowerby, A. L. M. The pentode as an anode rectifier. Wireless Wld. and
Radio Rev., 25, pp. 283-286; Spet. 18, 1929.

(Curves, experimentally obtained are given to show the high sensitivity and large output
obtainable through the use of the pentode as a plate rectifier. (To be concluded).)

R131 Colebrook, F. M. The triode valve equivalent network. Experimental
Wireless and W. Engr. (London), 6, pp. 468-87; September, 1929.

(From an analysis of the equivalent network of a tube expressions are developed for the
input admittance and the voltage amplification in terms cf the known tube constants and the
lead in the anode circuit. Deductions are made from the expressions for audio frequencies
and for radio frequencies and are expressed in curves.)

R132 Moller, H. G. Berechnung des gunstigsten Durchgriffes der ROhren in
Widerstandsverstacker. (Calculation of the optimum amplification
factor for tubes used in resistance -coupled amplifiers.) Zeits. fur Hoch-
frequenztechnik, 34, pp. 53-56; August, 1929.

(Theory and method of measurements.)

R133 Heegner, K. Ueber Schwingungserzeugung mittels eines Elektro-
nenrohrensystems, bei welchem die Kapazitat von untergeordneter
Bedeutung ist. (The production of oscillations by means of vacuum tube
systems wherein the capacity is of subordinate importance.) Zeits. fur
Hochfrequenztechnik, 34, pp. 49-52; Aug., 1929.

(Description and theory of operation of two -tube circuit containing only L and R. Dis-
cussion of its peculiar properties is given.)

R134 Beers, G. L. Power detectors produce superior results in radio re-
ceivers. Electric Journal, 26, pp. 413-415; September, 1929.

(Curves experimentally obtained are given to show the superiority of the negatively
biased detector over the grid -1 eak-condenser detector in receivers using a power detector and
a single stage of audio -frequency amplification.)

R140 Winter -Gunther, H. Ueber die selbsterregten Schwingungen in Kreisen
mit Eisenkeruspulen. (The self-induced oscillations in circuits contain-
ing iron -cored inductance.) Zeits. fur Hochfrequenztechnik, 34, pp. 41-49;
August, 1929.

(Description and mechanical analogy.)

R141.1 Pack, S. W. C. The frequency departure of thermionic oscillators from
the LC value. Experimental Wireless and Wireless Engr. (London), 6,
pp. 472-80; September, 1929.
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(The preliminaries of an investigation into the departure of the frequency of a tube a -c
generator from the "LC" value under varying conditions of grid coupling, grid bias filament
current, plate voltage, and added resistance in the oscillatory circuit are described. The
theory of the frequency of an electron tube generator is outlined.)

R150 Vincent, J. H. Experiments on magnetostrictive oscillators at radio
frequencies. Proc. Phys. Soc. (London), 41, pp. 476-86; August, 1929.

(An account is given of the behavior of two magnetoetriction oscillators 6 mm and
4.5 mm in length, when placed in a coil in series with the main induction coil of a simple
electron tube maintained oscillating circuit. The frequency characteristic of the smaller
oscillator was 540 kc per sec.)

R162 Colebrook, F. M. The definition of selectivity. Experimental Wireless
and W. Engr. (London), 6, 422-24; August, 1929.

(The distinction between the selectivity of a radio circuit and its sharpness of tuning is
discussed and a formulation is suggested. The application of the formulation to certain cases
is made in an appendix.)

R170 Van Etta, E. and White, E. L. Radio interference from line insulators.
Jour. A. I. E. E., 48, pp. 682-86; September, 1929.

(Discussion of the causes of radio interference from insulators on high -voltage equipment.
Present methods of eliminating this kind of disturbance are explained and the question of
future design is discussed.)

R200. RADIO MEASUREMENTS AND STANDARDIZATION

R214 Harding, J. W. and White, F. W. G. On the modes of vibration of a
quartz crystal. Philosophical Mag. (London), 8, pp. 169-179; August,
1929.

(Four models showing the pcssible normal modes of vibration of a quarts crystal are con-
structed-a longitudinal and a transverse mode for each of the two directions of the alter-
nating field. The patterns formed by lycopodium powder on the surfaces of the vibrating
crystal are the bases of the construction.)

R300. RADIO APPARATUS AND EQUIPMENT

R344.3 Page, R. M. An investigation of the phenomena of frequency multipli-
cation as used in tube transmitters. PROC. I. R. E., 17, pp. 1649-55;
September, 1929.

(An experimental investigation of the commonly used method for obtaining crystal control
of high -frequency transmitters from crystals of lower frequency by means of a frequency
multiplying vacuum -tube amplifier is described. Satisfactory operation of the amplifier is
shown to depend upon the inductive reactance in the grid circuit which produces regeneration
through the grid -plate feedback in the tube.)

R386 Hirsch, C. J. Notes on the design of r. f. band-pass filters. Radio
Engineering, 9, pp. 31-33; September, 1929.

(Mathematical treatment of band-pass filter design in reference to the screen -grid tube.)

R500. APPLICATIONS OF RADIO

R565 Hooper, S. C. Naval communications-Radio Washington. PROC.
I. R. E., 17, pp. 1595-1620; September, 1929.

(The radio facilities of Radio Washington are described. There is included a brief descrip-
tion of receiving equipment, and of methods of control of transmitters in use at the Navy
Department, Radio Central, and of the transmitting equipment installed at Arlington, Vs.,
and Annapolis, Md.)

R582 Jenkins, C. F. The drum scanner in radiomovies receivers. PROC.
I. R. E., 17, pp. 1576-1583; September, 1929.

(A description is given of the Jenkins drum scanner for use in television. Its advantages
over the disk scanner are pointed out.)
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R582 Horton, J. W. The electrical transmission of pictures and images.
PROC. I. R. E., 17, pp. 1540-63; September, 1929.

(Some of the important principles underlying the electrical transmission of pictures are
discussed. The subject is treated as a special form of electrical communication. The de-
pendence of the rate at which information is transmitted upon the frequency range occupied
by the signal is shown to be of fundamental importance. The relations between the original
picture and the transmitted signal as it appears in the several factors of the system are
studied.)

R582 Goldsmith, A. N. Image transmission by radio waves. PROC. I. R. E.,
17, pp. 1536-39; September, 1929.

(A general outline of the problems of facsimile transmission and television, and their
development, introductory to papers presented at the 1929 Institute of Radio Engineers
Convention in Washington, D. C.)

R582 Ranger, R. H. Mechanical developments of facsimile equipment.
PROC. I. R. E., 17, pp. 1564-75; September, 1929.

(Recent mechanical developments in equipment for photoradio facsimile transmission are
described.)

R582 Weinberger,. J., Smith, T. A., and Rodwin, G. The selection of standards
for commercial radio television. PROC. I. R. E., 17, pp. 1584-94;
September, 1929.

(The basis of a system of television standards suitable for commercial television service
with specific standards is discussed. The elements considered in this paper are: picture
proportion, number of scanning elements, number of picture repetitions per second, scanning
method and direction, and phase of transmitted current.)

R600. RADIO STATIONS: EQUIPMENT, OPERATION AND MANAGEMENT

R613 Lamb, J. J. WTIC, a modern 50 -kw broadcast station. QST, 13, pp.
9-16; October, 1929.

(Description of a modern broadcast station.)

R800. NON -RADIO SUBJECTS

14537.1 Biedermann, E. A. Potential difference and electromotive force. Ex-
perimental Wireless and W. Engr. (London), 6, pp. 481-485; September,
1929.

(A discussion of the definition of "potential difference" proposed by R. M. Wilmotte
(Experimental Wireless and W. Engr.,November, 1928) is presented. Faults are found and
it is proposed to generalise the defintion of potential difference between points as the line
integral between those points of only that force which depends on the charge distribution.)

.---wallb>1111.411.0.--4
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Stations, by G. Pession and T. Gorio 734
589. Note on Earth Reflection of Ultra Short Radio Waves, by E. H.

Lange 745
590. Discussion on Principles of Grid -Leak Grid -Condenser Detection

(October, 1928, pp. 1384, by F. E. Terman), by W. J. Polydoroff 752
591. Book Reviews: Donnees Numeriques de Radioelectricite, edited by

R. Mesny; reviewed by W. G. Cady 755
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Number 5; May, 1929
592. Double and Multiple Signals with Short Waves, by E. Quack and

H. Mogel 791
593. Short Range Echoes with Short Waves, by E. Quack and H. Mogel 824
594. Detection Characteristics of Screen -Grid and Space -Charge -Grid

Tubes, by F. E. Terman and Birney Dysart 830
595. A Direct Reading Frequency Bridge for the Audio Range, Based

on Hay's Bridge Circuit, by Chester I. Soucy and B. DeF. Bayly 834
596. Voltage Surges in Audio -Frequency Apparatus, by Elmer H. Fisher 841
597. Cold Cathode Rectification, by A. E. Shaw 849
598. Vacuum -Tube Voltmeter Design, by Harry R. Lubcke 864
599. Field Intensity Characteristics of Double Modulation Type of

Directive Radio Beacon, by Haraden Pratt 873
600. Logarithmic Scale for Beat -Frequency Oscillator, by E. R. Meissner 879
601. Radio Interference, by James G. Allen 882
602. Discussion on Reception Experiments in Mount Royal Tunnel

(February, 1929, pp. 347), by Carl R. Englund and A. S. Eve 892
603. Discussion on Facsimile Picture Transmission (March, 1929, by V

Zworykin) 895
604. Book Review: Handbuch der Experimentalphysik, edited by Wein-

Harms; reviewed by K. S. Van Dyke 901
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Number 6; June, 1929
605. Reciprocity in Electromagnetic, Mechanical, Acoustical, and

Interconnected Systems, by Stuart Ballantine 929
606. Reciprocal Theorems in Radio Communication, by John R. Carson 952
607. The Measurement of Direct Interelectrode Capacitance of Vacuum

Tubes, by A. V. Loughren and H. W. Parker 957
608. Photoradio Developments, by R. H. Ranger 966
609. Grid Losses in Power Amplifiers, by E. E. Spitzer 985
610. Mathematical Theory of the Four -Electrode Tube, by J. G. Brainerd 1006
611. Design Methods for Soft Magnetic Materials in Radio, by John

Minton and I. G. Maloff . 1021
612. A New Method of Determining the Height of the Kennelly -Heavi-

side Layer, by C. B. Mirick and E. R. Hentschel 1034
613. Some Observations of Short Period Radio Fading, by T. Parkinson 1042
614. Discussion on Detection Characteristics of Three -Element Vacuum

Tubes (January, 1929, pp. 149, by F. E. Terman and T. M.
Googin), by J. C. Warner and F. E. Terman 1062

Number 7; July, 1929
615. A High Precision Standard of Frequency, by W. A. Marrison 1103
616. Observations on Modes of Vibration and Temperature Coefficients

of Quartz Crystal Plates, by F. R. Lack 1123
617. The Kyle Condenser Loud Speaker, by V. Ford Greaves, F. W

Kranz, and W. D. Crozier 1142
618. Detection at High Signal Voltages -Plate Rectification with the

High -Vacuum Triode, by Stuart Ballantine 1153
619. Transmitting Antennas for Broadcasting, by A. Meissner 1178
620. Correlation of Directional Observations of Atmospherics with

Weather Phenomena, by S. W. Dean 1185
621. Experiments in Recording Radio Signal Intensity, by L. W. Austin 1192
622. The Relation of Radio Propagation to Disturbances in Terrestrial

Magnetism, by I. J. Wymore 1206
623. Some Measurements on the Directional Distribution of Static, by

A. E. Harper 1214
624. The Routine Measurement of the Operating Frequencies of Broad-

cast Stations, by Henry L. Bogardus and Charles T. Manning 1225
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Page
625. East-West and North -South Attenuations of Long Radio Waves on

the Pacific, by Eitaro Yokoyama and Tomozo Nakai 1240
626. Book Review: Matter, Electricity, Energy, by Walter Gerlack;

reviewed by W. G. Cady 1248

Number 8; August, 1929
627. The Mutual Impedance Between Adjacent Antennas, by Carl R.

Englund and Arthur B. Crawford 1277
628. The Propagation of Low Power Short Waves in the 1000 -Kilometer

Range, by K. Kruger and H. Plendl 1296
629. Further Note on the Ionization in the Upper Atmosphere, by J. C

Schelleng 1313
630. An Electromagnetic Monochord for the Measurement of Audio-

Frequencies, by J. H. Owen Harries 1316
631. An Empirical Equation for Determining the d2iddeg2 of Detectors,

by Sylvan Harris 1322
632. Engineering Aspects of the Work of the Federal Radio Commission,

by J. H. Dellinger 1326
633. Some Characteristics of Modern RadioReceivers and their Relation

to Broadcast Regulation, by L. M. Hull 1334
634. (Abstract) The Regulation of Broadcasting Stations as a Systems

Problem, by E. L. Nelson 1342
635. Some Principles of Broadcast Frequency Allocation, by L. E

Whittemore 1343
636. A Study of Heterodyne Interference, by J. V. L. Hogan 1354
637. An Outline of the Radio Inspection Service, by Arthur Batcheller 1365
638. The Problems Centering About the Measurement of Field Intensity,

by S. W. Edwards and J. E. Brown 1377
639. The Radio Engineer's Responsibility in Coping with Man -Made

Interference, by Edgar H. Felix 1385
640. Radio Coordination, by M. D. Hooven 1390
641. United States Radio Broadcasting Development, by R. H. Marriott 1395
642. Discussion on Radio Direction -Finding by Transmission and Re-

ception (March, 1929, pp. 425, by R. L. Smith -Rose) 1440
643. Discussion on Recent Developments in Superheterodyne Re-

ceivers (March, 1929, pp. 501, by G. L. Beers and W. L. Carlson),
by F. K. Vreeland and G. L. Beers 1454

Number 9; September, 1929
644. Studies of Echo Signals, by A. Hoyt Taylor and L. C. Young 1491
645. Group -Velocity and Long Retardations of Radio Echoes, by G.

Breit 1508
646. Further Studies of the Kennelly -Heaviside Layer by the Echo

Method, by L. R. Hafstad and M. A. Tuve 1513
647. Ionization in the Atmosphere of Mars, by E. 0. Hulburt 1523
648. Notes on the Effect of Solar Disturbances on Transatlantic Radio

Transmissions by Clifford N. Anderson 1528
649. Image Transmission by Radio Waves, by Alfred N. Goldsmith 1536
650. The Electrical Transmission of Pictures and Images, by J. W.

Horton 1540
651. Mechanical Developments of Facsimile Equipment, by R. H.

Ranger 1564
652. The Drum Scanner in Radiomovies Receivers, by C. Francis Jenkins 1576
653. The Selection of Standards for Commercial Radio Television, by

Julius Weinberger, Theodore A. Smith, and George Rodwin 1584
654. Naval Communications -Radio Washington, by S. C. Hooper 1595
655. Microphonic Improvements in Vacuum Tubes, by Alan C. Rock-

wood and Warren R. Ferris 1621
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Page
656. Equivalent Circuits of an Electron Triode and the Equivalent Input

and Output Admittances, by E. L. Chaffee 1633
657. An Investigation of the Phenomena of Frequency Multiplication as

Used in Tube Transmitters, by R. M. Page 1649

Number 10; October, 1929
658. Static and Motional Impedance of a Magnetostriction Resonator,

by E. H. Lange and J. A. Myers 1687
659. Calculation of Characteristics and the Design of Triodes, by Yuziro

Kusunose 1706
660. Wireless Echoes of Long Delay, by P. 0. Pedersen 1750
661. An Echo Interference Method for the Study of Radio Wave Paths,

by L. R. Hafstad and M. A. Tuve 1786
662. On the Relation between Long -Wave Reception and Certain Ter-

restrial and Solar Phenomena, by K. Sreenivasan 1793
663. The Significance of Observations of the Phase of Radio Echoes, by

G. Breit 1815
664. Inductance as Affected by the Initial Magnetic State, Air -Gap, and

Superposed Currents, by H. M. Turner 1822
665. Notes on the Detection of Large Signals, by Sylvan Harris 1834
666. Single -Wire Transmission Lines for Short -Wave Antennas, by W. L

Everitt and J. F. Byrne 1840
667. Circuit Tuning by Wave Resonance and Applications to Radio Re-

ception, by Louis Cohen 1868
668. Wave Resonance Tuning and Application to Radio Transmission,

by William R. Blair and Louis Cohen 1893
669. Discussion to Radio Direction Finding by Transmission and Re-

ception (March, 1929, pp. 425, by R. L. Smith -Rose) by R. L.
Smith -Rose 1897

670. Discussion on Microphonic Improvement in Vacuum Tubes (Sep-
tember, 1929, pp. 1621, by Alan C. Rockwood and Malcolm Ferris) 1899

671. Book Review: Radio Encyclopedia, by Michael Adam 1903

Number 11; November, 1929
672. Technical Achievements in Broadcasting and its Relation to Na-

tional and International Solidarity, symposium, with papers as
follows:
Introduction, by Alfred N. Goldsmith 1939
Radio Broadcasting Transmitters and Related Transmission

Phenomena, by Edward L. Nelson 1949
The National Broadcasting Company, a Technical Organization

for Broadcasting., by Julius Weinberger 1969
Speech Input Equipment, by D. G. Little 1986
Wire Line Systems for National Broadcasting, by A. B. Clark 1998
Radio Broadcasting Regulation and Legislation, by J. H. Del-

linger 2006
673. Measurement of Frequency, By S. Jimbo 2011
674. Further Observations of Radio Transmission and the Heights of the

Kennelly -Heaviside Layer, by G. W. Kenrick and C. K. Jen . 2034
675. The Calculation of the Inductance of Single -Layer Coils and Spirals

Wound with Wire of Large Cross Section, by F. W. Grover 2053
676. Operating Characteristics in Photoelectric Tubes, by G. F. Met-

calf 2064
677. The Penetration of Rock by Electromagnetic Waves and Audio

Frequencies, by A. S. Eve, D. A. Keys, and F. W. Lee 2072
678. A Vacuum -Tube Voltage Regulator for Large Power Units, by L. C

Verman and H. J. Reich 2075
679. Book Review: Vibration Problems in Engineering, by S. Timo-

shenko; reviewed by S. S. Kirby 2082
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Number 12; December, 1929
680. Typical Wireless Apparatus Used on British and European Airways,

by J. M. Furnival 2123
681. Radio for the Air Transport Operator, by Lester D. Seymour 2137
682. The Civil Airways and their Radio Facihties, by H. J. Walls 2141
683. Applying the Visual Double Modulation Type Radio Range to the

Airways, by H. Diamond 2158
684. Radio in Aeronautics-Its Technical Status and Organization for Its

Application in Germany, by F. Eisner and H. Fassbender 2185
685. Measurement of Aircraft Antenna Constants, by L. A. Hyland 2230
686. On the Daylight Transmission Characteristics of Horizontally and

Vertically Polarized Waves from Airplanes, by F. H. Drake and
R. M. Wilmotte 2242

687. Temperature Rating of Wind -Driven Aircraft Radio Generators, by
by C. B. Mirick 2259

688. Applying the Aural Directive Radio Range to the Airways, by F. G.
Kear and W. E. Jackson 2268

689. Effect of Flight on Hearing, by C. B. Mirick 2283
690. Book Review: Radiotechnik, by F. Kiebitz; reviewed by W. G

Cady 2297
691. Book Review: Elements of Radio Communication, by J. H. More-

croft; reviewed by Edgar H. Felix 2297
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Reffnemen
THE many processes involved in

the manufacture of Thordarson
transformers show refinement such
that the completed unit is more than
mere copper and steel. The steel
housing of a power transformer is an
example of this. An uninteresting
piece of flat steel is drawn with per-
fect precision into an intricate grace-
ful unit of assembly. A battery of
powerful presses combined with a
corps of skilled mechanicians change
a drab metal slab into a beautiful
specimen of modern handicraft- a
Fit housing for the excellence of
transformers by Thordarson.

illORDARSON
Tr-wt./dormer .Siorriaiiiits .SIIII..' i ".5

TIIIIRIDARSON ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING CO.
Huron, Kingsbury aid Lara bee Streets, Chicago, III., U.S.A.

When writing to advertisers mention of the PROCEEDINGS will be mutually helpful.



A manufacturer
looks at the

Screen grid tube
The coming season will undoubtedly witness a general stam-
pede in the direction of screen g#id equipment. As we view
this new development these facts seem to furnish the reason:

The principal reason why the
screen grid tube is better than the
conventional three element type is
that it overcomes some of the dis-
advantages of the three -electrode
tube. In adapting radio circuits to
the triode, the limiting factor is al-
ways present in the form of a grid -
to -plate capacity. With the screen
grid tube, the grid -to -plate capacity
is reduced to a very small value,
removing the principal stumbling
block to the development of more
sensitive circuits.

In addition, the average circuit
using the three -element tube has a
gain per stage of only about six.
With the screen grid tube, gains of
from twenty to twenty-five per
stage are possible. Using these fig-
ures as a basis of comparison it can
be seen that the screen grid tube is
the best by at least three or four to
one over the three -element type.

By putting in several stages of
screen grid the unit gain is vastly
multiplied.

Of course, beyond a certain point,
no advantage arises from high
amplification on account of reach-
ing the noise level. However, the
generous supply of signal delivered
by the screen grid amplifiers per-
mits the use of detection methods
which although not sensitive are
excellent from a quality reproduc-
tion standpoint.

Efficient screen grid circuit de-
sign permits the use of fewer tubes
both in the radio and audio fre-
quency stages. From an engineer-
ing standpoint many things are
possible with the screen grid tube
and, although we now have enough
advantages to justify its univer-
sal use, the future will certainly
reveal still more possibilities in
its favor.

The CeCo Manufacturing Company introduced the first A. C.
operated Screen Grid Tube in April 1928 and is recognized
as the pioneer in this development.-Engineering Department

CeCo tubes
When writing to advertisers mention of the PROCEEDINGS will be mutually helpful.
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Licensed by
Technidyne
Corporation.
U. S. Pats.
1034103 - 04
and Pats.
Pend.

E LECTRAD

Super-TONATROL

SINGLE. I t
1 he

Showing TANDEMsilver con- I

tact and .<---- lye" s,
method of I,

Insulating shaft.

5 Advanced Features
1. Resistance element permanently

fused to enameled metal plate.
3 -watt dissipation.

2. Tandem or single units.
3. Completely isolated circuits due to

insulated shaft.
4. Enclosed Bakelite Case.
5. Lighter, smaller. sturdier.
THE New Model "B" Super-TONA.

TROL offers manufacturers all of the
superior operating characteristics and

long life of the original Super-TONATROL,
plus greater compactness, superior finish and
tandem units, if desired, controlled by a
single shaft.
The special resistance element, permanently

Best of
Volume
Controls
Made Still
Better

fused to a vitreous enameled metal plate
safely dissipates 3 -watts (per unit) and com-
pletely obviates the use of low current paper
elements or tine wire with its well-known
hazards.
A pure silver floating contact-completely
insulated by Bakelite from the metal shaft-
provides a smoothness of variation and free-
dom from noise that is revolutionary.
Laboratory tests, equivalent to more than 10
years' average use show no material signs
of wear or varation in resistance, amply prov-
ing its remarkable endurance.
Completely enclosed construction, with Bake-
lite case-for panel or base -board mounting.
Practically immune to temperature and
humidity changes. Single or tandem units
can be made with all usual resistance ratings
with uniform or tapered curves.

Write Dept., PE 12, for Data and BI-tepritit.

175 Varick St.. New York. N.Y.

ELECTRAD
ELECTRAD manufactures a complete line of resistances and voltage con-
trols for every radio and power supply need, including Television.

When writing to advertisers mention of the PROCEEDINGS will be mutually helpful.
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To All Tube
Manufacturers

GILBY SELV G ,wrESII

CUT the shrink-
ageV./ in your

production-add to the strength
of your product and at the same
time enhance its appearance.

Gilby Selvage Mesh is an im-
portant improvement in this
type screen grid material. A
practically solid metal selvage
of even surface offers high con-
ductivity with a minimum of
transport losses and in addition
will lend itself to accurate form-
ing. Simplifies welding opera-
tions.

Notice is given that we have ap-
plied for patent on this product.

We will gladly supply detailed
information on request.

GILBY WIRE COMPANY
Wilbur B. Driver, President

NEWARK, NEW JERSEY

When writing to advertisers mention of the PROCEEDINGS will be mutually helpful.
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theCo& the &int /
In -every radio hook-up an ideal coil
is specified for each function in the set.

Each Dudlo coil is backed by its repu-
tation as the utmost in coil perfection,
and though tucked away in the chassis
of a set . . . forgotten, yet depended
upon . . . will give years of faithful
performance.

Continuous performance is assumed.
Tubes may come and tubes may go
. . . condensers may break down . . .

but the coils must go on forever.

Dudlo coils are superbly engineered.
and constructed by experts to fit in-
dividual requirements . . . . no matter
how complex or difficult.

DUDLO MANUFACTURING COMPANY, FORT WAYNE, INDIANA
Division of General Cable Corporation

When writing to advertisers mention of the PROCEEDINGS will be mutually helpful.
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Continental Resistors
CleamirsQ

A
Watt Size

4411111111.ii
1 Watt Size

X
2 Watt Size

E2

2 Watt Size

Watt
Size

1¢ Watt
Size

Types G4 and F3 are small
resistors for use where
economy of space is a fac-
tor and where they carry
only a fraction of a watt.

D 2 Types A, W and X for
standard spring clip mount-
ing.

1 Watt Size

Types E2, D2, G4 and F3
are for soldering perma-
nently into position.

Our soldered wire resistors never have open circuits. They are noiseless and
permanent. Made in values of 25 ohms to 20 megohms.

Seven years experience making resistors, selling to largest manufacturers.
Now in a new modern plant.

Buying from Continental insures service and prompt delivery in large quan-
tity lots.

Write for Information and Prices

CONTINENTAL CARBON INC.
WEST PARK, CLEVELAND, OHIO

Il'hen writing to advertisers mention of the Pint.EDINGs will be mutually nel,ful.
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Flawless TONE
results from these technical features

PACENT
Super Phonovox

List Price $15.00
Slightly higher west of the Rockies

THE Super Phonovox has extreme sensi-
tivity thru the use of English 36 per cent Cobalt Magnets.
It is free from troublesome rubber bearings and the
balanced tone arm insures correct needle pressure. Now
equipped with new combination switch and volume
control and adapter for screen grid tubes at no extra
cost. Two new low impedance models available.

PACENT ELECTRIC CO., INC., 91 Seventh Ave., N. Y.
Pioneers in Radio and Electric Reproduction for over 20 years

Manufacturing Licensee for Great Britain and Ireland:IgranicElectricCo..Ltd.,Bedford,Ens.
Licensee for Canada; White Radio Limited, Hamilton, Ont.

When writing to advertisers mention of the PROCEEDINGS will be mutually helpful.
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The New HAMMARLUND
(MULTIPLE-

QUADRUPLE)

"MIDLINE" CONDENSER
for Manufacturers

HAMMARLUND Quality at a
PRICE! A four -gang multiple con-

denser with every feature a manufactur-
ing asset. Stamina, accurate matching,
fine finish and good looks-plus a price
that appeals to careful buyers.

It looks like a Hammarlund-it IS a
Hammarlund-merely simplified, but re-
taining all of the famous Hammarlund
precision essentials.

Check the details:-Rigid, reinforced die-
cast aluminum frame with perfect shield-

ing between sections; steel shaft working
in long hand -reamed bearings; aluminum
plates firmly anchored and reinforced to
prevent microphonics; wiping contacts to
rotor sections to prevent coupling of cir-
culating currents; separate stator insulat-
ing strips, non -warping and of high leak-
age resistance; trimmer condensers of large
area, perfectly insulated and designed for
easy adjustment and permanence of setting.

You couldn't ask more of a condenser and
you can't get more for the price than this
new Hammarlund offers.

[Write us your needs. Hammarlund co-operation and
facilities are yours for the asking. Address Dept. PE12.

HAMMARLUND MANUFACTURING COMPANY
424-438 W. 33RD STREET, NEW YORK

Raininarlund
PRECISION

PRODUCTS
c:73e3Docitell0 Q.-5/ SL..9

When writing to advertisers mention of the PROCEEDINGS will be ',Italia/1y helpful.
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ITS T H E TWISTED TEETH THAT LOCK

INGLEPROOF
Pack them together-bunch them as np.:n as
you like-Shakeproof Lock Washers can't link
or tangle. Manufacturers are finding that the
rime saved in this one feature alone oftentimes
pays their entire washer bill. Speed up your
production line-stop delays-adopt Shake.,
proof Lock Washers, designed to prevent
linking.

MULTI PLE
LOCKING

Twisted teeth of steel set around the circum-
ference of the washer. Tighten down the nut
and each tooth bites in with a grip of steel-
they can't let go. For sure locking demand
Shakeproof.

PREAD PRO 0 F
No matter how much pressure is applied you
ktilti.c.ittrit.'sisprza.dbraeaSkhinaltgegoofwalocerk., sWit.shaner,i

saves you time and money. With its multiple
advantages, it is no wonder that manufacturers,
large and small alike, the country over are
adopting Slukeproof.

tILDUCTI ON
SPEED

blip them onto the bolt as fast as the hand can
move. Easy to handle-Mu as easy to apply.
Shakeproof will win new friends In your pro-
duction department and speed up their work
for you.

SHAKE ROOF
Lodz Washer Company

t u,mu Tom works j
2601 North Keeler AV HR Chicano, Hilsols

FREE SHOP TEST SAMPLES
Shekeproel Lock Washer Co, 2501 N. Keeler Ave., Ckieesedil.

Please send me samples of
 Shakeproof Lock Washers to fit bolt size

Shakeproof Locking Terminals, .size

Firm Name
Address Toirn State

By

INEEMENOMBEIMMI

The roll call of
America manu-
facturers Is the roll
call of Shakeproof
user, Pick any car
on the road -the
radio in your home
-the cash register
in your meighbor-hood store-the
vacuum cleaner
your wife uses-the
typewriter on your
stenographer's desk
-it is a hundred to
one they are all
locked with Shake -
proof.

Type II External

Type 12 Internal

Type 20 Terminal

U. S. Patents
1,419,564; 1,604,-
122; 1,697,954.
Other Patents
Pending. Foreign
Patents.

II hen :co t40 ,h-ertiscrs mention of the PROCEEDINGS Dill be mut
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The Straight
and Narrow Path__

Yes there is a sermon to preach in radio, just as there is in affairs of religion. And
the radio sermon today, with socket -power operation, is simply this:

Keep within the straight and narrow path-the 5% plus or minus limits set by tube
manufacturers for the safe and sane operation of their A -C tubes. Tubes are made to
operate with specific filament, plate and grid -bias voltages. But electric light and power
companies, unfortunately, allow their line voltages to meander anywhere from 95 to 135
volts as proved by a country -wide survey. The results of straying away from the straight
and narrow path of 110 volts are briefly as follows:

With excessively low voltage, it is virtually impossible to provide a satisfactory demon-
stration of a socket -power radio set. The filament, heater, plate and grid -biasing voltages
are sub -normal, and the results are progressively so. Hence many sales are lost in the
very territories-suburban and rural-where your enterprising dealer today is making his
biggest play for business.

With excessively high voltage, the demonstrations are brilliant, but so are the tubes which
soon lose their emission, characteristics, and even their life. One of the greatest causes
of bad will, bad name and bad business these days is excessive line voltage operation,
which means excessive tube replacements, service calls, and general dissatisfaction.

And so we urge you, as set designer, set manufacturer, or set service man, to keep within
the straight and narrow path-within that 5% plus or minus voltage specified by tube
manufacturers. All of which is simple enough, if you make use of the

LINE BALLAST
CLAROSTAT

The perfected and inexpensive method of regulating line voltage
automatically, now employed in the better type socket -power radio
sets. It costs little, but saves much.

The Line Ballast Clarostat is foolproof. No chemicals to spill or
wear out, no glass bulb to break, no delicate filaments, nothing to
play with. Simply a sturdy metal cartridge which plugs into re-
ceptacle provided in chassis. Internal details comprise sturdy brass
and mica framework holding non -oxidizing wire winding. Each
cartridge is designed for a specific power transformer, providing
ideal automatic regulation. The device maintains a constant voltage
on the primary, even though the line voltage may fluctuate between
the limits of 95 and 135 volts, with the secondary voltages held to
within the plus or minus 5%.

e         41   00ib  
se 0  "         
01,0   

1/2 Actual Site

Write for technical data regarding the Line Ballast Clarostat, the im-
proved Volume Control Clarostats, and other Clarostat radio aids.

If you are a radio manufacturer or designing engineer, send us a sample
power transformer, together with complete data as to primary and secondary
voltages and loads, and we shall gladly submit a matched ballast for your
tests.

Clarostat Manufacturing Company, Inc.an
R IY11 A

Specialists in Radio Aids
289 North Sixth Street Brooklyn, N.Y.

When writing to advertisers mention of the PROCEEDINGS will be mutually helpful.
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New Jefferson Power Pack for use with -the new 245 and A.C. 222 power tubes.

Transformers and Chokes
for New Power Tubes

Specially Engineered by Jefferson

AGAIN Jefferson Engineers
have anticipated the need

of the Radio Industry. The
transformer and choke problems
which will be met in building
sets around the newly developed
power tubes have already been
solved by Jefferson Engineers.

A new power transformer has
been designed, perfected. and
thoroughly tested for use with
the new tubes No. 245 and No.
A.C. 222 shield grid tube.

A wide choice of choke units
are ready-heavy single duty
chokes, double chokes of the
conventional design-or stag-
gered choke units consisting of
one heavy and one light choke.
The last is an especially eco-
nomical method which mini-
mizes hum and allows maximum

voltage on the tubes without
overloading the rectifier.

Special audio transformers have
been developed with improved
design to make use of all the
possibilities of these new tubes.

Jefferson reputation, backed and
maintained by Jefferson engi-
neering, is your guarantee of
quality, service, and satisfaction
on these new units. And the
foresight of Jefferson Engineers
together with the Jefferson pro-
duction capacity are your insur-
ance of prompt deliveries now
and throughout the season.

Take advantage of this engi-
neering work already done for
you by writing us your prob-
lems. Complete electrical speci-
fications and quotations will be
supplied on request.

JEFFERSON ELECTRIC COMPANY
1591 West 15th Street, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

JEFFERS
AUDIO and POWER TRANSFORMERS and CHOKES

ll'hen writing to advertiser.. mention of the PROCEEDI NGS will be mutually helpful.
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Pointing Out the Features
of the New Type B. T. 4 Gang

ARMORED CONDENSER

17.

1. Rigid frame made of heavy drawn steel.
\>.

Rotors and stators are precision spaced and soldered.
3. Accuracy and calibration in ganging is assured by wide spacing be-

tween plates.
4. Permanent and perfect alignment of rotors is assured because the

removable shaft is independent of bearings.
S. Circuit adjustments are facilitated by the gradual curve on the

minimum capacity adjuster.
Adjustable smooth acting end thrust and tension fork.

7. The split end rotor plate permits additional adjustmer t for the entire
wave band.

Samples now ready for delivery. Write for prices and fall information.

UNITED SCIENTIFIC LABORATORIES, Inc.
115-C Fourth Avenue, New York City

Branch Offices for Your Convenience in
St. Louis Los Angeles
Chicago Philadelphia

11' Cincinnati
Minneapolis London, Ontario N
Boston San Francisco

v*: II .

,.  V \\*\

If'hen writing to advertisers mention of the PROCEEDINGS will 1..c mutually helpful.
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A view of the big Valley
Plant. We invite execu-
tives and engineers to
visit us in Rochester.

Symington Precision
Minllifacnne Begins Here

TN THIS modern tool room costly machines, skilled
I workmen fashion the accurate jigs, tools, dies and

fixtures necessary for volume production at low
cost. Here begins the precision which distin-

guishes the Symington product.
This tool room spells quick production on

new designs, complete facilities for prompt
design changes where a manufacturer's

altered specifications so require.

Supporting this tool room is a mil-
lion dollar plant geared up for

large scale production of the
Symington Reproducer-
s quality speaker at the

lowest possible price.
Writeforillustrated

folder showing
this great

one -profit
plant in

detail.

CHASSIS
The Symington Electro-Dynam-
ic used by leading independent
radio set manufacturers as

"standard equipment."

VALLEY APPLIANCES
INCORPORATED

Rochester, New York
When writing to advertisers mention of the PROCEEDINGS will be mutually helpful.
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P. O. Box 86

Piezo Electric Crystals and
Constant Temperature Equipment

Piezo Electric Crystals:
We are prepared to grind Piezo Electric Crystals for
POWER use to your assigned frequency in the 550 to 1500
KC band, accurate to plus or minus 500 cycles for $55.00 fully
mounted. Crystals for use in the HIGH FREQUENCY
BROADCAST BAND (4000 to 6000 KC) for POWER use,
accurate to plus or minus .03% of your assigned frequency,
fully mounted, $85.00. In ordering please specify type of
tube used, plate voltage and operating temperature. All
crystals guaranteed with respect to output and accuracy of
frequency. Deliveries can be made within three days after
receipt of order.

Constant Temperature Equipment
In order to maintain the frequency of your crystal controlled
transmitter to a high degree of constancy, a high grade tem-
perature control unit is required to keep the temperature of
the crystal constant. Our unit is solving the problem of
keeping the frequency within the 50 cycle variation limits.
Our heater unit maintains the temperature of the crystals
constant to BETTER THAN A TENTH OF ONE DE-
GREE CENTIGRADE; is made of the finest materials
knovin for each specific purpose and is absolutely guaran-
teed. Price $250.00. Further details sent upor request.

Low Frequency Standards:
We have a limited quantity of material for grinding low fre-
quency standard crystals. We can grind them as low as
15,000 cycles. These crystals will be ground to your speci-
fied frequency accurate to ONE HUNDREDTH OF ONE
PER CENT. Prices quoted upon receipt of your specifica-
tions.

Scientific Radio Service
"The crystal specialists"

Dept. R6 Mount Rainier, Md.

When writing to advertisers mention of the PROCEEDINGS will be mutually helpful.
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The Accepted Standard
for Exacting Service as well as

General Application on
Land and Sea and

in the Air

WIRELESS SPECIALTY
APPARATUS COMPANY

Est. 1907

I\ I-.104

When writing to advertisers mention of the PROCEEDINGS will be mutually helpful.
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3ingitute ofakabio engitteerg
Incorporated

33 West 39th Street, New York, N. Y.

APPLICATION FOR ASSOCIATE MEMBERSHIP

To the Board of Direction
Gentlemen:

I hereby make application for Associate membership in the Institute.
I certify that the statements made in the record of my training and pro-

fessional experience are correct, and agree if elected, that I will be governed by
the constitution of the Institute as long as I continue a member. I furthermore
agree to promote the objects of the Institute so far as shall be in my power, and
if my membership shall be discontinued will return my membership badge.

Yours respectfully,

(Sign with pen)

(Address for mail)

(Date) (City and State)
References:

(Signature of references not required here)

Mr. Mr.

Address Address

Mr. Mr.

Address Address

Mr.

Address

The following extracts from the Constitution govern applications for admission to the
Institute in the Associate grade:

ARTICLE II-MEMBERSHIP
Sec. 1: The membership of the Institute shall consist of:  (d) Associates, who shall be

entitled to all the rights and privileges of the Institute except the right to hold the office of
President, Vice.president and Editor.   *

Sec. 5: An Associate shall be not less than twentyone years of age and shall be: (a) A radio
engineer by profession; (b) A teacher of radio subjects; (c) A person who is interested in
and connected with the study or application of radio science or the radio arts.

ARTICLE III-ADMISSION
Sec. 2:    Applicants shall give references to members of the Institute as follows:    for

the grade of Associate, to five Fellows, Members, or Associates;    Each application for
admission  shall embody a concise statement, with dates, of the candidate's training
and experience.
The requirements of the foregoing paragraph may be waived in whole or in part where the

application is for Associate grade. An applicant who is so situated as not to be personally known
to the required number of members may supply the names of non-members who are personally
familiar with his radio interest.

XIX



(T)p,2writing preferred in filling in this form) No.

RECORD OF TRAINING AND PROFESSIONAL
EXPERIENCE

1 Name
(Give full name, last name first)

2 Present Occupation
(Title and Name of concern)

3 Permanent Home Address

4 Business Address

5 Place of Birth Date of Birth Age

6 Education

7 Degree
(college) (date received)

8 Training and Professional experience to date

NOTE: 1. Give location and dates. 2. In applying for admission to the grade
of Associate, give briefly record of radio experience and present employment.

DATES HERE

9 Specialty, if any

Receipt Acknowledged Elected Deferred
Grade Advised of Election This Record Filed



VEST.POCKET
MANUAL

of

1-1FNOUT
Laminated

BAKELITE

SHEETS
RODS TU 3ES SPECIAL

SHAPES

Write
for the Phenolite Manual
Know why PhenoliteisreplacingHard Rubber,
Metals, Porcelain and Glass, Wood. Find out
how you can use Phenolite in many different
ways, for many different purposes. Inform
yourself as to its Toughness, Rigidity, Per-
manence, High Tensile and Dielectric Strength,
Noiseless Operation, Resistance to Solvents
and Moisture. The Phenolite Vest -Pocket
Manual tells you how and why Phenolite
punches, turns, mills, taps, threads, saws and
drills with astonishing ease, speed, accuracy.

Read the facts that mak, the proof of l'henolite
superiority. Then, let our Service Engineering
Department help you determine whether or
not Phenolite will bring you benefits of im-
proved quality of product with added econ-
omy. Let these specialists help you determine
which grade of Phenolite is best suited to
your requirements. Our laboratory is the place
"where known requirements meet known
performance." Anyway, let us mail the
Manual. Write for it today.

NATIONAL VULCANIZED FIBRE COMPANY, WILMINGTON, DEL, U. S. A.
Offices in Principal Cities

;rhen writing to advertisers 10,,nti,,n of the PROC EDI SGS will be mutually helpful.
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AN AMAZING IMPROVEMENT
IN RECEPTION FROM YOUR PRESENT

RADIO RECEIVER WITH NEW

EVEREADY RATHEON
4 -PILLAR TUBES

THE inevitable jolts and
jars of shipment and hand-

ling can't budge the elements
in an Eveready Raytheon Tube
by as much as a thousandth of
an inch. Their accurate spac-
ing, which assures maximum
performance, is immune to
these common hazards.
The 4 -Pillar construction, which
gives Eveready Raytheon Tubes
their remarkable strength, is pat-
ented and exclusive. With no other
tube can you get all its advantages.
If you examine the illustration at the
bottom of this page, you will see the
superiority of this construction.
This is especially impor-
tant in receiving tubes
which have large and
heavy elements - tubes
such as the 224 screen -

4 -PILLAR TUBES

grid, the 280 rectifier, and power
tubes used for push-pull audio
amplification, requiring perfectly
uniform characteristics.
People everywhere, using Eveready
Raytheons in their receivers, re-
port increased distance, more power,
better tone and quicker action.
To get the most from your re-
ceiver, put a new Eveready Ray-
theon in each socket. Your dealer
has them in all types-including the
famous B -H tube for "B" power
units.

NATIONAL CARBON CO., INC.
General Offices:
New York, N.Y.

Branches: Chicago, Kansas City,
New York, San Francisco.

EVEREADY
RAYTHEON

TRADE -MARKS

Showing the exclusive, patented Eveready
Raytheon 4 -Pillar construction. Notice the
sturdy four -cornered glass stem, the four
rigid supports, and the stiff mica sheet brac-
ing the top.

Unit of Union Carbide
and Carbon Corporation

4 -PILLAR SCREEN -GRID

Eveready Raytheon Screen -Grid Tube, ER
224. The weight of the four large elements
in this type of tube makes the exclusive
Eveready Raytheon 4 -Pillar construction vital-
ly important.

When writing to advertisers mention of the Peoct:EntNos will be mutually helpful.



Your Personal Instrument
FOR

Checking radio circuits.
Measuring resistances.
Locating blown fuses.
Testing motor coils.
Locating faults in auto lighting

or ignition circuits.

Finding shorts or open circuits
in electrical appliances and
cords.

Hundreds of "personal" uses
aside from its place in the kit
of the maintenance or repair
man.

The word "personal" describes apt:y a majority of the uses to which you will put
this portable, direct reading ROLLER -SMITH HTD CIRCUIT TESTER.
That is because it is so light and compact that you will slip it into your pocket to
test radio circuits or ignition circuits or to search out the cause of improper opera-
tion of any piece of electrical apparatus at home.
While essentially a CIRCUIT TESTER for the wireman, repair man, maintenance
man or laboratory man, there are a limitless number of uses to which it may be put
by eve'y man who, in a ne -sonal or business way, has anything to do with electrical
circuits-where it is necessary to determine whether a circuit exists or to read the
resistance of a circuit.

It is safe to say that right now you can think of several places at your office or home
where this Tester would help you.
The small cost of the HTD CIRCUIT TESTER is still another reason for making
it a "personal" instrument.
Scale reads direct in ohms 0 to 10,000, also 0-100,000 and 0-200,000 ohms. Adjust-
ment to compensate for drop in battery voltage. All details in Bulletin K-300.
Send for it.

ROLLER -SMITH CO., 21 34 Woolworth Bldg., NEW YORK, N.Y.

When writing to advertisers mention of the PROCEED! EGS will be mutually helpful.
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DURHAM Metallized RESIS-
TORS and POWEROHMS are
available for every practical
resistance purpose in radio
and television circuits, 500 to
200,000 ohms in power types;
1 to 100 Megohms in resistor
types; ratings for all limited
power requirements; standard,
pigtail or special tips.

KUM , another leader
mho 5/Wilda AZP_Af

on DURHAM
STO ES and

IPOWEIADH
O LSTER!- another great name
in radio-another leader
who has set the pace in quality
receivers for many years-
another leader who has long

recognized the superiority of the metallized
principle upon which DURHAM Resistors
and Powerohms are manufactured. Yes,
KOLSTER is another of America's quality re-
ceivers which standardizes on Durham resis-
tance units . . . because they are absolutely
unfailing both in accuracy and uniformity.
DURHAMS may cost a slight fraction more
than average resistances, but their aid to qual-
ity reception is well worth the slight difference
in price. Furthermore, their presence in a re-
ceiver is a guide to the quality of other parts.
Write for engineering data sheets, samples
for testing and complete literature. Please
state ratings in which you are interested.

RESISTORS & POWEROHMS
International Resistance Co., 2006 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

When writing to advertisers mention of the PROCEEDINGS will be mutually helpful.
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POLYMET
puts another year behind

-the greatest in its history
Over 80% of all the radio manufacturers have turned to
Polymet in 1929 For standard radio essentials for incor-
poration in their sets. But December 31st ends nothing
but a calendar; January 1st begins nothing but another.

Starting right where 1929 leaves off, Polymet will strive
in 1930 to occupy an even more dominating position
in the radio parts industry than ever before, by the
simple expedient of offering to radio
manufacturers the same unapproach- CONDENSERS
able Quality, incomparable Service,
and unexampled Dependability in RESISTANCES

Polymet Manufacturing Corp. COILS
829 East 134th Street New York City owl other

POLYMET PRODUCTS

When writing to advertisers mention of the PROCEEDINGS will be mutually helpful.
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Two Jewell Instruments
of Ultra Sensitivity

Pattern 88

Now the Jewell Pattern 88 flush,type bake-
lite case, direct current instrument is avail-
able with full scale ranges of 200, 300, and
500 microamperes, respectively.

These ultra sensitive instruments are valu-
able in research work and for deflection gal-
vanometers in bridge circuits, plate micro -
ammeters in vacuum tube voltmeters, and
similar uses.

Despite the difficulty of manufacturing
these ultra sensitive instruments, due to the
economy of quantity production they are
priced at $24.00 each in the microampere
ranges. Higher scale ranges are lower in
price.

MILLIAMPERES

Pattern 68

Jewell Pattern 68 thermo couple instrument
is now available in standard full scale ranges
of 10, 25, 50, and 100 milliamperes.

These instruments are especially suited
for wavemeter work, as well as for the
determination of circuit constants, using
radio frequency current. Coil resistance, de-
crement, parasytic oscillations, and many
other determinations can be made by using
these ultra sensitive instruments instead of
laboratory type galvanometers with separate
thermo couples.

List prices: 10 MA Range, $40.00; 25
MA Range, $37.50; 50 MA Range, $35.00;
and 100 MA Range, $32.50.

Write today for prices and descriptions
of these ultra sensitive instruments.

Jewell Electrical Instrument Co. 1650 Walnut St.,
Chicago, Illinois

bud

Manufacturers of a complete line of high grade A.C. and D.C. instruments,
including switchboard instruments from 2" to 9" in diameter, and portable
instruments from small pocket sizes to laboratory precision standards.

w 29 YEARS MAKING GOOD INSTRUMENTS
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The public looks for the RCA
mark on the vacuum tubes of
a new radio set. That is one
important test of the quality of

the instrument. RCA Radio-
trons are standard equipment
throughout the radio industry.

RADIOTRON DIVISION OF THE

RADIO -VICTOR CORPORATION OF AMERICA

MICA IRA% ID II tit IRO Al
I \ I. NI K R S () I I II I It 1 I k

Al\ AN\ 41111.411&/1\4111\41\ ilft.411k,/1\ Aft,/1

When xeriting to advertisers mention of the PROCEEDINGS will be mutually helpful.
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U. S. NAVAL INSTITUTE
FOUNDED IN 1873

For the Advancement of Professional, Liter-
ary and Scientific Knowledge in the Navy

ADMIRAL DAVID D. PORTER
Was Its First President

For Over Half a Century

U. S. Naval Institute Proceedings
Has Been the Navy's Forum

Published Monthly-Illustrated

Its pages cover a wide range of subjects by foreign and American
contributors, officers and civilians, many of whom are distin-
guished in their specialties, so written as to interest the Institute's
large civilian associate membership. An attempt is made each
month to put out a well balanced issue: some theory, some
discussion of present-day methods with constructive criticism,
book reviews, professional notes, international notes, some naval
history, some narrative and occasionally general engineering
subjects.

UNTIL FURTHER NOTICE all Grades of Membership of
the Institute of Radio Engineers are Invited to Become As-
sociate Members of the Naval Institute upon Application and
Payment of ANNUAL DUES $3.00 (Including Proceedings).

(Regular Subscription $5.00 Per Year.)

Address: U. S. NAVAL INSTITUTE, ANNAPOLIS, MD., U. S. A.

When writing to advertisers mention of the PROCEEDINGS will be mutually helpful.
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EVERY OPERADIO POWER UNIT

MUST PASS

THIS TEST

ON the right is the standard Power Unit, on the left
is the production Power Unit. Using a Comparator Switch, an
instantaneous comparison is made between the Power Units,
connecting the same pick-up and the same speaker to each in
turn. Matched sets of tubes are used so that the Power Unit
itself is the only variable introduced. This means assured
uniformity of performance in every Operadio Power Unit
leaving the plant-Operadio's standards of quality are
conscientiously maintained at the highest point.

OPERADIO MANUFACTURING CO.
ST. CHARLES. ILL.

OPERADIO
When writing to advertisers mention of the PROCEEDINGS will be mutually helpful.
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VACUUM
TUBE

VOLT METER
THESE vacuum tube

voltmeters designed by
Harry R. Lubcke, 2831 Clay
Street, Alameda, California,
illustrate the use of For-
mica for panels, terminal
strips, etc., in instrument
design.

Leading technical men
throughout the Radio and Electrical industries
have confidence in Formica. It has served them
well for 16 years and they have loyally supported
it with their patronage for many years.

It is available promptly in any quantity in sheets,
tubes and rods, or in parts of any type that may be
machined from those parts.

Send your blueprints for quotations.

THE FORMICA INSULATION COMPANY
4646 Spring Grove Avenue

CINCINNATI, OHIO

ORMICA.
Made from Anhydrous Bakelite Resins
SHEETS TUBES RODS

When writing to advertisers mention of the PROCEEDINGS will be mutually helpful.
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The Master Hand of Reproduction

TILL master hand of the conductor . . . blended effects
. . . and the great symphony concert is the final result.

Likewise Powerizer Sound System is the final result of blended
unity . . . the master hand of reproduction. Thousands upon
thousands of dollars have been expended in matching every
element that enters into an audio amplifying system . . . every
element that acoustics of auditoriums, varying in size and struc-
ture, demand for perfect balance.

Our vast fund of experience is generously offered to the Elec-
trical Engineer. He may use it to his advantage. Send for
our booklet I R 1029. It is yours for the asking.

RADIO RECEPTOR COMPANY, INC.
106A Seventh Avenue, New York City

Licensed by Radio Corporation of America and Associated Companies

pOWERIZER
S OUND SYSTEMS

( I R-12 29)

When Writing to advertisers men t i9n of the PROCE EDI N GS will be rnutastir helpful.
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iu
Engineering Facts Have A Utility Value

12,500 HOURS...
A WORLD'S RECORD FOR TUBE LIFE !

By GEORGE LEWIS
Vice President, Arcturus Radio Tube Company

BACK in April, 1928, we started an interesting ex-
periment with Arcturus Radio Tubes. We wanted

to know how long our tubes would last. So we took
25 standard quick heating tubes at random from stock,
put them in a test rack, and turned on the current.

Eighteen months have passed. These 25 tubes have
been burning continuously day and night. They have
piled up a world's endurance record of more than
12,500 hours, yet not one tube has burned out.

We believe you will agree that this is a remarkable
record. It proves that Arcturus design is sound... that
there are no weak spots in Arcturus construction. It
proves that Arcturus engineers have not sacrificed dur-
ability to gain the quick action and clear tone which
have made Arcturus Tubes famous.

Critical set engineers and radio manufacturers en-
dorse Arcturus Tubes because of this all-around per-
formance. They know that any a. c. set gives best
results with Arcturus Blue Tubes in every socket.

C ITTU R U Si AC ,-RADITUBES
ARCTURUS RADIO TUBE CO., NEWARK, N.. J.

When writing to advertisers mention of the PROCEEDINGS will be mutually helpful.
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t
Radio Insulating Products

Tqfpical

Get
and

SOLANTITE is a logical insulator for
use in radio receivers and transmitters
both electrically and mechanically.

the facts on this scientifically processed
accurately fabricated ceramic. Send us

your specifications for quotations.

halanthe OMPAIIV &AMC"Ca,
( Incorporated )

New York Sales Office: 551 Fifth Avenue, NEW YORK

When writing to advertisers mention of the PROCEEDINGS will be mutually helpful.
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CONDENSERS AND RESISTORS

How Do You Buy
Condensers:

MOST filter condensers, condenser blocks and bypass
units are bought merely on the basis of price, voltage

ratings and their ability to withstand ordinary short -time
tests, without sufficient consideration to the fact that these
are not dependable indicators of the ability of a condenser
to stand up under all conditions of service, during the
entire life of the receiver or power unit.

Nothing is apt to prove as
costly as a cheaply made,
over -rated condenser or re-
sistor. Whether you are a
manufacturer, professional
set builder or experimenter,
you cannot afford the high
cost luxury of a cheap con-
denser or resistor.

Aerovox condensers and
resistors are conservatively
rated and thoroughly tested.
The Aerovox Wireless Cor-
poration makes no secret of
the Insulation Specifications

of their filter condensers and
filter condenser blocks. This
information is contained in
detail in the 1928-29 catalog.

The next time you are in
the market for filter con-
densers or filter condenser
blocks, make your compari-
son on the basis of Insula-
tion Specifications. Aerovox
condensers are not the most
expensive, nor the cheapest,
but they are the best that can
be had at any price.

Send For Complete Catalog
Complete specifications of all Aerovox units, including

insulation specifications of condensers, carrying capacities of
resistors and all physical dimensions and list prices are
contained in a fully illustrated, 20 -page catalog which will
be sent free of charge on request.

'AEROVOX WIRELESS CORP:
80 Washington Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.

PRODUCTS THAT ENDURE

When writing to advertisers mention of the PROCEEDINGS will be mutually helpful.
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CHANGE IN MAILING ADDRESS
OR BUSINESS TITLE

Members of the Institute are asked to use this form for notify-
ing the Institute office of a change in their mailing address or
any change in the listing of their company affiliation or title
for the Year Book membership list.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - _ - - - - - - -
The Secretary,
THE INSTITUTE OF RADIO ENGINEERS,
33 West 39th Street,
New York, N.Y.

Dear Sir:
Effective please note change in my address

(date)
for mail as follows:

FROM

(Name)

(Street Address)

(City and State)

TO NEW ADDRESS

(Street Address)

(City and State)

Also for the membership list for next year's Year Book note change
in my business address (or title) as follows, this is my mailingis not
address:

(Title)

(Company Name)

(Address: Street, City and State)

PLEASE FILL IN, DETACH, AND POST TO THE
INSTITUTE PROMPTLY

xxxv
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lip ack Numbers of the
Proceedings Available
MEMBERS of the Institute will find that back issues of the Pro-

ceedings are becoming increasingly valuable, and scarce.
For the benefit of those desiring to complete their file of back
numbers there is printed below a list of all complete volumes
(bound and unbound) and miscellaneous copies on hand for
sale by the Institute.

The contents of each issue can be found in the 1914-1926 Index
and in the 1929 Year Book (for the years 1927-28).

BOUND VOLUMES:
Vols. 8, 9, 10, 11 and 14 (1920-1921-1922-1923-1926), $8.75

per volume, to members.
Vol. 16 (1928), $9.50 to members.

UNBOUND VOLUMES:
Vols. 6, 8, 9, 10, 11 and 14 (1918-1920-1921-1922-1923-1926),

$6.75 per volume (year) to members.

MISCELLANEOUS COPIES:
Vol. 1 (1913) July and December
Vol. 2 (1914) June
Vol. 3 (1915) December
Vol. 4 (1916) June and August
Vol. 5 (1917) April, June, August, October and Decem-

ber)
Vol. 7 (1919) February, April and December
Vol. 12 (1924) August, October and December
Vol. 13 (1925) April, June, August, October and Decem-

ber
Vol. 15 (1927) April, May, June, July, October and De-

cember

These single copies are priced at $1.13 each to members to the
January 1927 issue. Subsequent to that number the price is $0.75
each. Prior to January 1927 the Proceedings was published bi-
monthly, beginning with the February issue and ending with
December. Since January 1927 it has been published monthly.

Make remittances payable to the Institute of Radio Engineers and
send orders to:

THE INSTITUTE OF RADIO ENGINEERS
33 West 39th Street
NEW YORK, N. Y.

I oirro sa am -8
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You can forget the Condensers, if they are DUBILIER'S

PL -1826

A special purpose, high voltage, short wave, transmitting condenser.
Another example of most advanced construction in condensers using mica asthe dielectric.
A Dubilier development.
Note the electrical characteristics:
Capacity .00074 Mfd. Current 25 amperesVolts Effective 50,000 Frequency 5 000 K.C.

Technical Ability in Sales
is an important complement to ability in engineering and
manufacture.

Do not hesitate to ask for a Dubilier Sales -Engineer.
You will find him capable of thoroughly understanding

the problems involved in your job.

DubilierCONDENSER
CORPORATION

342 Madison Avenue
New York, N. Y.

hen ,:ettisers mention of the PROCEEDINGS will be nn duallyually heipful.
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INSTITUTE SUPPLIES
EMBLEMS

Three styles of Institute emblems, appropriately colored to
indicate the various grades of membership in the Institute,
are available. The approximate size of each emblem is that
of the illustrations.

The lapel button is of 14k gold, the background being
enamelled in the membership color, the lettering being
gold. The button is supplied with a screw back with
jaws which fasten it securely to the coat. This style
emblem can be obtained for $2.75, postpaid, for any
grade.

The pin is also of 14k gold. It is provided with a
safety catch and is appropriately colored for the various
grades of membership. Price, for any grade, $3.00 post-
paid.

The watch charm is handsomely finished on both sides
and is of 14k gold. . The charm is equipped with a sus-
pension ring for attaching to a watch fob or chain. Price
for any grade $5.00 postpaid.

BINDERS
The binder pictured here contains over three inches

of filing space. It serves either as a temporary trans-
fer binder or as a permanent cover. It is made of
handsome Spanish Grain Fabrikoid in blue and gold.
The binder is so constructed that each individual copy

PI° j
of the PROCEEDINGS will lie flat when the pages are turned. Copies can be
removed from the binder in a few seconds and can be permanently preserved
in undamaged condition. Hundreds of these binders are sold each year.
Price, $1.50 each, or $2.00 with the member's name or the PROCEEDINGS Volume
Number stamped in gold.

BACK ISSUES OF THE PROCEEDINGS
Back issues of the PROCEEDINGS are available in unbound form for the years

1918, 1920, 1921, 1922, 1923, and 1926 at $6.75 per year (six issues). Single
copies for any of the years listed to 1927 are $1.13 each. From 1927 on (where
available) the single copy price is $0.75. Foreign postage on the volume is
$0.60 additional. On single copies $0.10.

A number of individual copies for years other than those listed above are
available. For a list of these, members should apply to the Secretary.

Bound volumes in Blue Buckram binding are available for the years 1920,
1921, 1922, 1923, and 1926 at $8.75 per year. The bound volume for 1928 is
priced at $9.50. Foreign postage is $1.00 per volume.

Bound volumes, for the above years, in Morocco Leather binding are available
at $11.00 each.

These prices are to members of the Institute.

FOURTEEN YEAR INDEX
The PROCEEDINGS Index for the years 1909.1926, inclusive, is available to

members at $1.00 per copy. This index is extensively cross indexed.

YEAR BOOK
The 1927 and 1928 year books are available to members at $0.75 per copy,

per year. The 1929 year book, including the report of the 1928 Committee on
Standardization, is available to members at $1.00 per copy.

When ordering any of the above, send remittance, with order to The
Secretary, The Institute of Radio Engineers, 33 \Vest 39th Street, New York,
N.Y.

When writing to advertisers mention of the PROCEEDINGS will be mutually helpful.
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Fixed \
Resistors

RuqqedAccurate-Permanent
Compare These

Oscillograms

Oscillogram showing noise-
less per forma nce of Bradley -

unit Resistors.

Oscillogram showing noisy
performance of other types

of resistors.

SOLID MOLDED-that is the secret
of the superior performance of the
Bradleyunit. Made in ratings from
500 ohms to 10 megohms, these ac-
curate, noiseless fixed resistors are
the choice of the leading set man-
ufacturers for grid leaks and plate
coupling resistors.
All Bradleyunits are color -coded for
quick and easy identification. They
are not fragile. There are no produc-
tion losses due to breakage. Tem-
perature, moisture, and age do not
affect Bradleyunit accuracy.
Follow the example of leading radio man-
ufacturers, and standardize on tha Bradley -
unit. Write for fu rther information and prizes.

ALLEN -BRADLEY CO., 282 Greenfield Ave., Milwaukee, Wis.  II  MI    U.S

en-I3
PERFECT RABID RESISTURI.

CI N.- %        II    MI    

NMU. MUM

NU

MU

U

lt'licn writing to advertisers mention of the PROCEEDINGS will be mutually helpful.
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OIL
IMPREGNATED

FILTER
CONDENSERS

FOR THOSE WHO WANT AND APPRE-
CIATE THE HIGHEST QUALITY.

SEND SPECIFICATIONS FOR QUOTA-
TIONS AND SAMPLES.

CONDENSER CORPORATION OF AMERICA
259-271 CORNELISON AVE. JERSEY CITY, N. J.

The Ekko Co.
Daily News Bldg.

Chicago, Ill.

W. C. Laing
Southern Ohio Bank Bldg.

Cincinnati, Ohio

When writing to advertisers mention of the PROCEEDINGS will be mutually helpful.
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"ESCO"
Operate Standard A. C. Radios in D. C. Districts

on Yachts or Farm Plants with

"ESCO" Dynamotors or Motor Generators

Dynamotor with Filter for Radio Receivers

Where it is desired to vary the A.C.
voltage, the use of a motor genera-
tor is recommended. Suitable rheo-
stats are furnished by "ESCO," at
a slight additional cost. While the
motor generators are stocked only
in the 300 watt size with 110, 220 or
32 volt primary, special sizes and
voltages may be made to order.

Both dynamotors and motor gener-
ators are furnished with special
wool packed bearings assuring mini-
mum attention and quiet operation.

"ESCO" manufacturers for regular stock
four sizes of dynamotors known as RL2
(75 watts) RL4 (160 watts) LF3 (350
watts) and LF5 (550 watts)-These are
wound for 32 volt, 110 volt, or 220 volt.
Special voltages and sizes made to order.
Prompt delivery and low prices. Dyna-
motors require no starting controllers.

All "ESCO" Radio Armatures are dy-
namically balanced-assuring minimum of
vibration.

All machines are equipped with "ESCO"
filter specially designed for sensitive radio
sets-The filtration is as near perfect as
scientific research can develop.

Motor -generator with Filter for Radio Receivers

tILIECIPIC 0i) - I

I 1

COMPANIV
300 SOUTH ST., STAMFORD, CONN.

Manufacturers of motors, generators, dynamotors and
rotary converters.

When writing to advertisers mention of the PROCEEDINGS will be mutually helpful.
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RECTIFIERS
NM=MIIMMIEW

Since the advent of dry metallic rectifiers
Elkon has always led in perfection of de-
sign and record of performance. Many of the
leading manufacturers have brought their
rectifier problems to Elkon for solution.

The signal success of Elkon rectifiers in
the "A" Eliminator and battery charging
fields was followed by outstanding
achievements with low voltage rectifiers for
dynamic and other moving coil speakers.

Again, this year, looking ahead and inter-
preting the need, Elkon introduced the
new high voltage rectifiers which eliminate
the power transformer in dynamic speakers
and others of moving coil type.

Whatever may be your problem of recti-
fication, Elkon engineers will be glad to
co-operate with you in working out its
solution.

ELKON, INc.
Division of P. R. Mallory & Co.. Inc.

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

by ELKON
When writing to advertisers mention of the PROCEEDINGS Will be mutually helpful.
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Radio Condensers for Every
Set Manufacturer

THE SCOVILL MANUFACTURING COMPANY has facili-
ties for handling large orders for radio condensers.

It is prepared to manufacture condensers to meet the indi-
vidual requirements of each set manufacturer. Not
limited to any particular style, we can produce in quantity
any special or standard variable condenser that may bc
required.

In addition to correct metal and expert workmanship,
Scovill offers to set manufacturers a research department
whose constant activity insures condensers always slight])
ahead of the market trend in design and construction.
Find out today how Scovill can help you.

Every step in the manufacture of Scovill radio
parts is under strict laboratory supervision.

SCOVILL
Estabbshed 1802

MANUFACTURING COMPANY
 WATER/3012Y  CONNECTICUT 

NEW YORK
Los ANGELES
PROVIDENCE

ATLANTA
CLEVELAND
SAN FRANCISCO

In Europe-THE HAGUE, HOLLAND

ILADELPEIA
CINCINNATI
BOSTON

DETROIT
CIIICAGO

11 hen writing to advertisers mention of. the PROCEEDINGS will be mutually helpful.
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The Graf Zeppelin's radio signals received
half way around the earth over an antenna

equipped with PYREX Insulators

"PYREX Insulators on my new antenna and counterpoise are
simply great. Since installing them I notice quite an increase
in antenna current. Picked up the Graf Zeppelin twice when
she was about 800 miles east of Tokyo." (August 24th, 1929)

W. GILBERT who wrote the above, owns Radio Station
W3MS, Philadelphia, has been a radio operator for 19

years and can speak with authority on radio insulation.
His achievement in bringing in signals from the small set on

the Zeppelin with his own 3 -circuit detector, 2 -stage audio set
in Philadelphia, 12000 miles away, caused much favorable
comment.

Most of the American Broadcasting Stations are enthusiastic
advocates of PYREX Insulators; Radio telegraph companies
depend upon PYREX Insulators to aid in keeping their service
reliable; and explorers who must often depend upon radio
communication for safety, find that PYREX Insulators enable
them to get long range with very small sets.

Proper types for professional and amateur
needs are shown in the PYREX Radio Insula-
tor Booklet, which will be sent on request.

CORNING GLASS WORKS, DEPT. 63
Industrial and Laboratory Division

CORNING, NEW YORK

Worlds Largest Manufacturer of Technical Glassware

T. M. PKG. U. S. PAT OFF.

PYRTEX1
Radio

Insulators

PYFRLASS WORKS
EX

RADIO INSULATORS

When writing to advertisers mention of the PROCEEDINGS will be mutually helpful.
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The REAL Test
FOR

ELECTRICAL EFFICIENCY-
MECHANICAL STRENGTH-
ALL AROUND STURDINESS-
SOUND CONSTRUCTION-

Will give you the most in real
results for your money. They
are the choice of those who
know condensers.

For
AMATEURS, BROADCASTING

STATIONS AND
COMMERCIAL TRANSMITTERS
Receiving Condensers in Several

Types and Many Capacities
Send for Literature

THE ALLEN D. CARD -
WELL MFG. CORPN.

81 Prospect St.
Brooklyn, N. Y.

. ritwan"t.-0 Vii-
A"tWe V%is. . S:tS r .-

When writing to advertisers mention of the PROCEEDINGS will be mutually helpful.
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Volume Controls

Manufactured in three sizes

Standard
Junior
Midget

Also Double Standard
and Double Junior

T0 vary the intensity of the faithful
reproduction built into radio receivers

without introducing noise or distortion, can
only be accomplished by a careful and com-
plete consideration of both mechanical and
electrical features of the volume control.

Mechanically-The Centralab exclusive and
patented rocking disc contact precludes any
possibility of wear on the resistance ma-
terial. This feature adds to the smoothness
of operation since the contact shoe rides only
on the disc. The shaft and bushing are com-
pletely insulated from the current carrying
parts-eliminating any hand capacity when
volume control is placed in a critical circuit.

Electrically - Centralab engineers have
evolved tapers of resistance that produce a
smooth and gradual variation of volume.
These tapers have been thoroughly tried and
tested for each specific application for cur-
rent carrying capacity and power dissipation.

Centralab volume controls have been speci-
fied by leading manufacturers because of
their quality and ability to perform a specific
duty-Vary the intensity of faithful repro-
duction-faithfully.

Write for full particulars of
specific application.

CENTRAL RADIO LABORATORIES

36 Keefe Ave. Milwaukee, Wis.

A CENTRALAB VOLUME CONTROL IMPROVES THE RADIO SET

When writing to advertisttrs mention of the PROCEEDINGS will be mutually helpful.
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AmerTran DeLuxe
Audio Transformer-
ListPrice$10.00. Type
151-Between one sn-
put and two output
tubes-ListPrice$ MOO

Type AF -8 Audio Trans-
former-Either Ist or 2nd
stage audio. Turn ratio
31/2 - List Price $6.00

AmerTran PowerTransormer
Type Pt-245A-
List Price $22.00

Bring
the Studio
to your Home

There is no excuse for imperfect radio reception.
But even today, receiving sets fail to reproduce
music and the speaking voice in true tone identi-
cal with the range of pitch and the rich fulness of
sound quality as broadcast in the studio.
The weak point in most receiving sets is in the
audio system.
AmerTran Audio Transformers and Power
Transformers shown here perfect the audio system
and bring the programs into your home exactly
as they over the air through the microphone.
For further descriptions of these and thirty -odd
products in the field ofradio reproduction that have
attained the perfection necessary to AmerTran
Standard of Excellence, write for Bulletin 1065.
The facilities of our engineering department are
at the service of everyone interested in better
radio reproduction.

AMEeRAN
TRADE MARK REA U PAT. VT.

QUALITY RADIO PRODUCTS

AMERICAN TRANSFORMER COMPANY
178 EMMET STREET, NEWARK, N. J.

Transformer Builders for over 29 yearsr .11

AMERICAN TRANSFORMER CO.
178 Emmet St., Newark, N. J.

Please send me Bulletin 1065containingcompleteinforma-
tion on AmerTranTransformers,forbetterradioreception.

Name

Address
IRE -12-21

When writing to advertisers mention of the PROCEEDINGS will be mutually helpful.
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PROFESSIONAL ENGINEERING DIRECTORY
For Consultants in Radio and Allied Engineering Fields

The J. G. White
Engineering Corporation

Engineers-Constructors
Builders of New York Radio

Central
Industrial, Steam Power, and Gas
Plants, Steam and Electric Rail-

roads, Transmission Systems.
43 Exchange Place New York

Amy, Aceves & King, Inc.
Consulting Engineers

DESIGN-TEST-DEVELOPMENT

Radio Transmitters, Receivers and Sound
Reproducing Apparatus

Research Laboratories
55 West 42nd Street, New York

Lon gacre 8579

THE MAGNAVOX
COMPANY

Oakland, Calif. & Chicago, Ill.

PIONEERS AND SPECIALISTS
IN THE ART OF

SOUND PRODUCTION.

DYNAMIC SPEAKERS SINCE
1911.

BRUNSON S. McCUTCHEN

Consulting Radio Engineer

17 State Street

NEW YORK

Electrical Testing
Laboratories

RADIO DEPARTMENT
also

Electrical, Photometric,
Chemical and Mechanical

Laboratories
80th Street and East End Ave.

NEW YORK, N. Y.

PATENTS
WM.. G. H. FINCH

Patent Attorney .

I Registered U. S. & Canada)

Mem. I. R. E. Mem. A. I. E. E.
303 Fifth Ave. New York

Caledonia 5331

For EXPORT of material
made by:

Allen D. Cardwell Mfg. Corp.
Clarostat Mfg. Co.
Corning Glass Works
Du bil ier Condenser Corp.
E I kon, Inc.
Radio Engineering Labs.
Raytheon Mfg. Co.
United Scientific Labs.
Weston Electrical Inst. Corp.

apply to
AD. AURIEMA, INC.

116 Broad Street, New York, N. Y.

JOHN MINTON, Ph.D.
Consulting Enginueer

for
Developing - Designing -

Manu f acturing
of

Radio Receivers, Amplifiers, Transform-
ers, Rectifiers, Sound Recording and

Reproducing Apparatus.
Radio and Electro-Acoustical

Laboratory

8 Church St. White Plains, N. Y.

When writing to advertisers mention of the PROCEEDINGS will be mutually helpful.
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FILTER CONDENSERS
BY-PASS CONDENSERS

RADIO INTERFERENCE FILTERS
POWER FACTOR CORRECTION BANKS

The most rigid comparative tests prove the superior ability
of Cornell Condensers to stand strains and over loads; to
give better and longer service and to meet all demands of
modern radio. Let us quote on your requirements or
special specifications. Your inquiry will receive immedi-
ate quotations and samples will be furnished upon recuest.

Write for Catalog of Complete Line of
Cornell Products.

Cornell Electric Mfg. Co., Inc.
LONG ISLAND CITY, NEW YORK

When writing to advertisers mention of the PROCEEDINGS will be nrutually helpful.
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TEMPERATURE CONTROL UNITS
designed for

PIEZO CRYSTAL OSCILLATORS

Catalogue No. 211

Automatic thermostatically controlled heater compartments, designed to house from
one to three piezo crystals-Jacks are provided to fit any type of crystal holder
(When ordering give dimensions and type of holder employed)-Uniquely constructed
adjustable thermostat units, which are guaranteed to keep the temperature constant
to within 0.1 of one degree at the desired setting-Adjustable working limits 30° to
50° C-Fitted with precision thermometers having large graduated scales capable
of indicating tenths of a degree centigrade-The cases are constructed along
scientifically correct lines, having an inner lining of special asbestos board; an
intermediate non -circulating air chamber and air exterior covering of heavy sheet
aluminum-Supported with aluminum end castings.

Easily adapted to present day transmitters-Operates direct front
any 110 volt A.C. or D.C. line-Current consumption only one-half
ampere-Furnished with pilot light which gives instantaneous check
on operation. --Dimensions 71/2" x 11/2" front x 12" deep.
Broadcasting, commercial, experimental and other stations, which are required to
keep within 100 cycles of a specified frequency, will find these REL Cat. 211 units
very necessary-Quantity production has enabled us to offer these at a very
reasonable price.

. Information and Prices on Application

MANUFACTURES A COMPLETE LINE OF
APPARATUS FOR SHORT WAVE TRANS-

MISSION AND RECEPTION

Radio Engineering Laboratories, Inc.
100 Wilbur Ave. Long Island City, N.Y., U.S.A.

When writing to advertisers mention of the PROCEEDINGS will be mutually helpful.
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A. C. Screen -Grid
Custom Receivers that
Satisy the Most
Exacting Requirements

A Superior Value at $74.75
Combining practically all the advanced receiver fea-
tures, the S -M 722 is, without question, the outstand-
ing buy of the year at $74.75 net, completely wired,
less tubes and cabinet. 3 screen -grid tubes (including
detector), band -filter, 245 push-pull stageare all in-
cluded in the 722. Component parts total $52.90.
Tubes required: 3-'24, 1-'27, 2-'45, 1-'80.

Full -A. -C. Short -Wave Reception!
The first a. c. short-wave receiver on the American
market, the 735 is easily first in performance as well.
Newly -designed plug-in coils, a regenerative power de-
tector, a screen -grid r.f. stage, a typically excellent S -M
audio amplifier, built-in power unit-all these combine
with other features to present astonishing quality in a
remarkably inexpensive and flexible receiver. Price,
wired complete, with built-in ABC power unit, less
tubes and cabinet, only $64.90. Component parts
total $44.90. Tubes required: 1-'24, 2-'27,2-'45, 1-'80. Two extra coils, 131P and 131Q,
cover the broadcast band at an added cost of $1.65.
For battery use (735DC) price, $44.80, less cabinet
and tubes. Component parts total $26.80. Tubes re-
quired: 1-'22, 4-'12A.

The New "Boss of the Air"
Developed along the peculiar lines of design which
resulted last year in the unprecedented supremacy of
the Sargent-Rayment 710, the 712 has five tuned cir-
cuits, all -electric operation, strictly one -dial control (no
verniers) band -selector tuning, power detection. Even
where cost is no object as in the best rack -and -panel
construction, the S -M 712 is absolutely ideal. Low -
impedance power detector permits its use with any
standard amplifier. It uses 3-'24 tubes, and 1-'27.
All ABC power obtainable from S -M 677 amplifier.
Less tubes, $64.90 net as shown. Component parts
total $40.90.

An Amplifier to Depend On
The new S -M 677 is ideal both for the 712 and for
record pick-up. Requires 1-'27, 2-'45, 1-'80.
Wired complete, less tubes $58.50. Component parts
total $43.40. For 25 -40 -cycle current, $72.50 wired.

And a Great New Transformer!
The new S -M 233U universal output .transformer
shows a curve flat to within 1.7 DB, even from 30 to
10,000 cycles. With three windings (twelve lugs) it
works perfectly out of '71, '45, or '50 tubes, singly or
in push-pull. It can be connected to match almost
any impedance, as of multiple speakers (hotels, etc.)
May be used inductively coupled, or as auto trans-
former-as tube -to -line or line -to -tube or load trans-
former. Separate low -resistance winding gives high
efficiency when working into low -impedance load.
Price $9.00.

Detailed suggestions on 712 rack -and -panel
installation were given in the RADIO -
BUILDER for October-also new data on
television amplification. If you are not
getting it regularly, write us.

6411 WEST 65TH STRESILVER -MARSHALL, Inc.. CHICAGO, U. S. A.
ET

When writing to advertisers mention of the PROCEEDINGS will be mutually helpful.
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These six new Frost -Radio Volume Controls are represen-
tative of the service rendered by Herbert H. Frost, Inc.,
in meeting the demands of the manufacturers of receiving

sets of today and tomorrow. Tandem units
such as these operate smoothly, noiselessly and

with an almost total absence of wear. They
are non -inductive, unaffected by tempera-

ture or humidity changes. They may be
obtained in any desired curve. Wire wound
or carbon -element type. Clockwise or counter-
clockwise knob rotation. Shaft and thimble
length to suit your needs.

No. 280-280. Combination metal shell
wire wound and composition elements.
Wire wound up to 15,000 ohms. composi-
tion, 5.000 1 megohm. Rheostat or poten-
tiometer type In either unit. Units Insulated
from each other. Diameter. 1 11/16 In.
Depth of shell. 1 3/8 in.

No. 890. Double depth metal shell
unit In rilei.stat or potentiometer type.
Rotors in same electrical connection.
Composition elements, 5.000 ohms to
1 megohm in each unit. Diameter.
1 7/8 In. Depth of shell, 1 3/16 in.

No. 1880-1880. Same as 280-280 ex-
cept all bake ate.

As the world's largest manufacturers of high
grade variable resistors, we are singularly well
equipped to supply your requirements, no mat-
ter what they maybe. Write us in detail regard.
ing your variable resistor problems, and have
us submit samples to meet your specifications.

HERBERT H. FROST, Inc.
Main Offices and Factory; Elkhart, Ind.

160 North La Salle Street, CHICAGO

No. 590-590.
Metal shell, com-
position element
only. Resistances
from 5.000 ohms
to 1 megohm. All
curves. Potentio-
meter or rheostat
types. Units in-
sulated from each
other. Diameter,
1 5/161n. Depth
of shell, 1 1/8 in.

No. 200-200. Metal
Shell type wire wound re-
sistors with resistances
from 5 ohms to 10,000
ohms. Split windings.
Rheostator potentiometer
types. Units insulated.
Diameter, 17 16 lu. Depth
of shell, 1 1, 2 In.

No. 2880-2880.
nakellte shell compo-
sition element only.
Resistance range from
5,000 ohms to I meg-
ohm. All curves. Po-
tentiometer or rheo-stat types. Units
Insulated from each
other. Dlanieter.1 I 2
In. Depth of shell.
1 1/8 in.

When writing to advertisers mention of the PROCEEDINGS will be mutually helpful.
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PROFESSIONAL ENGINEERING DIRECTORY
For Consultants in Radio and Allied Envineering Fields

(Continued)

4th Edition
Thoroughly Revised-Up-to-Date

"RADIO THEORY AND
OPERATING"

992 Pages 800 Illustrations
By MARY TEXANNA LOOMIS
President and Lecturer on Radio

Loomis Radio College
Member Institute of Radio Engineers

Price $3.50-Postage Paid

LOOMIS PUBLISHING CO.
Dept. 6, Washington, D.C.

FERRANTI, Inc.
*

Consulting Engineers
Audio Amplification

Design -Construction -Advice

130 West 42nd St., New York

Radio

Engineers

Your card on this new professional card page

will give you a direct introduction to over 6,500

technical men, executives,

portant radio interests.

and others with ins -

Per Issue-$10.00
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Three Screen Grid and Power
Detector Circuit

Three screen grid radio amplifier stages adjusted
for uniform gain. Use of separate filters in each
control grid, screen and plate circuit closes feed-
back paths and permits operation at great
amplification level.

Linear detector -27 type feeding directly into
push-pull amplifier.

Radio amplifier stages are adjusted for stand-
ard gain in final electrical test.

One of the many features of
this outstanding new receiver

A. H. GREBE & CO., INC.
Richmond Hill, N. Y.

WESTERN BRANCH
443 So. San Pedro Street, Los Angeles, California

Grebe
ra io

SUPER-SYNCHROPMAH '0 4*

MAKERS OF QUALITY RADIO SINCE 1909



TEMPERATURE - CONTROL BY
GENERAL RADIO

Type 547-A Temperature -Control Box

TN the course of research that has
-1-

ex-
tended over more than a year, the

General Radio Company discovered that
a temperature -control unit which is to
operate satisfactorily outside of a constant -
temperature room must be more than an
assembly of thermo-regulators, heaters,
and insulating materials. As a result of
this work, we announce two single -stage,
constant -temperature boxes with excellent
characteristics.

The Type 547-A Temperature -Control
Box maintains its temperature at any as-
signed v.4ue between 40 and 60 degrees
C. within ± 0.1 degrees C. for a varia-

tion in room temperature of 20 degrees
F. The heater operates from the 110-vojt
power supply. There is provision for
controlling two Type 376 Quartz Plates,
but the box is by no means limited to that
use. Price: $150.00.

The Type 547-B Temperature -Control
Box i; similar, but it maintains its tem-
perature to within ± 1.0 degrees C. under
the above -mentioned conditions. Its price
is $140.00.

GENERAL RADIO COMPANY
30 STATE STATE

CAMBRIDGE A, MASSACHUSETTS

GENERAL RADIO

FOR MEASURING ELEC-
TRICAL QUANTITIES AT

ALL FREQUENCIES

INSTRU VENTS

STANDARD AND SPECIAL
ITEMS FOR LABORATO-
RY AND INDUSTRIAL USE

GEORGE RAM', Pl./110SM%. ,01,R.A., 111.41... WISCONSIN


